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Abstract

This thesis explores how architecture can be considered a ‘third teacher’, Italian
educator Loris Malaguzzi’s theory that inspired the Reggio Emilia School. How is
architecture – as activity and setting – pedagogical, and how is pedagogy political?
More specifically, it investigates how children can be involved in (re)designing their
environment as a wide-reaching learning activity that encourages multiple intelligences,
in a bid to democratise the city and develop practices of responsible citizenship.
Situated in Mumbai in collaboration with the education NGO Muktangan, my
research process uses a series of pedagogic experiments to examine the sociopolitical contexts of a simultaneously global and local city and its potential to house
active citizenship practices by children. I use critical pedagogy and co-design to
include children in activating what Henri Lefebvre has called their right to the city.
Combining Paulo Freire’s critical pedagogical praxis and constructivist theory of
education, I propose the development of a collective design practice that fuses learning
with the city. Children can become active citizens through design and work with local
craft as a political design tool.
The Muktangan School aims to enhance the Indian state curriculum with a
constructivist-oriented pedagogy, catering for disadvantaged communities. Four yearly
series of workshops ran from 2012 to 2017 with the same class of schoolchildren
during an incremental, experiential and reflective project to observe, assess and
then transform learning environments. Using activities borrowed from architectural
practice, the children became involved in the transformation of their school and
neighbourhood by designing interventions that act generatively and interrogatively.
Challenging the current disconnect between practice and research in the areas of
pedagogy and architecture, this research demonstrates the value of collective design
through local craft for the making of a more democratic learning city, aiming to
influence communities, architects, educators and policymakers.
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Impact Statement

This live, practice-led research is founded in public engagement activities and
aims to advance the involvement of people in the design of their environment as
a democratic learning activity. The research developed incrementally over six years
from 2011 to 2017 using an architectural and critical pedagogical methodology with
a group of children, parents and staff from Muktangan School as well as inhabitants
and craft communities of the local neighbourhood Mariamma Nagar in Mumbai,
India. Relevant impact can already be identified in the development of the children
that took part in the collective design pedagogy, who have now graduated from
Muktangan School, the influence on craftspeople, facilitators and the Muktangan
School staff. Over the course of this research over 35 workshops were held with the
children. There were four exhibitions produced to disseminate the research through
the children’s designed objects, tapestry, drawings and accompanying video (two in
Mumbai: Elphinstone School, 2016 and G5A Foundation for Contemporary Culture,
2017; and two in London: Cities Methodologies, UCL, 2014 and Bartlett Research
Conversations, UCL, 2018). Further exhibitions are planned to disseminate this work
in London and Mumbai in 2019. Additionally, my website is an open access source
showing the projects and collaborations with local industries.
The work has been shared at conferences and lectures including at: the RIBA (London,
2016, 2018), Difficult Dialogues Conference (Goa, 2017), NCERT (Delhi, 2017),
Child in the City Conference (Vienna, 2018) and Tate Exchange, School of Civic
Action (London, 2018). In 2016 the project was published in Mumbai Newspaper
DNA. This research won the UCL Public Engagement Award in 2018.
The benefits of this work are societal, more specifically relating to architecture,
education and informality. Inside academia the research aims to impact architectural
design research methodologies by contributing to the debate around learning and
participation. The workshops and techniques developed embody a critique of
participatory practices to date. The proposed design pedagogy is collaborative and
aims to be a tool usable by practitioners and academics. Further, it aims to impact
architectural pedagogy, whereby the collective design pedagogy involves architecture
students in facilitating collaborative design sessions, creating a reciprocal learning
practice as part of a university course.
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As an interdisciplinary study, this research impacts the disciplines of education and
pedagogy, particularly relating to development education and global citizenship. The
wider aim of this research is to contemporise constructivist education, bringing
environment, citizenship and craft together as a unified learning experience, along
with a toolkit of pedagogical techniques. It will continue to be disseminated in
scholarly journals and conferences but also aims to be extended in the form of a
postdoctoral research project to develop and test the proposal further through another
live project in a new location.
The research, situated in an informal settlement in Mumbai, identifies informality as a
learning activity and setting. It has used directly informal practices of craft, design and
learning, but its methodologies can be implemented internationally, within informal
environments in other countries.
The research and proposed approach aims to be usable by schools, organisations
and communities locally in Mumbai, and nationally in India, to influence or
integrate mainstream education. The aim to change policy and curriculum builds on
UNESCO’s Sustainable Development Goal 4.7 and the Mahatma Gandhi Institute
of Education for Peace's research into education for sustainable development. The
inclusion of architectural and design practitioners in facilitating this collective design
pedagogy could influence social enterprise and the field of spatial professional practices,
with a view to making methods of working more inclusive, pedagogical and placebased.
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Introduction

This research situates itself in the fields of pedagogy and design, and between the two.
I am interested in how architecture (both environment and practice) affects children’s
experience and ability to learn, concentrate and play in the spatial realities of the urban
realm. This live, practice-led research uses critical pedagogical methods to investigate
the spatial, social and political interrelating conditions of learning in an urban context.
It explores at varying scales where architecture can act generatively and interrogatively
in and towards critical-pedagogical situations: How can architecture be considered a
teacher? Through a series of live projects with Muktangan in Mumbai, India, a school
that uses a contemporary constructivist1 educational approach and that caters for lowincome urban communities, this research interrogates the spatial interplays between
design, learning and pedagogy in simultaneously global and local, informal and formal,
school and home community contexts.
Architecture, as Finnish architecture educator Jaana Räsänen writes ‘brings together
nature, man-made environment and people themselves, combines the physical
aspects of architecture with the experiential – everyday environment here and now,
individual memories, shared meanings and lived history, expectations of the future.’2
Within this research, architecture is understood as both object and activity, as spatial
and social; and the word pedagogy3 as the art or science of education, the study of
teaching methods.4 Using a practice-led collective project technique, I investigate
how design (architecture as activity) can be used as a method to actively include
children in practising their right to the city (architecture as environment). I ask how
architecture and design have been used as learning resources in the past, and how their
use could be more meaningful in the future. How can architecture and the process
of designing be more pedagogical and socially responsible by involving children? I
present pedagogic experiments that I developed in collaboration with the same class

1

Constructivism is an approach to learning that is child-led, enabling children to control (to an extent) their

development.
2

   Jaana Räsänen, ‘Architecture Education in Finland: Architecture – art and everyday experiences’, Play + Space =

Playce: Architecture Education for Children and Young People, p. 13.
3

   The etymology of the word ‘pedagogy’ has a Greek route, ‘pais’, meaning child and ‘agogus’ leader.

4

   Cambridge Advanced Learners Dictionary and Thesaurus, Cambridge University Press. 2008.
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of children between 2012 and 20175 at Muktangan Love Grove School,6 to involve
them collectively in the design of their environment. Through the co-production of
designed interventions for the school and local neighbourhood, I aim to demonstrate
how collective architecture can be a ‘third teacher’,7 after parents and other children,
a term coined by Italian educator Loris Malaguzzi, founder of the Reggio Emilia
education approach.

Beginnings
Much of my work in recent years – in both teaching and practice – has explored
the connections between architecture and learning. This research is a consequence
of working in the area of education as a practising architect since 2004, designing
schools, learning and play spaces, and public realm interventions across London and
other parts of the UK. Using participatory practices is intrinsically part of my work
as a designer:8 Here, I have combined these practices with an interest in the reflective,
historical and theoretical aspects of the work I am producing.
My interest in constructivist pedagogy reaches back to my architectural diploma
project at the Royal College of Art, which culminated in the design of a family of
schools, exploring how the educational theory of ‘multiple intelligences’9 by Howard
Gardner could be experienced architecturally. This was a precursor to further research
into Montessori, 10 Steiner,11 and Reggio Emilia12 methods, philosophies and pedagogies

5

The class of children from Muktangan Love Grove School were age 9–10 in 2012. In 2017 they were 14–15

years old and preparing for their State Board exams in their last year at Muktangan School, which they have now all
successfully passed.
6

Love Grove School is one of a network of seven Muktangan schools situated in Mumbai.

7

Carolyn Edwards, ‘Teacher and Learner, Partner and Guide: The Role of the Teacher’, Carolyn Edwards, Lella

Gandini, George Forman (eds.), The Hundred Languages of Children: The Reggio Emilia Experience in Transformation,
Praeger 3rd edition, 2012, p. 149.
8

My key practices include the design of learning spaces, public realm interventions, and exhibition design. My design

is socially and democratically driven and integrates learning, making and conversation as drivers for change.
9

Howard Gardner is an American developmental psychologist. He is best-known for his theory of multiple

intelligences, as outlined in his book Frames of Mind: The Theory of Multiple Intelligences, 1983.
10

The Montessori approach was developed by Maria Montessori in the mid-twentieth century. Her view that

‘education is a natural process spontaneously carried out by the human individual ... acquired not by listening to words,
but by experiences upon the environment’, led to developing teaching tools that encouraged young children to explore
their environments through self-directed and cooperative learning activities.
11

Rudolf Steiner developed his philosophy of education in the 1920s, characterised by a theory of childhood

development in three stages: pedagogically, stage one focuses on play, stage two on social and spatial creativity, and
stage three on empathy and reasoning.
12

The Reggio Emilia is a constructivist school situated in Italy, founded by educator Loris Malaguzzi following the

Second World War. Loris Malaguzzi coined the term ‘environment as a third teacher’, that I refer to in this thesis,
and the school utilises the built environment as a teaching resource in multiple ways. I discuss this in more detail in
Chapter 2, School as Neighbourhood.
22

that I believed could be further explored and critiqued in design terms. My own early
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education has been a pedagogical experiment and comparison: I attended a British
primary school before moving to rural France for its continuation. Between state-run
institutions in these neighbouring countries, I experienced pedagogical differences
first-hand.
While working at the London-based architectural firm Cottrell and Vermeulen I learnt
about designing schools, learning environments and play areas; about consulting users and
engaging groups in various ways (Fig. 0.2); and about the construction industry and how
it affects the quality of new schools. I worked on Building Schools for the Future (BSF)
projects and noticed the gap between architectural practice and pedagogical research.13 I felt
stronger connections could be made between academic research and building projects, and
the two fields could be implemented more effectively than they are currently.
In 2008, the architecture unit that I co-led at the University of Nottingham developed

0.2
Co-design workshop with children from John Ball School,
Cottrell and Vermeulen, 2010.

a design brief to study spatial global and local tensions in Mumbai. The unit explored
how global concerns were addressed on a local basis and vice versa, investigating the
architect’s capacity to bridge scales from a constructional level to a conceptual and
ethical one, using the relationship between the micro and macro to understand their
corresponding cause and effect. During our visit, I became interested in the complex
nature of the many informal settlement environments: scarce infrastructure, services
and wealth but plentiful resourcefulness, creativity, entrepreneurship and craft.
When I moved to live in Mumbai in 2011, I began to explore the types of learning in
the city, and their spatial causes and consequences: the social and spatial complexities
of the urban environment were rich and intriguing. A wide range of multi-scalar
socio-spatial informal interventions by inhabitants such as pavement dwellers or street
vendors and hawkers demonstrated a dexterity of agency that I felt was at odds with
some of the economic, political and social environments within which they could be
found, showing learning in the city emerges in many spatial and social ways. Learning
in Mumbai seemed to occur in both formal and informal environments and activities,
through city making, agency and negotiation, in and out of the school environment. I
became interested in what could be learnt from these informal practices, or practices of
agency, and if they could be infused into more formal education.
While living in Mumbai for six years, I developed a variety of hands-on design
practices as a response to the importance given to making, and to the informality,
breadth and abundance of craft practised in the city. As part of the urban farming
13

Building Schools for the Future (BSF) in the UK was a Labour Government funding programme to improve

existing and build new secondary, and later primary school buildings in the 2000s.
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organisation Fresh and Local, I co-ran a number of community design and build
projects including Flyover Farm (a community vegetable garden on a rooftop, Fig.
0.3), a Pop-Up Garden14 (a modular kitchen garden for the women at the Society
for Nutrition, Education and Health Action, SNEHA15), and a Nomadic Garden
project (a garden in a van that would bring an opportunity to teach gardening to
schools across the city). A second collaborative project with SNEHA, Growing Fresh
Air, focused on co-developing designs with residents of the Dharavi neighbourhood16
to improve well-being, integrating air-cleaning plants into homes, and collaborating
with the local Kumbharwada17 potter community to fabricate responses (Fig. 0.4).18 All
of these projects built on the practice of working with local craftspeople to co-design
and fabricate urban planting products. This involved working with natural materials
like cane and clay to fabricate traditional craft items such as bamboo structures and
woven baskets, and therefore inspired a number of craft-based pedagogical workshops
that I devised as part of this thesis. More broadly, these practices disrupt the quotidian,
using local design not only as a critical and spatial19 tool but also a collaborative one to
involve inhabitants in practising their right to the city.

0.3
Illustration of Flyover Farm, Mohammed
Ali Road, Mumbai, 2012.

In 2011, I was introduced to Muktangan School because of its particular use of the
built environment as a teaching resource. I began this research by documenting the
ways in which the pedagogy used the environment. But I was soon to find many other
ways in which the school and the city – education and the environment – interact to
create further learning situations. Founded in Mumbai in 2003, Muktangan School has
crafted a constructivist pedagogy that simultaneously addresses socio-urban, political,
educational and axiological issues in the city, catering for children from underprivileged
families. This research both investigates the way in which Muktangan in particular
utilises the built environment as a teaching resource and also proposes a way to use
design as a pedagogical tool. It is specifically based on my work with a classroom of
children at Love Grove School, one of seven Muktangan schools, which caters for a small
local community living in the neighbouring informal settlement, Mariamma Nagar.
14

A Pop-Up Garden, <http://apopupgarden.wordpress.com>, accessed 25 June 2018.

15

SNEHA is an NGO situated in Mumbai that provides education, healthcare and well-being resources to

disadvantaged communities, predominantly women, in Mumbai.
16

Dharavi is an informal settlement in Mumbai, well-known for its intensity of light industrial, recycling and craft-

based economies.
17

The Kumbharwada community originally come from the state of Gujarat, where its families practised pottery. This

Dharavi-situated community still has strong links to its geographical roots, and continues to practise its craft with an
0.4
FaÇade planter tiles co-designed with
Kumbharwada potters for Dharavi
Biennale, 2015.

established network of kilns and businesses in the settlement in Mumbai.
18

Growing Fresh Air in Dharavi was a UCL Grand Challenges Research project in collaboration with SNEHA and

Fresh and Local. The designed interventions were part of the Dharavi Biennale, a Wellcome Trust funded festival
celebrating art, science and health, situated in Dharavi in 2015, <http://www.dharavibiennale.com/growing-fresh-air>,
accessed 9 July 2018.
19

‘Critical spatial practice’ is a term coined by Jane Rendell, in ‘A Place Between Art, Architecture and Critical

Theory’, Proceedings to Place and Location, Tallinn, Estonia, 2003, pp. 221–33.
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Global City

Introduction

Mumbai constitutes an important research context for a number of reasons. It is
classed as a ‘Global City’20 in which globalisation is often pocketed, almost detached
from local life and described as a ‘partial condition’.21 Although it is an economic
term defined by the ratio of international trade to GDP,22 intrinsically linked to neoliberal markets and which appears to mainly affect the lives of the upper classes in
its varying forms, globalisation is also a context for inequality in the form of urban
informality. It has been described as producing ‘new spatialities and temporalities’ and
‘accelerated time’23 which are indeed visible materially as one travels through the city.
Anthropologist Vyjayanthi Rao writes:
... alongside the construction of spectacular spatial products including office towers, malls,
technology campuses and luxury housing projects in many southern cities, there has been
an explosion of so-called informal spaces of housing and work including small home-based
workshops, street vending and slum-housing.24

Globalisation enables the production of unequal spatialities. In Mumbai, the informal
economy accounts for the vast majority of jobs, a situation that occurs throughout
India.25 Often, formal practices mingle and jar with widespread informalities, not least
because of the differences and gaps between the operations, speeds and sometimescontradictory efficiencies of the different systems. Indeed, the government’s muchcriticised recent demonetisation scheme,26 which aimed to formalise, by digitisation,
the informal aspects of the Indian economy, had huge ramifications, particularly for
the craft economy. Rather than expediting the process, it dealt a blow to the craft
industry. Similarly, the city’s social pluralism presents multiple dichotomies: socioeconomic inequalities are represented by the fact that 54% of the city inhabitants live
in informal settlements27 in an area estimated at 10% of the city land.28
20

Saskia Sassen, The Global City: New York, London Tokyo, Princeton University Press, 1991, p. 4.

21

Saskia Sassen, ‘Spatialities and Temporalities of the Global: Elements for a Theorization’, Arjun Appadurai (ed.),

Globalization, Duke University Press, 2001, p. 260.
22

Arjun Appadurai, ‘Grassroots Globalisation and the Research Imagination’, Globalization, Duke University Press,

2001, p. 18.
23

Sassen, ‘Spatialities and Temporalities of the Global’, p. 269.

24

Vyjayanthi Rao, ‘Slum as Theory’, Favelas, Learning from, Lotus 143, Editoriale Lotus, 2008, pp. 13–17, p. 14.

25

International Labour Organisation, India Labour Market Update, ILO Country Office for India, July 2016.

26

In November 2016, a sudden bank note ‘demonetisation’ implemented by the Government of India took out of
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The Indian urban context – particularly in Mumbai – demonstrates a plurality of
political, social, spatial and economic contrasts. A growing young urban Indian
population, increased density and widespread increase in need (and want) for
improved education among low-income communities has created a demand for
research that intertwines pedagogy and urbanism. Mumbai presents a context for a
surprisingly large number of education related organisations, both registered and
unregistered, a figure that NGO ATMA estimated at 6033 in 2014.29 The plurality
of the pedagogies reflects the diversity and innovation present in the city. In addition,
pluralism of Mumbai’s architecture is well known; as Rahul Mehrotra writes, the
city is ‘characterised by intense duality where modernizing tradition, prosperity and
acute poverty, communality and communalism, medieval society and cutting-edge
information technology coalesce to create incomprehensible cities’.30 Pluralism in
Mumbai is not only a built environment, it is cultural, religious, legal and social.
And this pluralism breeds a rich and complex city of differences, possibilities and
opportunities.
The environmental and social uncertainties within which we live are becoming
increasingly urgent to address. There is a ‘crisis of (re)production’: the basis on which
life and things are produced is under threat.31 Economic and political environments
are linked to neoliberal, market-driven contexts, where the idea that what can’t be
quantified must not be real has become the norm. And, with the rise of the internet
and the digital revolution, adjustments are necessary to address the disconnect from
our environment. Indeed, following the industrial revolution, adjustments were
necessary to many aspects of life. But today, these adjustments are continuously
needed to contemporise democracy and freedom. How can place-based design and
education counter this ‘crisis of (re)production’?32
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The increasing alienation of human beings from the environment and the globalisation
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of creation has fostered a disconnect between us and the physical world. This
alienation was a key focus of American philosopher John Dewey over a century
ago, and a driver for his vast work on progressive learning and pedagogy. However
today, although we have information and technological advances available to us more
than ever before, populations continue to fracture and the need for a critical and
imaginative learning that adapts, questions and reimagines this world in crisis increases.
Furthermore, an increasingly urban population means that today children enter a
world that is difficult to modify. Today in the urban environment play is segregated
and life organised: children’s participation in the city is limited. The inclusion of
children in city design or planning is a subject that has been intermittently explored
throughout the last century, but has continued to be marginalised as a practice of
city making. If we accept our role as guests in our environment, increasingly our
responsibility and agency with which to adapt, modify or change our surroundings
will diminish. Children need more than ever to be included in the production of the
world in order that they learn practices of agency and their right to it. A contemporary
pedagogical practice is needed.
Henri Lefebvre’s notion of the ‘right to the city’ and how space and inhabitants are
co-constitutive and use their agency to modify each other is an important basis for
this research.33 It is furthered by David Harvey who writes: ‘The right to the city is not
merely a right of access to what already exists, but a right to change it after our heart’s
desire. … the right to remake ourselves by creating a qualitatively different kind of
urban sociality is one of the most precious of all human rights.’34 Children’s inclusion
in the production of their environment is also their right, a political act, situated
within the political role of education. This research aims to demonstrate that we can
increase democracy and urban sociality while encouraging children’s collective agency
to practise their right to the city by nurturing design activities of citizenship, using
critical and creative pedagogical methods at school.
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Pedagogy and Architecture
There is still a gap in research between pedagogy and architecture. Although there
exists extensive theoretical discussion on issues of learning environments and vast
amounts of school policy documents (relating to both social and spatial activities),
very little active or practice-led research has been done recently that includes children
as protagonists in the design of (learning) environments, in and out of the school,
particularly from an architectural point of view. In the realm of architecture, the work
of Herman Herzberger from the 1960s to the present day explored in depth the spatial
relationships between learning and architecture, demonstrating that architecture can
be a ‘stimulus to learning’35 in a school environment. Many designs for schools and
playgrounds by both Hertzberger and Aldo van Eyck actively interrogated the spatiality
of learning, exploring in particular the Montessori self-led approach to education, by
allowing the learning environment to be flexible and socially engaging. But how can
the architecture of learning transgress into the home environment and the city? The
flexibility and potential for agency with which Hertzberger and Van Eyck infused their
designs gave children the opportunity to design for themselves. Extending Malaguzzi’s
pedagogical argument on the role of architecture as a ‘third educator’36 from early-years
education to primary and secondary education levels, I propose that architecture is
a teacher in multiple ways: as an environment to experience but also as an activity to
practise. The architecture of learning is a learning of the thinking, drawing and making
processes of architecture: design agency, design thinking and design practice situated
in place.
In my experience of architectural practice, there are seldom available resources with
which to focus with intensity on the pedagogical discourse necessary for lasting
changes to be made in the design of educational environments, and particularly within
interdisciplinary projects where in-depth research into a new subject is required. There
is a need to look at and valorise practice-led experiments, in a sphere where theoretical
analysis is also integral to the praxis. The architectural debate has not explored
practice-led pedagogies that involve children in actively designing their environment
sufficiently, often focusing on debating historical practices rather than proposing
contemporary ones. For this reason, in this thesis I propose an experimental research
method that allows practice to lead theory, describing it as ‘practice-led research’.
In the pedagogical realm, there are many theorists and practitioners who have engaged
with design as a learning tool in a variety of ways, more or less specifically. I reflect on
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a number of progressive pedagogical ideas and practices: Mahatma Gandhi’s Nai Talim
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in India;37 Célestin Freinet’s Ecole Moderne in France;38 and more loosely, the Reggio
Emilia approach in Italy39 and Colin Ward and Anthony Fyson’s 'environmental
education' in the UK.40 These approaches have all been labelled alternative, standing
alone in different ways, and have not been successfully integrated into general
education for the long term, regardless of their era or geopolitical context. Children’s
design in the city has often been marginalised and thought of as superfluous even
in relation to learning, whether the environmental education work of Ward and
Fyson;41 Eileen Adams’ Front Door Project;42 the craft and making-based pedagogies
of Rabindranath Tagore;43 Mahatma Gandhi, Célestin Freinet or Loris Malaguzzi.
Even Maria Montessori44 and Rudolf Steiner’s education approaches are accepted
as alternative rather than mainstream.45 However, I argue that by fusing disciplines
so often conducted independently, a contemporary constructivist pedagogical
proposition that helps develop global learning and active citizenship can benefit from
design practices, in order to adapt to the fast changing and varied urban environment
at a more pertinent speed.
37
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Widespread use of rote learning methods and classroom-based lessons in state
curriculum (in India particularly) have created a need for more child-centred learning
activities. In response to this, UNESCO has included education for sustainable
development (ESD) in the sustainable development goals that are increasing in
importance, not only in India, but also globally. Changing the curriculum is
challenging; but in India the task is even more complex due to the pluralism of
education situations across rural and urban territories. Efforts are currently being
made to integrate education for sustainable development into the curriculum through
textbooks. However, I argue a live practice-led and place-based collective design
activity could also be a fast and adaptable solution to contemporise education.
Architecture (at varying scales) could be intertwined with education in order to
include children in politically practising their right to the city. American educator
Roger A Hart writes, it is ‘only through direct participation … [that] children
develop a genuine appreciation of democracy and a sense of their own competence
and responsibility to participate’.46 Jane Rendell’s critical spatial practice presents
ways to question the world we live in by intersecting art and architecture;47 but
children are rarely practitioners, particularly in the architectural debate. In addition,
live architectural projects are often critically spatial and participatory but again
do not usually include children, but rather architecture students. I propose that
the architectural process presents a means to develop collective, active and critical
citizenship; and that as a live project and through a critical spatial practice, it is a
useful learning tool with which children can, to borrow geographer Colin McFarlane’s
term, ‘learn the city’.48 This PhD presents my praxis of including children in the
collective production of their environment, whilst providing an enriching reciprocal
learning pedagogy. As Ward says, ‘experiment is the oxygen of education’.49
Practices of agency within design thinking rely on the use of the imagination,
individually and collectively. Anthropologist Arjun Appadurai, in Modernity at Large,
explains that:
Imagination, especially when collective can become fuel for action. It is the imagination, in its
collective forms that creates ideas of neighbourhood and nationhood, of moral economies and
unjust rule, of higher wages and foreign labour prospects. The imagination today is the staging
ground for action and not only for escape.50
46
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to empower them to change their world. But how could practices of citizenship
paired with the imaginary possibilities of design have a transformative effect on
the ‘constructed landscape of collective aspirations’,51 in Mumbai or more broadly
speaking?
In addition, although development planning practices address grassroots issues of
locality (whether urban or rural), typically they don’t address learning in a pedagogical
way, that recognises the value of propositional design or making for children. Hart
worked extensively on the merits of children’s participation in development projects
in particular, and explains that ‘planning, design, monitoring and management of the
physical environment is an ideal domain for the practice of children’s participation’.52
Through the exploration of a place and the local resources available, a development
project aims to sustainably solve local problems with local means. The International
Institute for Environment and Development (IIED) Participatory Learning and
Action (PLA) methods have been thoroughly utilised for community development
projects worldwide, especially in informal settlements and in environments of scarce
resources or insufficient infrastructure. But although community-based planning
projects include children in planning processes, they do not specifically focus on
hands-on design, the potential of architectural vocation and working with local craft
communities as an educational process.
In India, there have been examples of education projects that include children in
thinking about their environment. Projects such as City as Lab,53 Building as a
Learning Aid (BaLA)54 and Humara Bachpan55 are closely related to the themes of this
research, and go part of the way towards the goal of involving children in the actual
design and realisation of their city. Design for Change presents an initiative to involve
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children in local design thinking and sharing of ideas which I will discuss in detail.56
However, these practices are neither integrated into curriculum long-term, nor do they
engage with local craft in the neighbourhood. This thesis addresses this by exploring
in practice if and how children and craft communities could become co-designers and
co-makers in their own shared environment. Within the theoretical debate around
informal practices and settlements, children are often excluded from the group of
protagonists who make and remake place; instead the focus revolves around health
issues and pressing environmental insufficiencies.
The approach to this research has been through the lens of critical pedagogy. Brazilian
philosopher and educator Paulo Freire’s Pedagogy of the Oppressed 57 is based on his
lifetime’s work to develop a theory of critical pedagogy, founded in a deep knowledge
and experience of impoverished and oppressed communities in Brazil. Freire defines
many themes that are still particularly relevant today. He proposes that through
building a solidary pedagogy that involves being ‘critical of reality’58 and not perceiving
the world as ‘closed’, we can define and surmount ‘limit situations’59 or the moments
where cultural, pedagogical and axiological boundaries meet,60 with a goal of bringing
awareness and consciousness to relieve from oppression. He proposes that this would
lead to a dialogical revolution (a revolution of conversation), ultimately necessary in
its diverse forms for freedom from oppression. I argue Freire’s critical pedagogy is
constructivist in nature, combining the notion of learning to learn with learning to
be free. Freire uses collective practices as critical pedagogical methods to help guide
urban poor communities to move towards the notion of ‘conscientizaçäo’, translated as
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of all emergence’.62 This research forms a critical pedagogical methodology based on
design, with conscientisation as a goal.
A more recent direction of critical pedagogy is proposed by Henry Giroux in what
he calls a ‘border pedagogy’.63 Although he explains that ‘critical pedagogy can
reconstitute itself in terms that are both transformative and emancipatory’,64 he
reinterprets critical pedagogy to mean ‘learning with the creation of critical rather
than merely good citizens’65 by engaging students in developing knowledge ‘as bordercrossers, as persons moving in and out of borders constructed around coordinates of
difference and power.’ 66 Border crossing requires contiguity: The state of being next to
or sharing borders with something engenders a stimulus and response, that the activity
of crossing borders has the ability to unpack.67 Giroux’s 1992 Border Crossings discusses
geopolitical borders, that, rather than opening up, are increasingly closing and
becoming harder, and that, in order to create critically engaged citizens, the challenges
of these borders require debate in education through critical pedagogy.68 I have chosen
to explore how Freire’s critical pedagogy can be enhanced when working with primary
school children, rather than students in higher education, recognising the adaptable
nature of the methodology for this purpose.
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I drew on Freire’s critical pedagogy from the initial stages of design workshop planning.
But my use of critical pedagogy as a methodological guide would transform, intensify
and mutate along the way. Many of the Muktangan staff and the majority of the
children at Love Grove School come from families that live and work in informal
conditions. It is not that the community members that I worked with are ‘oppressed’,
nor do they not have agency, and I will critique the term in Chapter 2, School as
Neighbourhood. But, in the context of Mumbai, we can see a vast chasm between the
haves and have-nots, and many who live in difficult environments and circumstances
over which they have little control. Pedagogically these contexts are important,
particularly in terms of research methods. Globally, the crisis of inequality is gaining
ground and neo-liberal practices create environments that amplify the income gap,
particularly in global cities. Today therefore, Freire’s critical pedagogy continues to
have a place across geopolitical and economic situations.
The existence and importance of three spatial learning types is increasingly accepted
today, based on research by Philip Coombs and Manzoor Ahmed in the 1960s and
1970s. Formal learning is understood as conducted in a school or institution; nonformal, in structured non-school facilities; and informal, elsewhere in between.69 The
home, the street, the neighbourhood and the city have all been included as important
informal learning environments since the 1960s: Alison and Peter Smithson (as Team
10) presented the street as a space for informal learning writing, ‘[i]n it children learn
for the first time of the world outside the family; it is a microcosmic world in which
the street games change with the seasons and the hours are reflected in the cycle of
street activity.’ 70 Ward’s discussion on the place of the child in the urban realm and
its relationship to informal learning in The Child in the City denounces the modern
city as unfulfilling its potential role in the lives and development of children. In this
work, Ward explored the relationship between children and the urban environment,
and how to make the relationship between children and the city ‘more fruitful’. He
asked ‘whether the city, as a human institution, adopts a helping mode towards its
young citizens?’,71 highlighting the importance of the street and the neighbourhood
for child development and indeed of what was named environmental education for
lifelong learning. This thesis accepts and extends this mode of education by placing
new emphasis on the role of design as a tool for creatively learning and engaging with
the street and the neighbourhood outside the boundaries of the school.
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formal education in the informal realm, was also represented by the work of American
urban planner Kevin Lynch. In 1968, UNESCO began a ten-year programme called
Growing up in Cities, from which Lynch’s book of the same title followed. 72 The
programme explored further the discussion on how the informal physical environment
had an effect on child psychology. He engaged children in composing ‘memory maps’
73

that demonstrated exactly which parts of the city they found most important and

how they were represented cognitively. The active engagement of children in thinking
about their (urban) environment therefore is not new: however, these practices have
remained largely on the margins of urban development and education remits, and
in the UK curriculum disappeared almost entirely over a decade ago due to lack of
funding and lack of prioritisation by governments in power.
Today, ‘informal learning’, or the idea that learning happens outside the classroom
and school, is a notion particularly used in ‘place-based education’, which, as educator
David Gruenewald explains, grounds ‘culturally responsive teaching in geographical
diversity’,74 and for which he proposes ‘a critical pedagogy of place’ to ‘combine
the critical tradition that has been historically concerned with human oppression,
difference and radical multiculturalism with geographically and ecologically grounded
cultural experience’.75 He proposes two goals for education as a way of balancing
practices of globalisation. First, the goal of ‘decolonisation’, through developing
a culturally responsive learning that undoes ‘the damage done by multiple forms
of oppression’ and second, ‘reinhabitation’, that teaches ‘how to live well together
in a place without doing damage to others, human or non-human’. 76 I extend
Gruenewald’s objectives by adding a third goal: design. Children can become
protagonists in the design of their environment; they can create imaginative projects,
meaningful propositions and interventions into the present and the future. This kind
of political pedagogical activity also reflects the teachings of Gandhi and Tagore, and
of Freinet, whose pedagogies are also to some extent place-based, decolonising and
reinhabiting that I discuss in Chapter 3, Craft as Teacher.
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Place-based education has been described as:
The process of using the local community and environment as a starting point to teach concepts
in language, arts, mathematics, social studies, science, and other subjects across the curriculum.
Emphasizing hands-on, real-world learning experiences, this approach to education increases
academic achievement, helps students develop stronger ties to their community, enhances
students’ appreciation of the natural world, and creates a heightened commitment to serving
as active contributing citizens. Community vitality and environmental quality are improved
through the active engagement of local citizens, community organisations, and environmental
resources in the life of the school.77

The rise of place-based education comes as a response to disconnected communities
and pedagogies, to create culturally responsive education in and outside the school,
that Gruenewald specifies ‘does not mean abandoning the classroom but rethinking its
relationship to the wider community.’78 He asks some fundamental questions to which
this thesis aims to respond, while developing a collective design pedagogy situated in a
particular settlement and school in India:
- To what in places should teachers and learners be responsive?
- What forms of cultural, economic and political colonisation impact multiple places?
- To what forms of grassroots resistance and reinhabitation might educators pay attention?
- What is the role of indigenous knowledge in reinhabitation and decolonisation?
- How can a focus on the local also provide opportunities for intergenerational?
- What kinds of experiences are needed for people to learn how to perceive, critically analyse,
and act on their human and non-human environments, and relationships?79

I want to extend these questions because one of the experiences missing is precisely
an exposure to architectural thinking, and to skilling in design and craft. I ask the
following: Can the introduction of architectural thought and practice in school
communities bring about a better understanding of the environment, a greater sense of
collaboration, and the desire and skill to intervene in this environment?
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Into a critical pedagogical methodology, over a period of five years I wove a number
of methods, many that I had already used in practice, but that would evolve over the
duration of the project. From 2011 to 2016 Mumbai was my home. I ran workshops
in Love Grove School between November and April every Indian academic year,80
returning to London from May to October to work in practice, and for periods of
reflection, to work in libraries and have meetings with my supervisors, creating a
critical crossing of borders for my own self-pedagogy.
1 Praxis
The research intertwines a scholarly and reflective study of how design, pedagogy,
urbanism, child development and development practice interact. Oscillating between
reading and writing, action and reflection, and the design of workshops and activities
with the children, my own research methods form a praxis: each live project, with
designed and realised outputs in Mumbai was followed by a period of reflection,
analysis and looking ahead often in London, incrementally weaving in threads
of relevant education or design related inspiration. The children’s design practice
formed a praxis too. Action and reflection embodies the collective design pedagogic
experiments, as I will show in the following chapters.
Although this research oscillates between action and reflection, it is practice-led, by
which I mean that within a constructivist framework, workshops and live project
outcomes lead the direction and development of the work, allowing for risk taking,
spontaneity and incremental change. The informal nature of the research leaves open
opportunities for experimentation in developing the pedagogy and practice. In this
way, I propose a reflective and incremental spatial praxis that aims to be boundless.
2 Place-based
Living in Mumbai I developed a long-term continuous practice of place. The location
of the school and settlement allowed me to have many conversations and make regular
informal, impromptu visits and recordings. Each year, through the frequent design
practices and projects, I learnt Hindi, and developed a useful fluency with working
with Mumbai craftspeople, crucial to the development of this research. As a facilitator,
practices of communication and understanding were fundamental in order to engage
with place. I used methods of inhabiting and dwelling, to collectively produce work
that was site-situated in a personal, local and immediate way, a ‘place-based or place
conscious' practice. Gruenewald explains that place-based education 'introduces
children and youth to the skills and dispositions needed to regenerate and sustain
80
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communities’, while ‘drawing on local phenomena’ and resisting ‘placelessness’ within
places.81 This requires the physical experience of place that makes learning goals
obvious. He points out: ‘In such settings students do not need to ask why they are
learning; they know the answer to that question as they work on tasks that benefit
others.’ 82 Place-based methods are practised out of the classroom; walking, being,
experiencing and living, ‘the walls of the classroom must become more permeable’, to
let place in and let children out, to connect with and appreciate place. 83 By including
the neighbourhood as a learning space, place increases in value and becomes a focus of
learning: place becomes a school.
3 Design
I compiled a range of architecture and design practices that evolved over the course
of the research. These included individual and group work such as walking, observing,
documenting (using photography, drawing, writing), brainstorming and reflecting,
interviewing, questioning, making, designing and re-designing (from preliminary
sketches through to final design drawings), critiquing, presenting and, last but not
least, sharing and communicating to the public.
I began with a series of pedagogic experimental design sessions at Love Grove
School to include pupils in critically assessing their learning space in 2012, starting
with a focus on the school building and classroom, later then crossing into their
neighbourhood and informal settlement, Mariamma Nagar. My role as architect and
project leader was to design, plan, organise and facilitate the workshop sequences,
which I developed to complement school curriculum, carefully gauging means,
language and pace to suit the particular age of the group every year. The planning of
each workshop, to optimally channel learning and design input and output, required
exploration and preparation both in the physical and pedagogical realms. As a part of
this, I designed an exercise of building a knowledge base of local material resources
and local crafts to define the pool of activities that could architecturally define the
project outputs.
4 Collective
Collaborative methods included the children, school staff, local community and
craftspeople collectively in the pedagogic attempts. However, it is important to
highlight the difference between ‘participation’ as a contested architectural method,
and collectivity. Participatory aspects of design processes have been growing in
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popularity over recent years, decades after their more political foundation in the late
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1960s by young modernist students, angered at the loss of social ideals to capitalism.84
The attitude articulated by Giancarlo De Carlo that ‘architecture has become too
important to be left to architects’ still increases in acceptance.85 But the range of
intensities, and the ethics of participatory practices and their underlying reasons
are multiple, as Sherry Arnstein’s well-known 'ladder of participation' illustrates.86
Participatory practice has been denounced as being ‘under the guise of inclusion,
[using] the same old patterns of power [that] repeat themselves, defeating the
expectations of the participant citizens in actually gaining themselves anything better’.87
More specifically, in terms of the participation of children in their environment,
Hart proposed his own version of the ladder (Fig. 0.5), identifying two categories:
non-participation (manipulation, decoration and tokenism) and participation
(assigned but informed, consulted and informed, adult-initiated, shared decisions
with children, child-initiated and directed, and child-initiated, shared decisions with
adults).88 This project with Muktangan School children aimed to situate itself towards
the top of the ladder, to democratise design in such a way that the outcomes could
not be known. Collective methods aimed for an equality of participation, one of
empathy, understanding, listening, and open-endedness. But more importantly, this
method is critical of passive forms of participation. I use critical pedagogical methods

0.5
Ladder of Participation, Roger A Hart,
1995.

to constantly interrogate the collective methods in our pedagogic experiments,
and through self-critique and re-examination as Freire suggests, I encourage the
involvement of the children in design towards the top of the ladder, attempting to
redefine the ‘co’ in co-design.
5 Crossing Borders
Weaving together fundamentally pedagogical and design practices and theories, this
research is experimental in its processes, bringing together many voices and skills
because it crosses borders of disciplines. There was no predetermined course of action,
no existing set of workshop plans or curriculum to follow, which presented me
with the freedom to develop a series of pedagogic endeavours with the participating
characters (city, school, neighbourhood, craft, children and architect). In the context
of design research Rendell points out that theory must be an attitude in order to be
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relevant, and should be one that endorses interdisciplinarity.89 My theoretical attitude
began with architectural participatory practice broadly speaking, but evolved with the
integration of critical pedagogical methodologies continuously over five years with the
same class. Philosopher Julia Kristeva has argued for the construction of ‘a diagonal
axis’ that crosses between disciplines.90 However, I see this practice as crossing borders
of disciplines by weaving multiple threads of theory and practice, cultures and design
languages, characters and relationships.
6 Jugaad
To cross borders, practise agency, run workshops, and work with multiple and everchanging timeframes, rules and conditions, a method of ‘bricolage’ was necessary.
As architect Yeoryia Manolopoulou explains, ‘bricoleurs work with what they have
accumulated or accidentally have at hand’.91 Following French anthropologist Claude
Lévi-Strauss' redefinition of the term in 1962 as a cultural concept,92 philosopher
Michel de Certeau revisited the sense of ‘bricolage’ to mean making ‘innumerable and
infinitesimal transformations of and within the dominant cultural economy in order to
adapt it ...´.93 Bricolage is a word which in this case can be compared to the colloquial
Hindi word jugaad. Jugaad can mean ‘cobbling together’ or informal negotiation;
‘making do’ with what is available; can be spontaneous or an ‘arrangement’. It is also
understood as innovative problem-solving, described as the ‘Indian art of creating
objects using only the resources at hand’.94 It can be spatial and social. This overarching
method of jugaad was essential to my practice. Scarce resources required jugaad to
negotiate a multiplicity of temporal, spatial, economic and social elements in the
city for the duration of the research. I propose jugaad as an essential method used to
constantly (re)form the particular learning assemblage that is Mumbai. As de Certeau
writes, ‘sly as a fox and twice as quick: there are countless ways of “making do”.’ 95
Indeed, de Certeau’s differentiation of everyday practices that are either strategies or
tactics can be used to understand the variations of this method: Strategies are long
term or overarching and tactics use immediacy.96 Jugaad can be both tactical and
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children would use jugaad as a method during their design practice and exploration:
the informal nature of design practice and all related activities rely upon spontaneity
and practices of jugaad as I will show in this thesis.
7 Craft
Working with local craft and craftspeople forms a key research method, closely related
to the place-based method described earlier, as a key activity in the neighbourhood. In
addition, working with making is an important part of the tradition of architectural
practice; the extent and quality of making activity in the settlement led us to explore
the city through this design lens. Throughout the pedagogic experiments, craft would
increasingly become a method with which to explore social action and organisation
too, as well as informality and its importance as a spatial, social and economic activity.
8 Reflective
My own reflective practice involved building a theoretical framework through
which to critique, document and explore the learning situations the children
encountered. I questioned the difference between my own and the children’s views
on the environment. In The Craftsman Richard Sennet writes that only a sense of
‘displacement and estrangement can drive actual practices of change’ as we fail to
confront ‘the self-destructive territory we have actually made’.97 He draws on Georg
Simmel’s ideas about the ability of the outsider to see differently, who writes,
‘[t]he stranger learns the art of adaptation more searchingly, if more painfully,
than the people who feel entitled to belong, at peace with their surroundings.’98
However, design practice requires reflection and some detachment. If the designer in
displacement has a different perspective, how do we harness a sense of objectivity with
children in a place they know well?
Photography was a key part of this research process. Both the children and I used
images to communicate ideas and to reflect upon our practice. Ethical risks were
negotiated with the school, teachers and children who regularly verbally consented
throughout the project to being photographed. My informal position within the
school as a long-standing volunteer teacher and my relationship with the directors
and head-teacher of the school meant that my decisions were neither taken
independently nor without prior knowledge of the NGO management. I used
photography to document the processes of the sessions I ran, and to reflect on the
sessions after they had happened; to see participants’ expressions and body language
in relation to particular developments of the children’s work. Photography enabled
97
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a praxis: to observe elements I could not see while I was running sessions due to
the speed and intensity of the activities. These photographs were shared with the
school on regular occasions, and were used in Muktangan newsletters and websites
to demonstrate the work happening at the school. Although often the photographs
show children’s, teachers' or Mariamma Nagar residents' faces, I have taken care to
reduce risks of identification of the individuals as much as possible.99 I recognise the
limits of anonymisation but also that the photographs show important developments
in the children’s work and the project as a whole. In this thesis, I have selected the
images that I feel represent the children’s narrative as the main actors in this research.
Although I reflect on processes and outcomes, it is the class that created the work as
designers and therefore should be credited as such.
These place-based, rooted and collective design methods helped influence pedagogic
experiments to attempt fostering life-long learning for children, schools, local
communities and architects. As well as to enable learning, the aim of these methods
is to inform active citizenship, social action and democratic participation to nurture
‘mutually supportive social groups’ and DIY attitudes:100 as Gruenewald points out
‘rather than relying on distant rulers to make things right at a local level, people need
to learn how to make things right on their own’; being in place rather than in the
classroom is imperative for connection with the world. In the following chapters, this
experimental and creative practice will take form through a sequence of relationships
between co-constitutive protagonists in the city during live projects.

Guide to the thesis
The research brings together six protagonists: the city, school, neighbourhood,
craftspeople, children, and architects. The protagonists interrelate and co-constitute to
form a learning city and in turn mutate by exchanges in-between. The structure of this
research is proposed as an assemblage in the Deleuzian sense, due to the interpretative
nature of the reciprocal relationships between different project protagonists.101 The
characters learn from each other, and the act of learning leads to alteration. These acts
99
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adjust to the evolving landscape. I narrate a series of four live projects that intersperse
the chapters, and I examine each protagonist’s evolving position through the role of
another.
Chapter 1, City as School, explores Mumbai as a learning city. In a context of growing
awareness of the links between environment, education, design, and citizenship,
globally and in India, this part of the thesis explores the particularity of the
geopolitical relationship between education and the city of Mumbai, and the tensions
between school policies and practices. Beginning with an outline of Mumbai’s sociospatial plurality, rich demographic diversity and postcolonial history, within which I
describe its complex educational systems, I ask what formal and informal practices
make Mumbai the unique learning city it is today? What is the educational situation
in Mumbai now and why are many new pedagogies emerging that are increasingly
spatial, making spatial learning a growing phenomenon in the city? How do culture,
locality and government of education interplay to form Mumbai as a learning city that
can promote environmental and design responsibility?
In Chapter 2, School as Neighbourhood, I use theory and practice to develop a
detailed exploration of one of over 6,000102 NGOs focused on school education in
Maharashtra, selected because of its dedication to constructivist approaches and use
of the environment as a teacher. My purpose is to examine how the Muktangan
philosophy and practice reacts to dominant education systems in India by employing
highly localised pedagogic methods that use democracy and environment-specific
means. How does Muktangan situate within and reflect Mumbai as a learning city;
what are the informal/formal tensions it encounters; and why are they important to
the pedagogy? I show how Muktangan creates a school that is a neighbourhood and,
vice versa, a neighbourhood that is a school. My argument will develop through two
live and collaborative projects: during the first project School Insertions, the children
design critical interventions for their classroom and school grounds; in the second
project entitled Walkabouts, the children create a collectively crafted map of their
neighbourhood, understood and represented as a school. Through these projects I ask
if the Muktangan pedagogy can be extended to incorporate learning processes that are
hands-on and architectural.
Chapter 3, Craft as Teacher, begins with an exploration and analysis of the significance
of craft in Mariamma Nagar, followed by an exploration of how new forms of learning
can extend from the classroom to the neighbourhood when supported by specialist
102
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designers and makers outside the school. I narrate a third project entitled Tapestry, and
argue for the pedagogic potential of craft. What informal or formal practices are found
in the practice of craft in Mariamma Nagar? How does craft constitute a learning
practice and how has it been used in pedagogies before? Can the collective production
of Tapestry influence the development of a design pedagogy that is collaborative,
critical and at the same time empowering?
In Chapter 4, Children as Architects, I continue to develop a pedagogic practice that,
having developed from Muktangan roots, now invites children to use design not only
critically but also propositionally for their streets. If Tapestry is a reflective design
project about the settlement, the fourth project Settlement Interventions is highly
proactive. What did the children design for their neighbourhood and why? What kind
of pedagogical philosophy enables this design action? What can adults learn from
children as architects?
In Chapter 5, Architects as Citizens, I consider the role of architects and their
responsibility to engage with children as citizens, as they do with adults. I do so
by examining a range of theories and practices relating to children’s role in the
city in a quest to redefine the value of ‘participation’ in design practice. How have
architects shared agency previously, and what can be the reciprocal learning benefit
from participatory practices? I argue that design helps the child develop multiple
intelligences because it is based on constructivist and collaborative experiences
involving complex conceptual, environmental and material factors, and imaginative
problem-solving. Although there is a history of children’s participation in the making
of the built environment, to what extent is this still suitable, and how does it need
to change in light of the findings from this research project? And lastly, what can
architects learn from children?
I conclude with a chapter entitled Collective Design Pedagogy to outline the benefits,
ramifications and future development possibilities of the research for the various
protagonists and in terms of a more wide-reaching implementation of practice.
To narrate the associated sequence of live projects I have used a double narrative
method of writing. I use a personal factual tone in italics to narrate activities,
observations and thought processes related to live workshops, and a more reflective
and analytical form of writing in roman to discuss the theoretical contexts and
arguments of this thesis.
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Learning in Mumbai has a plural nature, reflective of the variegated cultural, social and
spatial intricacies that form the metropolis. Here, learning is situated within a global
and national context of policies and curriculum: in 2009, the Right to Education Act
made education free, compulsory and a fundamental right for every child aged from
6 to 14 years, under article 21a of the Indian Constitution. As a demographic melting
pot, the ‘most cosmopolitan’1 of Indian cities creates an interesting environment for a
multitude of innovative pedagogies. The need for democratic and egalitarian education
in India has been an important socio-political theme since Mahatma Gandhi, whose
views on education were characterised by a holistic and active approach to learning.
Today this attitude towards education is revealed in new and developing pedagogies
such as those in Muktangan, many of which specifically make use of the environment
as a teaching resource.
However, the relationship between education and the city continues to create new
tensions between the haves and have-nots. I begin this thesis with an outline of
Mumbai’s rich demographic diversity and postcolonial history, within which to
situate education more broadly. What global and national policies come together to
contextualise Mumbai as a learning city? What is the educational situation in Mumbai
now, and why are new pedagogies increasingly spatial and a growing phenomena?
This chapter will discuss how the city’s culture, locality and government of education
interplay to form Mumbai as a learning city: the city as a teacher, in which one learns;
the city as a learner, that is informed by its own assemblage of life; and a city that
unconsciously produces and mixes informal and formal educational methods.
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Overleaf 1.0
Photograph of Mariamma
Nagar and the surrounding
Worli area taken from a rooftop
near Haji Ali, 2018.
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Mumbai, the most populated city in India today, was originally formed of seven
islands (Fig. 1.1), and populated by Koli fishing communities.2 The Koli are thought
to be the only inhabitants of the archipelago until the arrival of Muslim Gujarati
King Bhim Raja in the 13th century. They had named their island Mumba, after the
Koli Hindu goddess Mumbadevi. The Gujarati sultanate brought Islam to the islands,
building many mosques and places of worship, such as Haji Ali on the island of Worli,
still widely visited today. After a succession of rulers during the centuries that followed,
in the 16th century a treaty was signed with the Portuguese, in apprehension of the
growing Mughal power that was claiming many of the territories to the north. The
Portuguese renamed Mumba island ‘Bombaia’, meaning ‘good bay’, the largest and
most central island within the archipelago.3 Sixteenth-century Portuguese colonisation
brought with it Catholicism, and the building of many churches, initially one on
each island, many of which can still be found today. Catholicism is still a prominent
religion particularly in some former Portuguese villages such as Bandra, which was
on the southernmost tip of the land nearby centuries ago, and is now considered the
queen of suburbs, and substantially more centrally located within the peninsula and
city hierarchy.

1.1
The seven islands of Bombay at the
beginning of British rule,
late 17th Century.

In the 17th century, the British were given Colaba, Old Woman’s Island and Bombay
as part of a dowry for the marriage of Catherine of Braganza to King Charles the
Second, who subsequently acquired the other islands during the years that followed.
The islands were then leased to the East India Company, who began to use Bombay,
deemed preferable to Surat thanks to its enviable geographical position and good port
conditions,4 as its headquarters.
th
In the 18 century, the islands of the archipelago began to be joined together, as a

result of multiple reclamation projects; the swampy land between the islands was
thought to cause disease and ‘inhibit prosperity’,5 so was deemed unhealthy and prime
for redevelopment. The island edges have since been swallowed up by the urban fabric
and streetscape of the city following many years of reclamation until as recently as
the 1970s (Fig. 1.2). Recent plans for a new coastal road means there may be more to
come.
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Today, Greater Mumbai is contained within a peninsula, the urban fabric of which has
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been spreading north since the 1970s, where villages, small towns and even planned
satellite cities now form part of the urban formation. Although Greater Mumbai’s
boundaries are bound by water, the city still grows in the peri-urban area to the north,
past Navi Mumbai, Thane and Kalyan and further into the Maharashtrian state
forming an ever-growing urban assemblage.
Mumbai’s historical and geographical pluralism is evident in the fabric of the city
today, but has had consequences that are more hidden: Mumbai’s variegated history
has informed the culture of education in Mumbai. The mutating hierarchy of spaces,
architectures and social patterns that have followed practices of colonisation and
reclamation, have resulted in an urban assemblage and a plural, engaging learning city.

Shifting demographics of learning
Following independence from British rule in 1947, in the 1950s and 1960s, the largest
1.2
Map of Bombay showing reclaimed
areas, 1954.

part of Bombay’s population was still to be found in the southern part of the city, from
Gamdevi towards Colaba, in areas formerly developed by the British. In those days,
much of the city was yet to be reclaimed: for instance, large areas such as Cuffe Parade
still consisted of seawater. Upper classes were to be found in Colaba and Malabar Hill
areas whereas the middle classes populated an area spanning from Oval Maidan6 in
Fort, up to Worli and Lower Parel. They were formed of different language groups and
religions, with Hindus mainly living on the west side and Muslims to the east side of
the peninsula. 7
Mumbai’s traditional municipal education system in those days was two-tier:
Government primary schools and ‘government aided’ schools offering education after
the fifth standard. This system began during the colonial era and was encouraged by
subsequent post-independence governments. Schools were ‘sprinkled’ across the city
as if distributed according to the former island configuration; school structures were
built within walking distance of most local populations in much the same way that
the Portuguese churches had been centuries before. But once the city started to grow,
Mumbai’s education system could not keep up with the increasing population pressure.
In the 1970s Mumbai started to become overcrowded; many migrants came to the

1.3
Informal settlements in Mumbai, 2012.

city looking for work following the famines in the northern state of Bihar and due
to a general shift towards urbanisation. Informal settlements sprung up around the
city, and living space became more constricted (Fig. 1.3); the middle classes began to
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take up opportunities of purchasing larger living spaces beyond Mumbai’s boundaries.
This two-way population movement, middle classes towards the north, and working
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migrant classes towards the south, meant that Mumbai’s school communities were
constantly in flux, and needed to adapt quickly to the changing demographics and
educational needs.
The middle class educational trend of the 1960s and 1970s was to attend municipal
Marathi medium schools, that catered for the whole community, for richer and poorer
classes and a variety of castes; English medium education provision was private and
mainly consisted of convents or public schools, set up by the British during colonial
times and catering for the elite classes. Many of these school buildings still remain in
use and architecturally reflect the politics of their time, such as the Victorian Gothic
style of Wilson College8 that recalls the Victorian education within (Fig. 1.4), and
Sitaram Mill School, a postcolonial utilitarian municipal education (Fig. 1.5).

1.4
Wilson College, built in 1889, Chowpatty, 2019.

Following the influx of work-seeking migrants from all over India, less than half the
city’s population spoke Marathi as a mother tongue.9 In response to the variety of
languages, the government started to provide eight different mediums of instruction;
Marathi, Hindi, Gujarati, Urdu, English, Tamil, Telugu and Kannad, as it still does
today. As Indian education scholar Nalini Juneja remarks, in the context of the
well-known social exclusiveness among Indian castes and ethnic groups, ethnicity
became a customary basis for spatial and residential patterns of Mumbai, outlining
that linguistic, social, occupational and economic relationships to ethnicities had, and
continue to have, problematic effects for the universalisation of primary education,10
thus highlighting a desire for a more unified education system. In the same way that
income dictates where and how to live in Mumbai, the added complexities of caste,
religion, language and birthplace have led to a translocal and postcolonial urbanism in
the city that is related to education.
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1.5
Sitaram Mill municipal school in which
NGO Akanksha runs a school, Lower
Parel, 2012.
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a definition of social strata that determines the importance of and attributes power to
various community groups.12 Caste has had an impact on the spatial and social fabric
of the city, and the education provision within it. This can be seen particularly in the
living conditions of low-income communities, who live in chawl 13 buildings, informal
settlements or Slum Rehabilitation Developments.14 Low-income communities can
also be seen to comprise a high percentage of Muslim families. In 2006, a report
was commissioned by Prime Minister Manmohan Singh to determine the ‘Social,
Economic and Educational Status of the Muslim Community in India’15 in reaction to
a growing concern that many Muslims were seen to be below Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribes16 in the social hierarchy, and severely deprived. The aim of the report
was to counter a lack of reliable information which came in the way of ‘planning,
formulating and implementing specific interventions, policies and programmes to
address the issues relating to the socio-economic backwardness of this community’.
Caste, religion, income and social standing have educational and urban formation
repercussions adding to the spatial and political nature of the city assemblage.
British colonial rule can also be said to have affected the development of Indian
education. The effects on the Indian education system are still visible today, both
materially and pedagogically. Materially, in government schools Victorian-style furniture
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Kshatriyas (kings, governors and warriors), Vaishyas (farmers, businessmen, artisans and merchants), Shudras
(labourers), with untouchables or Dalits (people ‘who perform occupations that are considered unclean and polluting’)
not included as part of the ranked castes. The initial roots of the caste system are thought to be Aryan and activitybased, only later becoming a hereditary system that you are born into, and predominantly Hindu. The implications of
this characterisation have therefore always also had an economic and social impact, relevant to every element of Indian
society and tradition even today as an underlying societal code. Debidatta Aurobinda Mahapatra and Yashwant Pathak
(eds.), Gandhi and the World, Rowman and Littlefield, 2018, p. 152.
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British during colonial rule as a convenient way to systematise the diversity of India, and thought to have had an
impact on the further entrenchment of caste into society. The British used the already present social organization
to determine human resourcing for government jobs for instance, reinforcing the hierarchical lines of social strata
and creating further social immobility. The caste system also encapsulates Muslim, Christian, Buddhist and Sikh
communities: at the time of the first census in 1871, Waterfield noted caste as being ‘almost as prevalent among the
Mahomedans as among those professing the Hindoo religion, from which a large part of their number are probably
converts’. Nicholas B Dirks, Castes of Mind: Colonialism and the Making of Modern India, Princeton University Press,
2011, p. 203.
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is often still in use; pedagogically, learning by rote is still the norm not only in municipal
schools, but also in many private schools. Whereas private schools often have the
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freedom, willpower and resources to develop their education systems in more progressive
ways, the municipal sector has stagnated on both material and pedagogical levels.
In addition to the caste system and postcolonial situation, is the layer of a complex
plurality of religions. Kolis, Hindus, Muslims, Buddhists and neo-Buddhists, Parsis and
Christians intermingle in Mumbai. With this variety of religions, India has redefined the
word ‘secular’ to mean ‘multi-religious’ or ‘tolerant’, adding to the sense of a multiplicity
of cultures, although today tensions rise due to the use of religion in politics by the
current Prime Minister, Narendra Modi. The different performances of religion can be
seen in the many variegated holidays and festivals that also associate with schools. This
plurality of religion is evident in everyday life, a facet of what Mehrotra calls a ‘tolerant
pluralism’17 (Fig. 1.6).

1.6
A Christian shrine and Hindu temple share space on a
roundabout in Dadar, 2019

Pluralism as an educational driver
In the 1960s and 1970s, Mumbai’s linguistically diverse migrant population habitually
comprised people from rural parts of India who were often semi-educated or
illiterate, and who lived for the most part in informal settlements. The arrival of rural
communities established a new kind of demographic to educate. Many migrants had
come to the city to work in the port or the mills. However, in the 1980s the mills
started losing money and closing down, leaving many migrants jobless and poorer than
ever. Closure of the many textile mills in the city created huge loss of employment and
resulted in migration of communities towards northern newly developing suburbs.18
Following the earlier departure of the middle classes, the migrant populations also
started to move north, and school provision had to follow.19 The middle classes began
to leave the government-run schools and the parallel shift towards English medium
instruction meant Marathi medium schools also began to decline in attendance. As old
schools emptied in the centre, new schools constantly needed to be set up elsewhere.
But whereas migrant communities could ‘squat’ in open spaces, the Brihanmumbai
Mahanagarpalika Education Department (BMED) found it difficult to find suitable
school buildings to rent, creating difficulty in providing adequate education for the city.
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Mehrotra, ‘Learning from Mumbai’, p. 168.
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Juneja, Primary Education for All in the City of Mumbai, pp. 23–24.

19

Madhav Chavan, Personal Interview, Mumbai, May 2014.
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still decreasing. 20 Government provision is often of poor quality, learning is by rote, with
a focus on students’ ability to retain exact phrasing from textbooks. While the socioeconomic movements and cultural complexities of the latter half of the twentieth century
contributed to the stagnation of government education in Mumbai, they also created
an environment for the development of non-governmental education provision. As a
result, 6,033 education-related registered and unregistered organisations were counted in
Maharashtra state in 2014. 21

Multi-centric governance and policy
Today, the state’s responsibility to provide education under the Right to Education Act
is shared over four levels of Indian government:22 The union government, federal state
government, district government and local government levels. The Right to Education
Act included a number of clauses that required primary education to meet higher
standards: inclusion, continuous comprehensive evaluation, a student-teacher ratio of
no more than 30:1, no capitation fees or screening procedure, holistic development
of children and active child-centred learning. Many NGOs had already and have
subsequently made it their goal to focus on these points, particularly on a holistic
education, which is largely missing from government-run education.
As the political capital of the state of Maharashtra, Mumbai is governed by the
Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai (MCGM), which is otherwise known as
the Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation (BMC). Municipal and state government
are both responsible for education in the city: municipal government is responsible for
primary level education, and basic infrastructural needs such as water supply, drainage,
health and transportation, whereas state government is responsible for secondary and
higher education as well as the management of law, crime, finances and higher-level
regulation matters. Although the Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai runs its
own school system, the state government does not run its schools itself, but outsources
and funds others to do so.23 This creates a gap between developments at a national level
and local implementation.
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Mumbai is a complex learning city due to the socio-spatial learning assemblages
present; demographic shifts and migration, urbanisation and translocalism,
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multicultural and postcolonial contexts come together to create the learning city
today, along with the political realm of governance of education. However, the gap
in government education and large number of empty school buildings have provided
opportunities for innovation through informal learning practices that have thrived
and been formalised. I will argue that the insufficiency of government education has
allowed innovative practices to thrive through informal pedagogic practices, that often
draw on more local and translocal community rooted aspects of dwelling – whether
spatial or social – such as using familiar home furnishings as decoration for teaching
spaces. I present further examples of these practices in section 1.4 of this chapter.
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In recent years, education policy has shifted towards a more active and holistic view
of learning. What specific developments within global policy and national curriculum
demonstrate the development of a dialogical learning in India today and represent this
shift? How do they contribute to the context of this research?

A dialogical approach
UNESCO’s 1945 Right to Education subsequently confirmed the inclusion of
education as a fundamental human right in 1948.24 More recently in 1990, the World
Declaration on Education for All (EFA) aimed to create universal access to basic
education for all children by 2000.25 However, this was not achieved, and at the World
Education Forum in Dakar further Education for All goals were pledged.26 Global
goals for education are constantly updating but difficult to attain.
In 2000, the UN adopted eight Millennium Development Goals, one of which was
dedicated to universal primary education by 2015.27 Most recently, during the 2015 World
Education Forum, the Incheon Declaration committed to the new Global Education
2030 Agenda, which is the current global policy within which this writing is situated. The
agenda specifies a framework for the implementation of Sustainable Development Goal 4
(SDG 4): ‘Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning
opportunities for all.’ 28 More specifically, clause 4.7 provides scope for an increase in the
opportunity to integrate what is called ‘education for sustainable development’ into school
education, stipulating that by 2030 ‘all learners [should] acquire knowledge and skills
needed to promote sustainable development, including among others through education
for sustainable development and sustainable lifestyles, human rights, gender equality,
promotion of a culture of peace and non-violence, global citizenship, and appreciation of
cultural diversity and of culture’s contribution to sustainable development’.29
24
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globally due to its incorporation as a sustainable development goal by UNESCO and
has been described thus:
Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) entails a reorienting of education to guide and
motivate people to become responsible citizens of the planet. It addresses the interrelationships
among the environment, the economy, and society. It moves from teaching about sustainable
development to education to achieve sustainable development. It therefore encourages linking
ideas to action. It supports the acquisition of knowledge to understand our complex world; the
development of interdisciplinary understanding, critical thinking and action skills to address
these challenges with sustainable solutions; and the values and perspectives to participate in a
democratic society, live sustainably, and to pursue sustainable livelihoods. Nothing could be
more important to the future quality of life on this planet than ensuring, through education,
the creation of a global culture of sustainability.30

Education for sustainable development (ESD) presents a movement towards
constructivist, progressive education. The underpinning concepts closely relate to
the ideas of Dewey in the first half of the 20th century. Dewey argued for a holistic
experience-oriented education that brought together the home and the school, in a
continuity of child-led learning activities, to develop moral accountability and critical
thinking.31 An indicative list of ESD competencies includes: acquiring knowledge;
solving issues, problems, conflicts; thinking critically; communicating and negotiating;
dealing with systems; facing the future; reflecting on values; participating and
collaborating; changing perspectives; thinking and acting inclusively; and showing
solidarity and responsibility.32 However, the curricular and longitudinal methods and
activities that follow the birth of education for sustainable development will take
time to emerge, in addition to the ways in which large-scale implementation may be
strategised.
The term ‘development education’ relates to the ideas for education for sustainable
development, that Indian education scholar Ajay Kumar describes as focusing on
the need for transformation of society and a more ‘interconnected global world’, a
‘deepening of democracy and democratisation of knowledge construction processes
based on communicative competence and dialogical learning’.33 Advocating dialogical
learning based on principles of ‘love, trust, sacrifice, empathy, equity, social justice and
30
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communicative competence, both in educational and political (or social settings)’,34
Kumar argues development education can promote self-regulating motivational
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processes, which will in turn create further action and learning opportunities.
Critiquing the increase in a ‘neo-liberal agenda’ of education, Kumar condemns its
development towards market and investment-driven goals. However, although in
India today child-centred and environment-aware learning practices are increasingly
becoming an important aspect of formal education, the National Council of
Educational Research and Training (NCERT) highlights the need to reconceptualise
critical pedagogical approaches within universal human rights discourses.35
In 1986, the National Policy on Education gave India a new, uniform school
curriculum across the country.36 The new policy gave NCERT the responsibility of
developing the National Curriculum Framework, which would be reviewed at frequent
intervals. Some years later, in the early 1990s, ‘Learning Without Burden’ a report by
the National Advisory Committee appointed by the Ministry of Human Resources of
the Indian Government stated a problem with the curriculum and the examination
system, saying, ‘the major, well-understood defect of the examination system is that
it focuses on children’s ability to reproduce information to the exclusion of the ability
to apply concepts and information on unfamiliar, new problems, or simply to think.’37
NCERT Framework 2005, the most recent curriculum framework still used today,
states: ‘[L]earning at school cannot become a joyful experience unless we change our
perception of the child as a receiver of knowledge and move beyond the convention
of using textbooks as the basis for examination.’38 The report further iterates the gaps
in education by saying ‘the impulse to teach everything arises from lack of faith in
children’s own creative instinct and their capacity to construct knowledge out of their
experience’, therefore underlining a key need for developing new modes of education
that are spontaneous and more lateral. My research attends to this need by asking
if and how architecture, design and craft could be integrated in the primary school
curriculum as drivers for a place-based education, in which creative learning happens
by doing, and by collaborating with others inside and outside the school. I propose the
Mumbai environment is a teacher through its pluralism.
The global identification of a need for an education that works with the environment
has been confirmed by UNESCO. A call for education ‘that enables young people
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environmental, economic, social and political challenges facing humanity’, stipulates
education for sustainable development is needed to empower ‘learners to take
informed decisions and responsible actions for environmental integrity, economic
viability and a just society, for present and future generations, while respecting cultural
diversity’.39 While global policy is creating the potential for a supportive context for
the development of pedagogies that engage with the environment, national curriculum
is governed by a multi-centric set of rules and powers that fails to succeed. Yet, local
NGOs and CLOs are beginning to develop local environment-conscious pedagogic
practices despite the complex challenges of attaining just and sustainable societies for
all.
Today’s Indian government schools are still widely criticised for their emphasis on rote
learning as discussed. The widespread downturn in admissions reflects the mistrust
and insufficient quality of the education provision, even by the most financially
disadvantaged, who would rather spend on private education despite the subsequent
financial difficulties. At government schools, critical thinking or lateral activities are
not widely encouraged and this is why education scholar Geeta Gandhi Kingdon
points out in her very recent review of private schooling in India, only half of all
children in urban India of primary school age still study in government schools.40
However, specific efforts are being made both by government-related and independent
organisations to change the education system: these include the Mahatma Gandhi
Institute of Education for Peace and Sustainable Development (MGIEP) and Design
for Change (DfC), two models that I will explore in more detail.

Double-purpose learning
Most recently, activities to change the national curriculum are being undertaken by
the Mahatma Gandhi Institute of Education for Peace and Sustainable Development
– that I will hereon refer to as the Gandhi Institute of Education – through the
modification of textbooks (Fig. 1.7). The Gandhi Institute of Education was
inaugurated in Delhi in 2012 as part of UNESCO, supported by the Government of
India.41 It is named after Mahatma Gandhi, as a tribute to his ideas of ahimsa (nonviolence), satyagraha (staying resolute for truth) and sustainable living, and whose
writings are particularly relevant to the unequal, conflicted and uncertain times we live
1.7
Front cover of Textbooks for
Sustainable Development: A
Guide to Embedding, MGIEP,
UNESCO, 2017.

in today.42 The Gandhi Institute of Education works to develop education towards a
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‘reorient the existing curriculum content towards peace, sustainable development and
global citizenship’.43 This attitude is important and growing as the Gandhi Institute of
Education explains:
Embedding is a strategy that can be used in subject-centred and examination-oriented systems,
with the ultimate aim of transforming them from within. Embedding aspires to contribute
to transforming school curricula where mathematics and science are taught like dogmas and
social studies fail to provide meaningful opportunities to learn about interconnectedness and
appreciate diversity.44

However, the ultimate goal for a total integration of sustainable development
goals into the curriculum is through infusion, whereby a complete rethink of the
foundations of education should be carried out and implemented (Fig. 1.8).

1.8
'Comparing weak and strong ESD structures', Embedding
curriculum diagrams from MGIEP ESD, Textbooks for
Sustainable Development, 2017.

Education specialist M J Ravindranath explains:
As sustainable development calls for a dynamic equilibrium among the social, cultural,
economic and ecological factors, there is a growing realization that if sustainable development
is to be realized, India has to address many problems associated with these factors as a matter of
priority.45

The government is aware of the need for ‘the mobilization of individuals, institutions
and resources to develop socially just and environmentally sustainable futures’,46 and
very slowly, with the development of formal organisations such as the Gandhi Institute
of Education, the attempt to implement sustainable goals is being made. However,
Ravindranath highlights the gap between theoretical values and values in action as
a key difficulty. The effectiveness of the textbook project will take time to emerge;
meanwhile there is need for active, local and place-based sustainable curriculum
developments driven by NGOs, volunteers and grassroots organisations.
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Design for Change
In India, the idea for teaching in a hands-on way is not new, particularly in the
sciences. The Hoshangabad Science Teaching Programme was developed in 1972 in
response to an increasing student dropout rate in rural Madhya Pradesh47 to teach
science in an active way using the environment, rather than using rote learning
methods (Fig. 1.9). Initially developed as a learning experiment, it was subsequently
implemented in many schools in the district, and its running was taken over by an
NGO, who organised material and textbooks for the programme.48 The programme
ran for thirty years, but in 2002 it was formally closed down by the government,
despite much public outcry and petitioning; small chapters of the approach however
are still at work today. In a similar vein, recent research in methods for Design and
Technology Education at the Homi Bhabha Centre for Science Education, led by
Professor Chitra Natarajan have also focused on the utilisation of design thinking to
integrate into science education.49
Most recently, the Design for Change programme, an Indian and now international

1.9
Hoshangabad Science Teaching
Programme classroom.

project, involves children in engaging with their environment and community using
design. Set up by Kiran Bir Sethi in 2009, the founder of the progressive Riverside
School in Ahmedabad (Fig. 1.10),50 in collaboration with IDEO51 and Stanford
University’s ‘d.school’,52 the platform offers a short-term project structure that can
be run at any school. The tagline ‘Feel, imagine, do, share’, aims to identify simply
the steps necessary for children to create change in their environment (Fig. 1.11).
First the children identify a feeling they want to address, then they imagine how
they can change it, they lend action to their ideas and finally share their project with
other schools. The projects can enter a competition and winners receive prizes for
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most innovative and inspiring activities. The short-term project-based nature of this
programme means it can be utilised as and when convenient to complement the
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curriculum. The platform is gaining in success and has been shown to help develop
empathy, confidence and problem-solving skills in children. In practice, as an optional
project however it is not integrated into curriculum, and therefore is not being carried
out in all schools. In addition, the Design for Change programme needs to be run by
teachers who are informed and keen to add work to their already busy schedules.
Comparatively, the Mahatma Gandhi Institute of Education for Peace and Sustainable
Development’s theories of embedding are more ambitious and egalitarian. But they
focus on the use of traditional textbooks as a vehicle for change. I argue that this is
not enough and that there is still a need for an easy-to-use pedagogy that is neither
extracurricular nor short-term project-based, and that engages with notions of
continuity, reflection, community, sustainability and environment through design.

1.11
Design for Change 'Feel, imagine, do, share' process
illustration, 2018.
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Mumbai presents a context of social, spatial, economic and political tensions that cocreate a complex ‘worlding’ city that continuously learns and teaches.53 Anthropologist
Aiwha Ong specifies, ‘Normative codes cannot account for the situated ways in which
urban aspirations play out in emerging sites, or how the entry of these local forms into
the global one actually transforms the whole question of what counts as a global city
in some significant way.’54 It is not that activities and environments can be identified as
local or global, but how the two states co-constitute and mutate through their multiscalar relationship. In this section I ask how these tensions make an environment for
learning and in what specific ways. In what way is Mumbai local or global and why is
this important to creating a learning city?

Global city
The city of Mumbai has a history as an economically vibrant trading city, evolving
from its position as an active port and centre for textiles in India, before, during and
after colonial rule. Today it is a globally important leader in both finance and trade,
high-ranking on economic, political and cultural factors, and known to be ‘the most
cosmopolitan of Indian metropolises’.55 What kind of learning city is Mumbai and
what factors make it so?
Language is one of the obvious forms globalisation has taken, with its roots in
colonialism. As Ong explains, the logic of postcolonial globalisation is based on
‘urban features and norms that register colonial experiences but have transcended the
colonial’, thereby continuing the colonial past and also the focus on subaltern agency
or, in other words, the agency of marginalised or lower classes.56 Indeed, the debate
about language in Indian life and education is longstanding: A study of English
education in colonial India by Gauri Viswanathan shows the importance of the
curriculum as a vehicle for acquiring and exercising power, using pedagogy to further
colonial rule. She explains for instance, that at the beginning of the 19th century the
British introduced the study of English literature to the Indian curriculum, which she
identified ‘as a way of inculcating English morals without directly placing European
religion in conflict with Indian religions’.57 Today however, the wide use of English as
53
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admissions for English medium schools.
A language of expertise and management, English is also firmly part of the political
world and continues to play a role of power. Its use is widely criticised as ‘intentionally
or unintentionally perpetuating centrist development discourse and agendas’.58 But
there is what has been called a ‘peculiar kind of competition’ between languages of
instruction, on the one hand a potential ‘glorification of regional languages’ and on the
other, the notion that English is ‘the most effective and useful medium of instruction’,59
with Hindi medium following close behind. Although ‘a nationally acceptable
language policy’ is needed, in Mumbai today English medium is in demand due to
the global nature of the city.60 Scholar Rajni Kothari explains that ‘at the societal level,
English medium education has played a critical role in producing ... a modernized
techno-managerial elite that continues to have disproportionate influence in shaping
the discursive terrain of development and thereby policies and programmes that affect
the social fabric of the country’,61 ‘acculturating’ the population into global cultural
processes. This postcolonial global–local tension can be seen particularly in Mumbai
where the English language can be interpreted as a tool for globalisation, a ‘language
of social advantage and exciting economic opportunities’:62 this also means many start
life from what could be described as ‘a chronically unfair compulsion to participate in
the mainstream market economy from a weak position’.63 These contexts explain the
simultaneous use of English as a learning medium at Muktangan School and need for
me to learn and speak Hindi to facilitate workshops.
Language has a reciprocal relationship with the imagination. Anthropologist Arjun
Appadurai’s work on the relationship between globalisation, the imagination and
modernity argues that although globalisation is visible in the physical realm, it is also
built up in the minds of citizens, layering seen and imagined images, drawing on
mass media and a global image of modernity. Films, TV, advertisements, billboards
and packaging all play a part in the imagined contemporary India, that is often
disconnected from reality and unlike most inhabitant’s lives. He explains, ‘migration
and mass mediation co-constitute a new sense of the global as modern and the modern
as global.’ 64 This can be seen across Mumbai communities and schools, linguistically
and visually. But as he also points out, ‘globalization is not the story of cultural
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creating an ‘imaginary as a constructed landscape of collective aspirations’.66 He writes:
‘[g]lobalization has shrunk the distance between elites, shifted key relations between
producers and consumers, broken many links between labour and family life, obscured
the lines between temporary locales and imaginary national attachments.’67 This can
be seen in terms of language, but also in terms of consumerism, lifestyle and design.
The installation of global brands across the city has increased within the last decade,
particularly conglomerated in newly developed shopping malls, with international
cosmetics, clothing and food. In relation to this kind of global ‘sameness’, Appadurai
highlights the tension between ‘the triumphantly universal and the resiliently
particular’.68 This view is mirrored by Ong, who describes urban situations as ‘at once
heterogeneously particular and yet irreducibly global.’69 Resilience, particularity and
heterogeneity often occur when the local meets the global, highlighting the lived
contrasts found in the learning city.
In Mumbai, many traditional and contemporary juxtapositions can be found; basic
activities of the old city such as bullock carts and hathgaadis,70 contrast with 21st
century design languages, materials and global brands, highlighting the growing
differences between the everyday practices of the elite, middle classes and the majority,
the subaltern population (Fig. 1.13). Globalising practices facilitate the divergence
of classes; education provision reflects this divergence. As inhabitants are promised
modernity in the form of new shopping malls and airports, the materiality of a
‘global architecture’ grows uncomfortably within the brick proportions of an older
disappearing Bombay (Fig. 1.14). Mehrotra writes:
... for an entire generation of citizens the Victorian core of the city in Mumbai represents

1.13
A hathgaadi shares the road with rush hour traffic,
Mazgaon, 2019.

repression and exclusion – the buildings are clearly icons of our colonial past. To others
the historic centre is a segment where cohesiveness of urban form and the integration of
architecture and urban design create a pleasant (or at least potentially beautiful) environment in
sheer contrast to the laissez-faire growth that has come to characterize the contemporary Indian
urban landscape.
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A traditional village angan (courtyard) in Matunga, 2013.
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in social class, due to the global nature of education and diasporic movements.
Pluralism is evident in the architectural assemblage of the city, until relatively recently
dominated by colonial buildings.72 Chawls can be found along the length of the
peninsula, designed to house workers near mills, warehouses and factories. In addition,
many of the most imposing examples of colonial architecture were government
premises and infrastructure, such as railway stations, post offices, police stations,
universities and schools. The government premises have been maintained to a visibly
high standard, regardless of the aggressive nature of the monsoon climate which every
year ravages the city fabric inside and out with mould, water stains and cracks. The Art
Deco movement in colonial-era Bombay produced many examples of the European
architectural style, creating what’s known to be the largest collection of Art Deco
architecture in the world.73 Simultaneously, towering skyscrapers clad in glass grow

1.15
New towers housing residences and offices are being built
all over the city, Parel, 2019.

in clumps, bearing the names of their developers, who are shaping the future of this
global city (Fig. 1.15).
Current globalising practices in Mumbai also come in the form of education: from
American, French and German schools, initially set up for expatriates’ children,
but now catering for international and Indian students, to the more recent Indian
international schools such as the Dhirubhai Ambani International School or Bombay
International School. Global education practices for the elite take the form of
expensive and exclusive schools often situated in newly built international business
areas such as the Bandra Kurla Complex (BKC). However, this plural education
environment provides opportunities for cross-fertilising teaching topics, methods and
styles shared by NGOs and private schools.

Local city
The notion of local, as opposed to national or global, tends to be scalar in its essence,
accounting for something particular that happens somewhere specific. For Appadurai,
‘locality is always emergent from the practices of local subjects in specific neighbourhoods.’74
In addition, the diverse socio-political history and assembled geography of the city have
helped create resilient localisms, particularly through practices of dwelling. Both migrant
and longstanding communities create safe environments and local networks of support
(social, spatial or economic), often using informal practices as a kind of resilience or
strategy for coping with the complex and exclusionary nature of the city.
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destruction of locality. Madhav Chavan director of NGO Pratham explains in a personal
interview that the communities’ perceptions of government schools, damaged by 30
years of neglect, have created a separation, alienating one from the other so much that
conversation is nearly non-existent. He states the notion of ‘our’ school doesn’t exist in
Mumbai anymore, as ‘the separation between the school and the family and the home
has been complete’.75 Whereas during the 1950s and 1960s communities would help to
run schools, following the government’s monopolisation of education no room has been
left for parent and community consultation. Since then, in response, local organisations
have instigated grassroots informal conversations and community mobilisation, gradually
changing the context of place-based education in Mumbai.
Localities can at first glance be identified spatially within a pluralism of architectural
styles and materialities, and the boundaries between them. But with these localities are
interlinked social practices, recalling Lefebvre’s two-way relationship between space and
people: People’s inhabitation of space creates particularity of place and the spatiality of
a place in turn affects the behaviour of people.76 Further, Appadurai views locality as
people-centred, ‘primarily relational and contextual rather than as scalar or spatial’ and
sees locality as fragile, often needing to be ‘maintained carefully against various kinds
of odds’.77 Although at first glance, Mumbai could be perceived to be globalising to the
detriment of locality, the global and the local are not mutually exclusive. In Mumbai,
locality can be identified through density, conviviality and dwelling. Local practices can
be seen as a contestation of globalisation.
The informal settlement, or basti as it is locally known, creates a sense of locality that can
be strongly identified and experienced through intensely dwelt spaces. First, there is a
sense of boundary, whether felt or seen, which is often protecting the community within
and the community without (Fig. 1.16). The settlement sets apart from other urban
formations through materiality, form and scale of dwellings; proximity of supplies and
services for basic living infer a level of self-sufficiency. The density of population and a
sense of convivial street life humanises the public realm. Other characters reinforce the
settlement’s visual identity: the porous and labyrinthine circulation and the presence of
making and craft summon nostalgic impressions of traditional villages in rural territories.78
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1.16
View south of settlement Jeejamata Nagar in Worli, 2011.
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woodcarving, bamboo weaving, cane work and embroidery unite and help create local
points of activity often in informal settlements. Although craft in Mumbai is still a
high-street activity in more traditional areas, the globalised city produces behaviours
and materials that undermine traditional cultures of making. While religious, ethnic
and economic localities are still prominent, those characterised by craft are beginning
to disappear. However, informal settlements tend to provide spaces for making, that
appear to be relatively secure in their existence, demonstrated in the settlement
Mariamma Nagar, as I will discuss in more detail in Chapter 3.
The discourse around informality has mutated over time since its creation as a
theoretical debate in the 1960s, following the widespread move of labour to cities
in the 1950s and 1960s. At first the understanding was that it was due to economic
reasons, exemplified by Charles Abrams’ seminal work Man’s Struggle for Shelter in an
Urbanizing World which identified the socio-economic rural-urban movement, but
also that urban migrants often became squatters due to the difficulty of transforming
their lives in cities.79 Janice Perlman’s Myth of Marginality80 studied the rural migrants
of Rio de Janeiro’s favelas,81 concluding that the favelados (inhabitants of favelas) were
not marginalised, but ‘socially well organised, culturally optimistic and economically
hardworking’ as well as aspiring to a ‘better life’ and holding ‘patriotic values’,
concluding that the myth of marginality ‘was primarily due to class bias.’ 82 The idea
that marginality was an instrument for social control and order of the urban poor was
also an important point argued in the 1980s by sociologist Manuel Castells.83 In the
1970s Caroline Moser described informality as ‘the urban poor, or as the people living
in slums or squatter settlements’.84
Another shift in the understanding of the term was exemplified by Dipak Mazumdar
who described informality as the ‘unprotected urban labour market, as opposed to
the “protected” one in the formal sector’.85 The debate focused on Indian cities in the
1980s with the increasing rural-urban migration particularly to Mumbai and Delhi.
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At a similar time Hernando De Soto developed a discourse around microenterprises
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informal practices of poor urban populations were characterised by ‘ingenuity’ and
‘entrepreneurial spirit.’87 Nezar AlSayyad explains, ‘De Soto rejected the notion of a
defined informal sector; instead, he viewed the informal economy as including all
extralegal activities — both market and subsistence production, as well as trade.’ 88
Following the movement of the discourse around informality between continents and
disciplines, in the last decade, the discourse around informality has become variegated,
and the understanding of the term more wide-reaching and interdisciplinary. Camillo
Boano writes that informality signifies ‘that which exists outside of formal legaljuridical frameworks’.89 And as Ananya Roy and AlSayyad explain, the difference
between formal and informal emerges in practice: ‘If formality operates through the
fixing of value, including the mapping of spatial value, then informality operates
through the constant negotiability of value’,90 an approach applicable economically,
socially and spatially. In the context of the urban realm, McFarlane’s description
of informality is pertinent too. He explains that the ‘formal–informal distinction
is a multifaceted resource for naming, managing, governing, producing, and even
critiquing contemporary cities’.91 He also specifies that spatial, social and political
distinctions of informality relate to ‘urban territory (slum and non-slum), groups
(labour), and governmentality (monitoring, naming and intervening)’,92 and describes
informal practices as activities of speculation, composition and bricolage.
The study of informality by anthropologist Vyjayanthi Rao shows the informal
settlement as an important ‘theoretically productive spatial ecology’, key to the
development of urban theory and practice, and ‘an invitation to think through both
the material aspects and processes involved in contemporary urbanism, and the ethical
and epistemological underpinnings of urban theory today’.93 She asks what cities south
of the equator such as Mumbai, Lagos, Sao Paolo and Shanghai represent for the study
of modernity and urbanism today, and presents the need for a philosophical ‘debate
on the relationship between conditions and possibilities’ or an understanding of the
possibilities of what she calls ‘design action’.94 She poses the understanding of informal
86
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from a set of material practices, and forms situated in the world, which defy the
fixing of their values by fiat’, similar to the negotiability of value posited by Roy and
AlSayyad. But she also defines the informal settlement as ‘a space “at risk” where risk
is understood as a sense of threat and vulnerability [that] turns it into a space “of risk”
where risk is understood as opportunity generated by volatility, flux and instability.’95
Does this risk, in Mumbai in particular, have pedagogical implications? What might
be the pedagogical opportunities associated with informality? And how can risk
encourage speculation, composition and bricolage as educational tools?
Informality as an organising urban logic is, as we have seen, one that is often
understood to need to be materially transcended. Rao states that the informal
settlement is simultaneously a design and a research problem, ‘rather than a problem
of theoretical framing first and design intervention afterwards’.96 She argues that
the detachment between the theoretical and design practice of informality, and the
development of design action as ‘an afterthought’ are problematic and continue to
‘haunt all forms of urban action’.
The understanding of the term informal settlement, ‘slum’, favela, bidonville 97 or in
India the basti, is often central to an urban logic rather than a marginal part of the
city. Settlements increasingly provoke geopolitical debate on legality, humanity and
practices of dwelling.98 A variety of practices have globally emerged on the one hand
acknowledging informality as an organising principle but sometimes one that should
be transcended, and on the other as an ‘inventive urban form’ that can inspire design
(and art) practice. Many activist architects and urbanists have engaged with informality
as a practice and as a setting ‘positioned at the intersection of politics, design
and research’.99 How can the informality of the basti contribute to contemporary
education?
Indian scholar Gautam Bhan has written on informal practices relating specifically to
Indian affordable housing as ‘the dominant mode of producing and inhabiting the
city for a majority of income-poor residents of India’s cities’ in terms of policy and
citizenship.100 He writes, ‘seeing the basti as part of a mode of urbanization changes its
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A water bottle is tied to a tree to create
a hanging planter, 2013.
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engagements within which urban residents negotiate — incrementally, over time,
and continuously — their presence in as well as their right to the city.’101 The basti
represents a practice of urban contestation. But, he argues, postcolonial debates on
citizenship have not been attentive enough to spatial and urban citizenship in order to
discuss spatial or social rights. I would extend this to argue that the informal basti is a
fertile pedagogical ground for developing responsible modes of citizenship.
In practice within Mumbai, organisations such as SPARC, 102 Slum Dwellers
International (SDI),103 Urban Design Research Institute (UDRI)104 and Urbz
among others, have an extensive history of research into the value of informal
practices in the city. Architecture and urbanism institutes such as the Kamla Raheja
Vidyanidhi Institute for Architecture and Environmental Studies (KRVIA),105 School
of Environment and Architecture (SEA),106 Rizvi College of Architecture and the
School of Habitat Studies at the Tata Institute for Social Sciences (TISS)107 continue

1.18
View of a rooftop garden in Jeejamata Nagar settlement
among the blue tarpaulin roofs during the rainy season,
2011.

to explore how informal settlement dwelling is a valid, necessary, functioning and
contemporary urban practice.108
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Informal practices are used for a multitude of reasons to negotiate social and spatial
realities. But in Mumbai particularly, informal practices respond to the complexity
of formalities that exist, leading to widespread practice of jugaad. This Hindi term
means cobbling together, a way of getting around tricky situations, and is a practice of
resilience and an informal coping strategy. Informal practices are necessary to question
and contemporise formal and sometimes generic practices from a localised position
that is specific to place and people. How do informal–formal practices in Mumbai
produce a particular kind of learning city in social, spatial, political and economic
terms?

Education non-governmental organisations
Following the downturn in municipal provision and overcrowding in Mumbai, in
the 1990s middle and upper classes all over the city turned elsewhere for their
children’s education. Smaller privately run local schools sprung up in reaction to
the government’s perceived inaction, many of which became NGOs or communityled organisations (CLOs). Today, Maharashtra is home to the largest number of
NGOs per state in the country, many of these focusing on education.109 A number
of organisations today stand out as having grown and formalised over the last
decade: Akanksha, Pratham, Muktangan and Aseema. These organisations have all
developed pedagogical practices that are strongly linked to the dwelling traditions of
the disadvantaged communities they serve. AlSayyad describes poverty as ‘a form of
efficiency of production’ and links it to the neoliberal contexts within which we find
ourselves today.110 He calls this a ‘reconceptualization of poverty’ and points out that,
‘while NGOs are often complicit in this neoliberal agenda, the driving paradigms in
their spheres of influence are often ethnic and social difference …’.111 These patterns
can also be identified in the activities of NGO education in Mumbai. In Chapter 2,
I will discuss more specifically my work with one of the Muktangan schools in the
Worli area.
The NGOs have used both formal and informal methods to build their schools and
negotiate the municipal and national realms of education. Their practices often
include personal introductions and relationships, negotiation between governing
bodies and local groups, convincing, bartering and sharing networks in conversations.
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Opposite 1.19
A makeshift bathroom in a
settlement at Navi Mumbai
Quarries, 2011.
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relying on personal or proximal activities. As a result, whereas today middle and
upper-class children can travel for over an hour in buses or private cars to international
schools far from their homes, many local NGOs now inhabit the previously empty
municipal school buildings, situated near the communities that use them, and provide
innovative pedagogies developed particularly to suit them. The multiple socioeconomic and political circumstances of teachers and school management, learning
spaces and pedagogies, are beginning to cross-fertilise through these new NGOformed structures. A variety of Indian pedagogies have been developing since the
late 1990s in response to the growing urban low-income population, many of which
include habitual dwelling practices that relate closely to particularities of the children’s
home lives. For instance, in the Muktangan school that I have worked with, a higher
proportion of their time is spent sitting cross-legged on the floor (rather than at desks)
mimicking common convivial family situations.
The informal use of space for education purposes has arisen through necessity: a lack
of space and funds for NGOs to run much-needed educational provisions presented a
situation in which ingenuity and creativity were essential. I visited a number of such
examples across the city: an Akanksha school in the Nehru Planetarium basement; two
outdoor study areas, one beneath a tree on Oval Maidan and another on a pavement
in Versova; a school in a working bus, run by NGO Door Step School; and classrooms
in a residential chawl building in Worli, part of the Muktangan schools. In addition
to more formal and charitable private or semi-private schools are individuals who help
educate disadvantaged children, setting up as tutors at home.
In general, municipal school buildings that are now inhabited by NGO schools can be
described as follows:
A municipal school building is, typically, a four or five storied building in the shape of a U or
an L with a flagstone or concrete courtyard in the bounded space. There are between 12 and 15
classrooms, (of about 400 square feet each) on each floor. Usually, each building houses 50 to
80 classrooms. It would be common to find 6 – 8 primary schools (of 7 classrooms or so each)
accommodated in a single such building. Most of these schools offer education in different
languages. About half of the schools would be run in one shift, and half in the second shift.113

1.20
Signage at Akanksha D N Nagar Municipal School
showing multiple organisations under one roof, Andheri,
2014.
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can be stripped of furniture, fixtures and fittings, focusing on the floor as a canvas
for learning. To a certain extent the spatial freedom found in these buildings gave
the NGOs the opportunity to develop pedagogies that are exploratory, flexible and
informal. But while informal practices have been essential in providing independent
modes of learning in Mumbai, many of these are increasingly beginning to change and
formalise through developing relationships with the government.

Public–private relationships
The Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai (MCGM), acknowledging its lack of
technical resources to upgrade the education system, turned to the NGOs that have
been developing effective and popular pedagogies, asking them to form public–private
partnerships, the policy for which was approved with a collaborative framework

1.21
A classroom in Akanksha Sitaram Mill Municipal School,
Parel, 2014

in March 2013. The incremental privatisation of primary education since the end
of the last century led to a situation where, due to the informal nature of practices,
regulation to protect consumer rights was also necessary. Currently, the government
is in charge of this regulation, however their criteria have been criticised as being
too ‘low’, highlighting the need for an independent education regulator requested by
many education organisations and communities in a bid to formalise practices. From
the municipality’s point of view, public–private partnerships can be seen as a highreturn investment. While the municipality spends a certain amount of money per
child, it is only getting a small increase in productivity. However, productivity can
be substantially improved by paying NGOs (who currently spend a consequential
amount of time looking for funding) to run municipal schools, forming a relationship
of a particularly financial nature. In her recent review of private schooling in India,
Gandhi Kingdon explains that the ‘substantially lower per-student-cost’ combined
with ‘students’ modestly higher learning achievement levels’ result in an education that
is significantly more cost-effective than government provision. 114
The public–private partnership is perceived by many to be a ‘pioneering opportunity
for NGOs and other private educational providers to introduce innovations for
quality education within the government system’.115 But critics of the move say NGOs
may become hindered by government inadequacies and bureaucracy, a potential
threat to the founding focus on improving education in a holistic grassroots manner.
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their relationship with the municipality. For instance, in 2013 Akanksha, Aseema,
3.2.1 and Muktangan were classed as Category 1 NGOs, which can be compared to
UK academies, among a wider total of twenty schools. Category 1 NGOs provide
full school management with private partner teachers (FSMPT);116 the municipality
states that this type of partnership exists when a private partner manages a municipal
school, providing ‘free and high-quality education to children in the neighbourhood,
with its own teachers and principal’, specifying that staff should not be treated as
municipal employees.117 This partnership can be seen as a way for municipalities to
take responsibility for the school shell, while NGOs take care of the rest. Although
labelled in ‘partnership’, in many cases the relationship with the MCGM is delicate,
time-consuming, worrisome and one-sided, and often informal practices of jugaad are
necessary to get around rules and regulations that hinder the day-to-day running of
schools.
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Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai Education Department, Public Private Partnership Programmes

Document, 2013, p. 1.
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This research is situated within a context of growing awareness of the links between
environment, education, design and citizenship, globally and in Mumbai particularly.
Supranational policies such as the UN sustainable development goals call for practices
of sustainable development to be integrated into curricula. Ideas such as the Gandhi
Institute of Education’s education for sustainable development textbook project
with ‘double-purpose learning’118 (or curriculum development from within), and the
independent Design for Change programme (that uses design as a learning tool for
citizenship) are increasing in popularity. Global policy has advocated the integration
of global citizenship and sustainable practices in education; I suggest this can be
interpreted as a move towards the acknowledgement of the idea that the environment
can be an educator.119 Constructivist and critical pedagogical methods such as those
outlined by Kumar are gaining ground too, particularly in NGO-run education,
which has developed as a result of government inadequacies. However, a curriculumintegrated design pedagogy has yet to be successfully and continuously implemented.
I have discussed Mumbai as a complex learning city due to its plural nature. Its
longstanding and fluctuating demographic, economic and cultural identities come
together to create the learning city today. The city facilitates learning through
nurturing informal practices. Informal practices of education and dwelling respond to
the complications of the urban environment, highlighting the inequalities created by
uneven distributions of resources. The city learns from itself over and over again, selfperpetuating learning situations through the complexity of its mutating identities.
Indian multi-centric governance and education policy in combination with Mumbai’s
plural and creative nature has provided the environment and ingredients for a huge
number of education NGOs to form, many of whom have developed innovative
pedagogies in informal ways. Although the last 30 years of education provision saw the
quality of government schools sharply decline, the success of recent NGO activities
shows a growing demand for change and that citizens are participating in changing
education. The spatiality of NGO education in Mumbai is particularly inventive
due to a shortage of usable space but also precisely because of the variety of space
typologies existing in the city. Informal learning strategies developed by NGOs are
often locally founded and appropriated by the communities in different kinds of
buildings. The diversity of spaces available in Mumbai has encouraged an exploratory
design-based way of teaching and learning that is creatively influenced by place.

118

The Mahatma Gandhi Institute of Education for Peace (MGIEP) uses this term to describe the integration of

education for sustainable development into traditional education subjects more generally.
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Rinaldi, In Dialogue with Reggio Emilia, p. 60.
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Mumbai represents India’s dreams and opportunities; it’s a city that never sleeps.

City as School

People flock there from all over India for a chance at a different life. It is the home
of the Bollywood film industry, but also of economic prosperity and the ‘Billionaire
Raj’.120 There is an entrepreneurial and informal attitude required of many inhabitants
to make Mumbai liveable: one of jugaad, creating the practice of innovative solutions.
Mumbai’s learning, dwelling and making practices make it an informal learning city.
These practices also explain many of its pedagogic challenges, as well as its creative
potential, that I will further explore in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. I will do so through
focusing on the Muktangan pedagogy and its potential to incorporate an architectural
education. Muktangan schools, situated in Worli, specifically provide education
for the local surrounding communities and are beginning to formalise through
government partnerships. But first, I investigate how Muktangan situates within plural
Mumbai. What creative attitudes and realities exist in this school and why? How are
these attitudes invaluable for the formation of a contemporary education that acts
responsibly towards the environment and citizenship?

120
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James Crabtree, The Billionaire Raj, Oneworld Publications, 2018.
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Between 2011 and 2017 I lived, researched and worked in Mumbai, a city in which
pluralism and informality can be counted as educational drivers. Muktangan School,
which comprises seven schools in and around the Worli area, formed the pedagogical,
spatial, social and political contexts within which I situated a series of collaborative
live projects with a class of children from 2012 to 2017. I worked with one of the
seven Muktangan schools, namely Love Grove, which caters to many residents of the
neighbouring informal settlement Mariamma Nagar. Four live projects constitute
this practice-led research in Mumbai: They are entitled School Insertions (2012–2013),
Walkabouts (2013–2014), Tapestry (2014) and Settlement Interventions (2015–2016).
These projects helped me test and develop pedagogic design techniques that aim to
put forward a mode of education that promotes global citizenship. How can we use
architecture, design and the neighbourhood as teachers to develop pedagogic practices
that advance democracy, citizenship and environmental responsibility?
First, I situate the research within philosophies of learning, pedagogy, and constructivism
in particular, that I will explain and use as guides throughout. I also discuss my
methodology – critical pedagogy – as an overarching intention of the research. In section
2 I introduce NGO Muktangan and Love Grove School, the context for the four live
projects that constitute this practice-led research. Section 3 consists of the narration of our
first live project, School Insertions, with the class at Love Grove School, which involved the
children (ages 9 and 10) in designing responses to learning in their classroom environment.
Here I analyse, compare and critique the project, using a critical pedagogical methodology
and constructivist pedagogical theories. I then discuss Muktangan more specifically within
constructivist and critical pedagogical contexts in section 4. I discuss how Muktangan
reacts to traditional education systems in India through localised, democratic and
environment specific means. How does Muktangan situate within and reflect Mumbai as
a learning city and how does the school relate to its immediate community? How does it
contest and reproduce ideologies? 1 Finally, I narrate project 2, Walkabouts, during which
the children (ages 10 and 11) map where learning takes place, creating a collectively
crafted photo-map that demonstrates their neighbourhood Mariamma Nagar’s vital role
in forming their education. I describe and then discuss the project and the emerging
pedagogical practice moving towards forming a ‘collective design pedagogy’.
1

Nicholas Stahelin, ‘Spatializing Environmental Education: Critical Territorial Consciousness and Radical Place-

Making in Public Schooling’, Journal of Environmental Education, Volume 48, Number 4, Routledge, 2017, pp.
260–269, p. 261.
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Overleaf 2.0
Children at Muktangan-run
N M Joshi School, Mumbai,
2012.
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Life activities flourish or fail only in connection with changes of the environment. They are
literally bound up with these changes; our desires, emotions, and affections are but various
ways in which our doings are tied up with the doings of things and persons about us.2

This research is situated between architecture and pedagogy. In this chapter, I trace
the trajectory of progressive learning and constructivist pedagogical practices as
both research contexts and practices. Which key thinkers have developed progressive
learning and what are the theories that have changed the way education is approached
today? How do they relate to the idea that the environment can be a teacher?

Progressive pedagogy and learning
The act of learning has been much theorised and debated over centuries: Learning is
inherently intangible and difficult to measure. From early philosophical beginnings,
Plato’s theory of recollection,3 was countered by the ‘blank slate’ theory posited by
John Locke.4 With many influences and socio-spatial complexities, there is breadth in
the variety of theories of learning from behavioural, to cognitive and constructivist.
Learning has been explained as an experiential, historical and social activity, but also as
a kind of ‘wayfinding’5 or ‘a process in which people “feel their way” through a world
that is itself in motion’.6
Learning has been analysed and re-rationalised by a number of important educators
and psychologists; at the turn of the last century, French psychologist Jean Piaget
defined learning through his theory of cognitive development that showed cognition
and knowledge building emerging out of the interplay between thought and action,
and in four stages based on incremental age ranges.7 First, the sensorimotor stage
(from birth to age 1.5); then the preoperational stage (ages 2 and 3, to 7 and 8);
followed by the concrete operational stage (ages 7 and 8, to 12–14); and lastly the
formal operational stage (above age 14). What changed following this theory is the
formalised understanding that children engage and learn in different ways depending

2

John Dewey, Democracy and Education, Classic reprint, 1916, p. 57.

3

The theory of recollection proposed by Plato, states that humans remember previously forgotten knowledge when

they learn.
4

John Locke, An Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1689), John Woodhouse (ed.), Penguin Books, 1997, p. 59.

5

Tim Ingold, Perception of the Environment: Essays on livelihood, dwelling and skill, Routledge, 2000, p. 219.

6

McFarlane, Learning the City, p. 2.

7

Jean Piaget, ‘Part 1: Cognitive Development in Children: Piaget. Development and Learning’, Journal of Research in

Science Teaching, Volume 2, Number 3, 1964, pp. 176–186, p. 177.
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on their stage of development. Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky defined a socio-
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cultural community-led role in the process of making meaning.8 He countered Piaget’s
spatial self-led learning theory with the notion that other people facilitate learning
through social and emotional practices. Vygotsky’s most influential theory, ‘zone of
proximal development’, identifies learning as a space for movement, and describes this
space as one between the knowledge a child can obtain on her/his own and what he/
she can gain with the help of another person.9 He describes learning as ‘more than the
acquisition of the ability to think; it is the acquisition of many specialized abilities
for thinking about a variety of things. Learning does not alter our overall ability to
focus attention but rather develops various abilities to focus attention on a variety of
things’.10 More than half a century later, American psychologist Jerome Bruner defined
learning as three types of representation: enactive (action-based), iconic (image-based)
and then symbolic (language-based).11 His work based on Vygotsky’s sociocultural
theory, proposed that learning language through social interaction in order to
communicate plays a large part in the development of cognition. There has been a
back and forth, and an incremental building of social and spatial learning theories on
the basis of conditions and influences, however today it is understood that both social
and spatial learning are intertwined.
Dewey’s work is key to the progression of the understanding of learning in the 20th
century too. For Dewey, people and place are interconnected, ‘bound up with these
changes’ and ‘tied up with the doings of things and persons about us’ as quoted
above.12 In Experience and Education, he points to the importance of continuity
explaining that experience is a driver for change because ‘the principle of continuity
of experience means that every experience both takes up something from those which
have gone before and modifies in some way the quality of those which come after.’13 To
change habits of learning therefore, we must attend to longitudinal activities linked
to our environment, which will lead to possibilities for life-long learning. For Dewey,
‘reflection’, or ‘reflective thinking’ is also an important component to the learning
experience. He explains that following an experience of limitation, reflection is an
action that explores how the self and world relate or that identifies how a ‘change
made by action’ relates to ‘a change made in us’.14 He refers to reflection as an ‘in8

Lev Vygotsky, Mind in Society: Development of Higher Psychological Processes, Cambridge and London, Harvard

University Press, 1978, p. 86.
9

Susan Pass, Parallel Paths to Constructivism: Jean Piaget and Lev Vygotsky, United States, Information Age Publishing,

2004, p. xvii.
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Lev Vygotsky, ‘Interaction Between Learning and Development’, M. Gauvain and G. M. Cole (eds.), Readings on

the Development of Children, New York, W. H. Freeman, 1997, pp. 29–36.
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between realm of learning’ that is relational rather than individual, a ‘twilight zone
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of inquiry’: we reflectively explore this in-between space in order to understand the
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nature of our interaction with the world, and therefore learn from ourselves. 15
These learning theories are seen as progressive as they rethink the way we learn. They
actively contest rote learning for example through their experiential, socio-emotional,
dynamic and individual understanding of learning. However, these learning theories
are not pedagogies: progressive pedagogies offer new techniques and methods of
practising progressive learning. The word pedagogy means the study of teaching
methods, but can also be understood as a particular type of education or learning, a
methodology or an approach.16 In this thesis I use the word pedagogy to mean the
practice of facilitating learning. The idea that the environment is pedagogical means
the environment can be understood as a way of – or a tool for – learning. Today
we increasingly utilise the physical world as a tool for education for early years and
primary school children, and have done for over a century.
The advent of child-centred progressive17 education began with French philosopher
Jean Jacques Rousseau’s 1762 treatise Emile,18 subsequently put into practice by Swiss
educational reformer Johann Heinrich Pestallozzi, and later by his student Friedrich
Fröbel who developed the idea of the ‘kindergarten’ in Germany.19 These pedagogical
developments were followed by further progressive examples such as Rudolf Steiner20 and
Maria Montessori’s21 education philosophies. It is in relation to progressive education
that architecture or the design of learning environments has been most interestingly
developed and explored, and for the most part it has been in constructivist contexts.
In India, an early philosophy of learning was encoded within Hindu sacred texts known as
the Vedas,22 embedded in the traditional scholarly study of religious Sanskrit scriptures. The
ancient tradition of learning in a gurukul 23 was widespread in South Asia and mentioned

15

Dewey, Democracy and Education, p. 66.

16

The French and German word pedagogie is used in this way.

17

Progressive education describes pedagogies that focus on the experience of learning. Active, learning by doing,

critical thinking, group work and alternative methods of assessment characterise progressive learning types.
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Jean Jacques Rousseau, Barbara Foxley (trans.), Emile, London, Dent, 1974.
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Friedrich Fröbel, J. Jarvis (trans.), Friedrich Froebel’s Pedagogics of the Kindergarten: or his Ideas Concerning the Play

and Playthings of the Child, London, Edward Arnold, 1895.
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Steiner education focuses on the development of the imagination.
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Maria Montessori speaks of the ‘unexploited riches’ in human beings. Her view that ‘education is a natural process

spontaneously carried out by the human individual ... acquired not by listening to words, but by experiences upon the
environment’, led to developing teaching tools that encouraged young children to explore their environments through
self- directed and cooperative learning activities. Montessori, The Absorbent Mind, p. 7.
22

The Vedas are ancient Hindu scriptures written in Sanskrit.
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‘Guru’ means teacher in Sanskrit and ‘kula’ means home.
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in the Mahabharata.24 Caste and community had an effect on learning too: certain groups
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learnt specific subjects in different ways and some groups were excluded from formal
learning altogether.25
In the early 1900s, a progressive learning approach was developed by poet, musician
and artist Rabindranath Tagore,26 in stark contrast to the colonial education system
delivered by the British27 in India from the 1800s.28 Tagore’s philosophy of learning
was founded on collectivity, demonstrating ‘a we-ness in thoughts and perspectives’,29
focusing on creativity and the arts as a way to learn outside the classroom, ideas that
Mahatma Gandhi would explore in his Nai Talim (basic education) decades later. 30
From Dewey and Gandhi in the early 1900s to Freire and Giroux more recently, the
politics of pedagogy affect many facets of the world we live in, and has been engaged

24

The Mahabharata is an epic poem of ancient India written in Sanskrit, thought to be written by the sage Vyasa.

25

The Brahmin caste, known as teachers, scholars and priests were defined by education, known as the ‘educated and

respectable class’. The kshatriyas (kings and warriors), vaishyas (traders and producers of wealth) and shudras (service
providers)– perhaps based on the principle of division of labour, had a different education to the Brahmins. The
former ‘untouchables’ were denied education. Today following independence, the government allocate a ‘reservation’
of places for studies for ‘Scheduled Castes’, (SCs, STs and OBCs, meaning Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and
Other Backward Castes). Article 46 of the Constitution states ‘State shall promote, with special care, the educational
and economic interests of the weaker sections of the people, and in particular, of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled
Tribes, and shall protect them from social injustice and all forms of exploitation’, however this reservation is debated
due to the lack of definition of the term ‘backward’. Chandra Pal Singh Chauhan, ‘Education and Caste in India’, Asia
Pacific Journal of Education, Volume 28, Number 3, 2008, pp. 217–234, p. 220.
26

Rabindranath Tagore was a Bengali polymath, who is celebrated for his works of literature and music, and his

modernisation of art and education in India and Bengal, bearing an anti-imperial political message. He founded
primary and secondary school Patha Bhavana in the village of Santiniketan in 1901, which then grew into the VisvaBharati University. Tagore’s philosophy of learning focused on student-led activities, often carried out outside of the
classroom. Singanapalli Balaram writes, ‘While similar to the Bauhaus but in an environment of feudal oppression and
colonial exploitation, Santiniketan stood for the cultivation of arts and crafts in a concept of total education. Tagore
believed that, “Man’s energies running on two parallel lines of utility and self-expression tend to meet and mingle ....
The building of man’s true world, the living world of truth and beauty is the function of art.” An integrated process
of learning painting, sculpture, crafts, design, and decoration was followed at Santiniketan. Freedom of learning and
freedom of expression were given emphasis not only in methods of learning, but also in the physical environment.
Most classes took place in the open under a tree.’ Singanapalli Balaram, ‘Design Pedagogy in India’, Design Issues,
Volume 21, Number 4, Autumn 2005, pp. 11–22.
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Thomas Babington Macaulay produced a Memorandum on (Indian) Education, arguing that higher education in

India would be improved in quality if conducted in English, and teaching English values over the traditional Hindu
scriptures. Following this, the Council of India’s English Education Act of 1835 put into legislation the requirement for
East India funds to be spent on Indian English medium education, rather than the small number of Sanskrit or Persian
language institutions.
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Ranjan Ghosh, Aesthetics, Politics, Pedagogy and Tagore: A Transcultural Philosophy of Education, Palgrave Macmillan,

2017, p. 20.
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Basic education is the name of the pedagogy developed by Mahatma Gandhi, which was implemented after

independence. It focused on democratic practices and used local craft such as spinning cotton as a way to learn. I will
come back to this in detail in Chapter 3.
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machinery and the secondary school as an intervention,31 and in the 1970s Ward
and Fyson’s Streetwork used the city as a classroom in a bid to include children in city
planning.32 In India, first Tagore and then Gandhi developed pedagogies that aimed
to decolonise learning by presenting important experiential learning techniques by
using making and craft as tools for learning. Both Tagore and Gandhi’s philosophical
relationship with design and craft wove together politics and making to create
pedagogies that were linked to place.
Around the same time that Tagore was crossing pedagogical borders in Bengal,
constructivist approaches to learning were growing in Europe. Constructivism has its
roots in the work of two main thinkers: Piaget’s cognitive development theory (cited
earlier in this chapter), as well as his work on the importance of children’s interaction
with spaces and objects in order to learn, and that ‘to understand is to invent’;33 and
Vygotsky’s theory, that emphasised the fundamental role of social interaction, culture
and language on cognitive development. However different, both Piaget and Vygotsky
identified the need for a self-led movement towards learning as development. Piaget
named his spatial concept ‘optimal mismatch’34 and Vygotsky, his social concept zone
of proximal development as mentioned earlier. This conceptual combination often
represents the socio-spatial essence of constructivist pedagogies, that are incremental
and child-led in movement, enabling learners to control (to an extent) their
development.
It is an understanding of constructivist pedagogy, as active, experiential and socially
rooted that I use as a basis for this study: active (as opposed to passive such as rote
learning) in that the learners are involved in decision making throughout activities,
that may involve group work, discussion and presentation; experiential in that the
sequences of learning activities vary in feeling and environment type; and social in that
learners interact with a variety of people throughout the learning experience. In this
research, constructivism is a practice and a setting. I have used it as a way to develop
research methods in a self-led and incremental manner in the Muktangan School that
also uses a constructivist approach to pedagogy. The constructivist research methods
intertwine with the school pedagogy to build on themselves in a heuristic and self31

Stuart Hall, ‘Absolute Beginnings: Reflections on the secondary modern generation’, Universities and Left Review,

Number 7, 1959.
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Colin Ward and Anthony Fyson, Streetwork: The Exploding School, London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1973.
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guided way, each learning from their mutual experience. Using progressive education
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and constructivism as both an understanding of the act of learning and as a way to
develop research methods, I ask how the spatiality of learning in a social environment
and the sociality of learning in a spatial environment can inform a learning practice
with a view to improve the humanity of the urban realm, through a lifelong active
engagement with architecture.

Critical pedagogy
[T]he eminently pedagogical character of the revolution.35

The approach to this research has been through the lens of Freire’s critical pedagogy, a
solidary pedagogy founded in his work with impoverished and oppressed communities
in Brazil. He proposes that by being ‘critical of reality’36 we can define and surmount
what philosophers Alvaro Viera Pinto and Karl Jaspers call ‘limit situations’, the term
they give to the moments where cultural, pedagogical and axiological boundaries meet
– not the ‘impassable boundaries where possibilities end, but the real boundaries where
possibilities begin’, nor the ‘frontier which separates being from nothingness, but the
frontier which separates being from being more’. 37 He proposes a dialogical revolution
(a revolution of conversation) that aims to empower those who are not free.
Freire uses participatory practices in his critical pedagogical methodology to help
guide urban poor communities to move towards the notion of conscientizaçäo,
translated as conscientisation, 38 which means ‘the deepening of the attitude of
awareness characteristic of all emergence’.39 Conscientisation is often interpreted as
the French prise de conscience (or becoming more conscious). But, Freire differentiates
conscientisation from this meaning, by saying:

35

Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, p. 49.

36

Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, p. 31.
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Viera Pinto, Consciencia e Realidade Nacional, p. 284.
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Freire specifies ‘Many people, especially in Latin America and the United States, insist that I invented that strange

word, because it is a central idea in my thoughts on education. But I didn’t. The word was born during a series of round
table meetings of professors at the Brazilian Institute of Higher Studies, ISEB, which was created after the ‘liberating’
revolution of 1964, under the wing of the Ministry of Education. The word was thought up by some of the professors
there, but I really can’t remember who. Anyway, it all came out of our group reflections. I recall, among others who
met there with us, Prof. Alvaro Pinto, a philosopher who wrote Science and National Reality, and more recently, Science,
Awareness and Existence. There was also a sociologist, Professor Guerreiro, who is at present at the University of California.
... I am convinced that the word should really be used in its Brazilian form, conscientizaçäo, and spelled that way.’ Paulo
Freire, ‘Conscientisation’, CrossCurrents, Volume 24, Number 1 Spring 1974, pp. 23–31, p. 22.
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This prise de conscience is not yet conscientisation, however. Conscientisation is a prise de
conscience that goes deeper; it is the critical development of a prise de conscience. Hence,
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conscientisation implies going beyond the spontaneous phase of apprehension of reality to a
critical phase, where reality becomes a knowable object, where man takes an epistemological
stance and tries to know. Thus conscientisation is a probing of the ambience of reality. The
more a person conscientises himself, the more he unveils reality and gets at the phenomenic
essence of the object he stands in front of, to analyse it. For that same reason, conscientisation
without a praxis, i.e. without action-reflection as two paired, dialecticised elements permanently
constituting that special way of being the world (or transforming it) is peculiar to man.40

Conscientisation is the action needed to pass from just ‘being’ to ‘being more’
identified by Viera Pinto and Jaspers.41 But critical pedagogy is the methodology used
to bring about conscientisation, ‘an act of knowing, a critical approach to reality’.42 I
propose that conscientisation and collective design are symbiotic: collective design
practices can bring about conscientisation. As an example, one that I elaborate later
in this chapter and again in Chapter 4, the act of mapping their neighbourhood area
using photography enabled the children to see their settlement both more objectively
and critically, and to form opinions and subsequently, solutions to problems they
highlighted themselves. It is with conscientisation as a methodology that this series of
pedagogic endeavours developed.
Freire also highlights some important caveats: critical pedagogy must be led by the
‘oppressed’, and ‘teachers’ may not enforce directions of conscientisation, or they risk
becoming ‘oppressors’ themselves. He explains ‘since this investigation is to serve as a
basis for developing an educational program in which teacher-student and studentsteachers combine their cognitions of the same object, the same investigation itself
must be based on reciprocity of action’.43 He goes on to say ‘just as the educator may
not elaborate a program to present to the people neither may the investigator elaborate
“itineraries” for researching the thematic universe, starting from points which he
has predetermined.’44 By ‘thematic universe’, he means the interaction between the
‘concrete representations’ (spatial or social) of the ‘complex ideas, concepts, hopes,
doubts, values and challenges in dialectical interaction with their opposites’, and
that form themes that ‘indicate tasks to be carried out and fulfilled’. 45 The ‘thematic
universe’ is the world we live in that includes all the layers and meanings contemporary
to the time. It is within the ‘thematic universe’ that ‘limit situations’ are to be found.
40

Freire, ‘Conscientisation’, pp. 24–25.
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Freire has however been criticised for the simplistic binary terminology of ‘oppressor’
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and ‘oppressed’. Diana Coben points out Freire’s pedagogy was unsubstantiated in
terms of its effectiveness;46 whereas bell hooks says he ‘constructs a phallocentric
paradigm of liberation – wherein freedom and the experience of patriarchal manhood
are always linked as though they are one and the same.’47 Elisabeth Ellsworth also
critiques the pedagogy due to the fact that Freire does not problematise the teacher’s
commitment to enabling emergence, nor does he discuss ‘race, class, ethnicity, gender
and other positions’, failing ‘to confront dynamics of subordination present among
classroom participants and within classroom participants in the form of multiple
and contradictory subject positions’.48 Nevertheless, I found critical pedagogy to be
a useful tool for my research in India: As well as using conscientisation as a goal for
my workshops, I also used critical pedagogy as a means of continuously questioning
my own practice, with a constant reassessment of my role as an architect practising an
experimental research project, my role as a teacher at a school in a country that I’ve
merely known for a short time, and in which I am regarded a foreigner.
Giroux’s term ‘border pedagogy’ is a reinterpretation of critical pedagogy to mean
‘learning with the creation of critical rather than merely good citizens’49 by engaging
students in developing knowledge ‘as border-crossers, as persons moving in and
out of borders constructed around co-ordinates of difference and power’.50 The
contiguity required for crossing borders is important: through proximity comes
stimulus and response that the activity of crossing borders has the ability to unpack.51
However, critical pedagogy and particularly border pedagogy infer work with adults
and older students. I focused on Freire’s critical pedagogy due to the primary school
level children, and the simpler and adaptable nature of his methodology. A critical
pedagogical methodology extends to the critique of the city, architecture and pedagogy,
practised by both architect and children as an activity of citizenship. Critical pedagogy
can be practised as a collective design activity. When this happens I call it a collective
design pedagogy, inferring that it is both critical and reciprocal.
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Schools as sites of both reproduction and contestation of ideologies.

In Mumbai, we find a variety of formal and informal learning typologies and
pedagogies. We also find a postcolonial context for pedagogy, where colonial methods
have infused education in multiple ways and different intensities. As discussed
in Chapter 1, globalising practices that widen, deepen and speed up ‘worldwide
interconnectedness’53 often contrast localising practices that emerge from ‘the practices
of local subjects in specific neighbourhoods’.54 However, the two modes of practice
are not entirely distinct and tend to interweave. Muktangan School demonstrates a
particular constructivist pedagogy that is rooted in the community it serves, that is
political through its practice, and that demonstrates the use of the built environment
as a teaching resource. Why does the Muktangan pedagogy use the environment as a
teacher?55 What local specificities are in place and why? How does Muktangan situate
within the historical development of constructivist pedagogies, and how (and why)
does its innovative pedagogy contest and reproduce ideologies?56 Freire’s phrase ‘the
eminently pedagogical character of the revolution’57 characterises well the forming
of NGO Muktangan, that was made as a reaction to the socio-political, economic
and pedagogical plurality, and the education provision for low-income families in
Mumbai. The following section explores Muktangan as a pedagogical contestation of
this plurality.

The school as home
Muktangan was set up in 2003 by Liz and Sunil Mehta as a counterpoise to traditional
education in India. They felt that although it was accepted that the education system
needed to change, little was being done. Attempts at reform had largely ignored
teacher–pupil interactions, and they felt that these should be at the very heart of the
educational process.
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Opposite 2.1
Muktangan sign at BDD chawl,
Mumbai, 2012.
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Today, NGO Muktangan runs a free education programme that includes seven
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municipal schools in and around Worli, along with teacher training in both
Mumbai and nearby city Pune. The school aims to provide a sustainable model of
quality education affordably for low-income families, whilst developing innovative
teaching practices, pedagogy and learning environments. The name ‘Muktangan’
provides an insight into the nature of this school and organisation: it is formed of the
Hindi words, ‘mukt’ which means freedom and ‘angan’, the safe space in front of the
home. This could also be described as the school’s ‘hidden curriculum’,58 to borrow
Freinet’s term, a practice that provides a safe and free education in proximity to the
children’s homes, customs and communities.
Liz Mehta had worked in education for many years, with a wide variety of age groups
and in diverse roles: from pre-school, through primary, secondary, administration

2.2
A Muktangan Love Grove pre-school classroom, 2012.

and teacher training. Originally from the UK, she moved to India in 1968 where
she has lived and worked since, and is married to Sunil Mehta with whom she coruns the school. From 1992 to 2003 Liz Mehta was project director of an Aga Khan
Development Network School Improvements/School Developments Project in India,
during the second phase of which they focused on Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh and
Maharashtra states, with attention to pedagogy and training. Years of working on
education projects in India tuned her focus not only onto educating children but also
onto developing schools into education resource centres at Aga Khan, working in
partnership with the government. But her frustration with the status quo grew: not
only did she feel there was a lack of student–teacher ‘transactions’59 in the classroom,
but there also lacked appropriate learning spaces. She found that teacher training
workshops on child-centred education were of no use for classes with large numbers of
students sitting at heavy wooden benches, neither able to move, nor to do group work,
nor able to access resources freely.
When she was due to retire, Liz Mehta decided to start a small project of her own.
During my personal interview with her in 2013, she described how with the help of
her husband Sunil Mehta and their own small charitable trust, they started a small
preschool. She explained that maximum brain development takes place before the
age of 4, so these crucial years when children need to explore are where they decided
to begin their focus.60 She trained seven women from the local Worli community in
a child-centred constructivist preschool methodology, researched at the Aga Khan

2.3
View of a Sayani Road School government-run corridor,
2012.

Development Network. To start with, they could not find space for a school locally
saying: ‘We tried everything. We were going to build on top of the toilet block;
58
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we were going to use a temple hall, but we couldn’t manage it. So, in the end we
approached the local municipal school and we found there were six empty classrooms
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on the top floor, that hadn’t been used for years because kids don’t stay in municipal
schools usually. It was the monsoon, and the roof was leaking. But we said we’d take
them, and in return we’d pay a small rent and we’d teach English to the students in
the other vernacular61 schools.’62 From the very beginning, Muktangan grew from
inventive practices that enable negotiation of the city to create learning opportunities.

The classroom as learning resource
The constructivist foundations of Muktangan can be seen in the social and spatial
characteristics of the school: first I will discuss the social, and then the spatial strategies
and tactics used to create child-led learning.
The social aspects of constructivism can be identified in the child-led nature of
learning, but also in the kind of support provided by the teachers. Liz Mehta explains
the Muktangan pedagogical approach thus:
Muktangan pedagogy draws primarily on Piaget and Vygotsky [and constructivism] as well as
applying the findings of brain research. Children learn best when they enjoy, and are engaged
and thinking about their experiences thereby developing their own concepts. Every child has
had different experiences in life and will interpret new experiences by connecting them with
their own previous ones. Hence learning outcomes from the same experience will be different
for each child. The adults’ role is to observe each individual child’s personalised learning
journey and to scaffold their learning to the next level.63

The term ‘scaffolding’ she mentions was coined by Vygotsky (but first published by
Bruner64) to describe movement through the development stage (within the zone of

2.4
Percussion area in a Muktangan Love
Grove pre-school classroom, 2012.

proximal development) with the help of the ‘social other’.65 The term often reflects
the role of the class teacher, and illustrates how the facilitator acts as a support and
guide to help the child to grow. At Muktangan, classes of approximately 30 children
have three teachers who stay with the children throughout the school year; the
classes are subdivided into three groups of 10, one teacher leading a sub-group. This
demonstrates a continuity of scaffolding that is important particularly as many of
the children come from disadvantaged backgrounds and require more close contact
61
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with teachers. Liz continues to explain that curricula need to be tailor-made for each
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child, which is why Muktangan has implemented a very low student–teacher ratio.66
The movement from a small to large class base (from 10 to 30 children) occurs often
throughout the day in order to simultaneously allow more focus and concentration,
and a variety of social situations.
Muktangan also believes in emerging literacy and numeracy, which means that
children learn to read and write because they see it as meaningful, and will do
so at their own pace. This constructivist67 learning approach is comparable to
the Montessori system and Reggio Emilia approach, that also implement self-led
development. Although Mehta drew on many learning theories, including Piaget
and Vygotsky, most of the development of the Muktangan pedagogy was based on
adaptations of these theories to her own experiences with children.68

2.5
Holistic learning area at Muktangan Love Grove School
Project Day, 2013.

The Muktangan ‘Holistic Department’ formally exemplifies the importance of
individual socio-emotional development: the department advises students on their
work, but also involves families too, to ensure the connection between school and
home is intact.69 Teacher training is also carried out in a constructivist manner,
teaching values of non-competition and critical thinking. The teacher training and
schools are intertwined: ‘We call it the hub and spoke, the teacher education at the
centre and the schools around it, and interaction in-between [Fig. 2.6]. Anything
we talk about in teacher education we try out in the classroom, and we get feedback,
from the teachers’ observation of the children,’ says Liz, about the reciprocal learning
relationship between teachers and children. 70

2.6
Muktangan's 'hub and spoke' structure for the relationship
between teacher training and the seven schools.

Muktangan is also interested in how the spatial environment can help children to learn
and more specifically how classrooms can be optimised to be part of the teaching/
learning process. For example, circular demarcations on the floor are used as guides for
group sizes, and colours on walls refer to specific types of learning. To Liz, the circle
is also a symbol of inclusion, ‘with no beginning and no end’,71 allowing the teacher
to sit at the same eye-level as the children and no backs are turned. Spatial cues help
to create a democratic learning space (Fig. 2.7). The signature circular floor markings
are based on Jenny Mosley’s ‘Circle Time’ technique of engaging children in how to
listen and how to learn from listening; the circle has been shown to help all parties
66
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feel confident and to express their feelings more easily.72 It has also been used as a
self-esteem-building tool for teachers specifically. Liz points out that although sitting
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on the floor is a cultural habit, the circle itself is not derived from home situations.
She specifies that although developed with the local community, the Muktangan
curriculum and pedagogic culture is different from the culture in the home, and aims
to nurture learning human values and global citizenship.73
Smaller scale details of the learning environment are important too. Liz highlights the
height of classroom bulletin boards saying ‘For me they are a space where children
can display their own work. But they can’t reach the bulletin boards; they should be
at the child’s eye level.’ She goes on to explain the colour scheme across all schools:
‘I thought it needed to be bright and cheerful, hence the bright green’.74 The green
coloured walls are also a way of identifying Muktangan spaces from other schools
or activities that share the same building. The colour can also be seen on the outside

2.7
Diagrams showing class layout fluctuations.

of buildings, on balustrades, window frames and shutters, as a way to recognise
the school within the city fabric (Fig. 2.8). However, Muktangan does not always
have control over renovations and decoration of municipal premises, adding to the
need for informal practices and sometimes covert tactics to create the constructivist
environments they need. Amendments and additions to the design of the school shell
need to take the form of furniture or insertions as will be discussed later in the chapter
through the project School Insertions. Informal internal modification through flexible
insertion rather than permanent change is perceived by governing parties as temporary
while external visible changes pose a threat to the political stability of the school’s
relationship with the municipality.
Muktangan’s use of democratic and child-led socio-spatial practices using the
environment as a teacher can also be found in the form of the regular preschool

2.8
Muktangan School green shutters on first floor at BDD,
that uses half a floor of a residential chawl building in
Worli, 2012.

activity, ‘plan-do-review’. During these daily sessions, young children have the time
to choose what they want to do among the various themed classroom areas: they can
play in the home area, draw and make or play music in specific parts of the classroom.
From an early age, children are given the freedom to choose their preferred activity
independently.75 Later, these practices of agency take the form of responsibility over
classroom maintenance. Primary school children are in charge of keeping their
classrooms clean, moving tables and chairs for group work activities, wiping boards
72
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and helping teachers keep the class in check (Fig. 2.9). These small delegations of
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environmental responsibilities represent acts of citizenship that the children then
expect to take part in, from which they gain confidence and that become habitual.
I argue the use of the environment as a teacher forms a contestation of formal
government school practices. Whether sitting on the floor in circles, subdividing
classes, giving children choice over their own activity or giving them responsibility
of the classroom, these activities critique the ideologies behind rote learning and the
static environments of many municipal schools. In addition, creative spatial insertion
techniques similarly contest the rigidity of formal municipal political education-related
systems. I suggest these are informal practices that are also used as experimentation
and ‘oxygen’ for learning.76 The constructivist basis of Muktangan’s approach to
learning enables informal practices to flourish. For example, this research with

2.9
Classrooms are flexible and children are in charge of
rearranging the class to suit activities, 2012.

Muktangan began as an informal exercise. The research was expected to be short term,
beginning with a series of sessions over three months in 2012–13; but the projects
continued and were still developing in 2017 thanks to the flexibility of the school
and their active interest in developing innovative education through experimentation,
demonstrated by the support and accommodation of my pedagogic experiments over a
long period. Many other projects, largely creative and linking to socio-emotional and
holistic development have been, and continue to be, supported and reinforced by the
school.77
The Muktangan pedagogy ‘enhances’ state curriculum, and the faculty are constantly
looking for ways to variegate and build on the base of government textbooks.78
But some of the informal ‘enhancements’ become legitimised. As AlSayyad and
Roy describe, the urban fabric of the informal city becomes legitimised through
‘delicate negotiations’, ‘a constellation of irregular forms, becomes legitimised’.79 The
Muktangan pedagogy, situated in similar assembled contexts, does the same. It is using
these informal practices that the school contests formal rules. By coming up with ideas
and projects often with external collaborators such as film-makers, musicians and
artists, Muktangan demonstrates the value of variation and benefits of collectivity.
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At Muktangan, the connection between home and school is important, and also
evident in the school’s name.80 In practice, the children’s families and communities are
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involved in education, attending meetings with teachers, project days and events put
on by the school, in stark contrast to government-run schools where communication
with parents is very poor.81 At a preliminary meeting to review the initial programme
with parents, it was observed that children attending Muktangan were very different
from their siblings: Liz Mehta recounts, ‘The parents said, “they’re very confident, they
put things away for themselves”, which we thought was quite cute because they have
clean-up time at the end of each session, “and on a Saturday and Sunday they’re crying
to go to school!”, whereas their siblings, on a school day are crying about having to
go to school.’82 The parents asked for a Muktangan primary school to be set up: Liz
explains, ‘Their children were not taught to copy ABC, and count up to 100, so they
did not want to send them to a municipal school where the teaching style was by rote,
nor did they want to send them to a very low fee private school due to the entrance
tests they would have to take.’83 Muktangan School ventured into primary education as
requested by the community, developing a constructivist local pedagogy along the way.
Today Muktangan runs seven municipal schools in and around Worli, the intricacies
of which I will explore later in this section. This research focuses on one of the seven
schools: Love Grove School.

Love Grove School
Following a visit to each of the Muktangan school sites in 2012, I chose to work with
Love Grove School for its geographical, social and environmental intricacies (Fig.
2.10). This particular school largely caters for children living in the informal settlement
Mariamma Nagar (92% of Love Grove pupils84), situated just across the adjacent canal
to the east. Staff at Love Grove consist of Muktangan trained teachers who are mainly
women from the local community, some of whom also live in Mariamma Nagar nearby.
Chhaya Jadhav, an experienced Muktangan head-teacher led Love Grove for the majority
of this research project between 2013 and 2017; Love Grove is a school known for the
behavioural, environmental, health and language-related difficulties of its children.
It is housed in a municipal five-storey building, initially built for Love Grove
Marathi Medium Government School. At first, the municipality allocated some
empty classrooms to Muktangan when they were first given charge of the school; but
today it inhabits the ground, first and fifth floors.85 Although the general aspect and
80
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2.10
View of Love Grove School from Mariamma Nagar
footbridge across the canal, 2012.
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maintenance of the building is rundown, and lacks in regular and effective municipal
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cleaning of shared areas, Muktangan areas are bright, and decorated with drawings
and pictures; signatory green painted walls differentiate Muktangan areas from
municipally-run floors; an ‘outdoor playroom’ used to double as the head-teacher/staff/
office/meeting room, however it has since been transformed into a store. Currently the
school lacks a designated play space.
The school is located directly behind Atria Mall, one of Mumbai’s first shopping
centres; previously, the municipal Love Grove School had been a standalone building
with a playground within its own compound on the current mall plot, which was
then sold to Atria developers. The current Love Grove School building was built as a
replacement in the 1990s, along with surrounding municipal government employee
residential accommodation (referred to as BMC Colony). Children gain access to the

2.11
Mural in the Love Grove School stairwell.

school via a lane decorated with images of beaches and palm trees. Often, watchmen
guard the compound entrances, where many of the open spaces between buildings are
used by residents to park cars and motorbikes in an enclave that is protected from the
busy road by surrounding buildings.
Redevelopment is a worrying context for the school community, and I will explore
the intricacies of the Mariamma Nagar neighbourhood in more detail within
Chapter 3. But despite difficulties of transience, Muktangan’s position as part of the
community and its commitment to community engagement is demonstrated by
the school’s reputation within the settlement. The school is always oversubscribed
and the popularity of Love Grove Project Day, where children present projects and
engage families in games and puzzles, is always well attended. Love Grove hopes to
influence the community by being open to conversation, and engage where possible
with parents and families. Formal and informal techniques are used strategically for
this: communication with parents often happens verbally via the children, or by
using hand-outs in Hindi or in English, when the children act as interpreters for
their parents. For important events, parents are invited to the school for face-to-face
meetings. As head-teacher Chhaya Jadav explains, informal and personal outreach is an
important technique to create a context of trust and good relationships with parents,
which benefits the pupils learning.86 For instance, a widespread mistrust of municipal
governance has meant that many NGOs and urban researchers have developed more
intimate and informal methods of communication in order to differentiate themselves

2.12
View of Mariamma Nagar from Love Grove School
classroom window, 2012.

from government officials.
The complexity of the Love Grove School environment and Mariamma Nagar
community contexts created a setting that would require careful and delicate
86
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engagement throughout this research. I would work closely with teachers and
Muktangan staff in order to plan the workshops at the school with children (and
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occasionally with parents too) in a reflective respectful manner. And it is within this
context of Love Grove School and Mariamma Nagar communities that I would
explore a critical pedagogical framework for the development of the pedagogic
experiments that follow.

A public–private partnership
Initially, political forces in Mumbai would not give recognition to Muktangan as
a new school, due to the tension around English language medium in education
mentioned in Chapter 1. But the community petitioned the municipality, instigating
the Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai’s (MCGM)87 interest and eventually
a public–private partnership was formed with the opening of 1st standard within an
existing government school building. Muktangan would be allowed to incrementally
grow, providing the children were performing well every year (which they did again
and again). Although Muktangan’s results and popularity are consistently high, there
continue to be space and resource provision imbalances.
Muktangan was the first public–private partnership to be formed in Mumbai, and
together the school and the state created guidelines for future municipal schools.
Although other NGOs had also adopted existing municipal school buildings, they had
been running non-state education rather than an adapted or enhanced state education.
Two rules were defined for the partnerships: Muktangan must follow the municipal
assessment system, and use state textbooks, but could enhance the curriculum as
necessary. Two years later, the deputy municipal commissioner asked Muktangan to

2.13
A Muktangan floor at Love Grove School, 2012.

replicate the model; after another four years, the municipality started ‘Mumbai Public
Schools’ (MPS) in 2007, a government programme running English medium schools.
They asked Muktangan to take on six more schools from pre-school level, which would
increase in size year by year under the Mumbai Public School scheme, and of which
Love Grove School, the focus of this study, is one. Today all Muktangan schools have
crossed 10th standard and the Love Grove children I worked with have since graduated.
The Paragon charitable trust that funds the NGO has its own board of trustees which
consists of Sunil Mehta, Liz Mehta, a finance director, a senior police officer, a senior
chartered accountant, a UNICEF educationist and a senior advocate. The board of
management trustees are important resources for running the school and the range
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of occupations is important, not least because the relationship with the municipality
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is difficult at times. Municipal teachers and head-teachers are often suspicious due to
the number of admission requests Muktangan receives. Today, the municipality would
like to expand the scope of public–private partnerships. However, Muktangan has not
been fully remunerated for taking on the government’s education responsibility and
raise their own funds: the municipality merely provide shelter, electricity and water
to the NGOs. Meeting the school’s costs is not easy. Mehta explains the demand for
more public–private partnerships is due to the need for English medium education,
but that the municipality do not have the expertise required.88
The public–private partnership structure’s rigidity and the inflexibility of the Municipal
Corporation of Greater Mumbai has implications for the day-to-day running of the
school, and more imperceptibly in everyday pedagogical practices and behaviours.

2.14
Muktangan BDD School inhabits a bungalow, 2012.

Geographically, Muktangan schools are spread across a number of locations in Worli;
some occupy a number of floors in existing government schools, or unused spaces in
residential buildings and even a small bungalow set within a chawl. They are situated
in areas of pluralism, in proximity to growing high-rises and in an increasingly global
business-oriented area. Globe Mill Passage (GMP) School can be found on the first
floor of a municipal school building; NM Joshi School, Sayani School, Love Grove
School and Ambedkar School can all be found in municipal school buildings too;
BDD School is situated on the first floor of a residential chawl building and in an
adjacent traditional bungalow (Fig. 2.14); and Annex is found on the second floor of
a chawl building opposite GMP School (Fig. 2.15). Each school has an independent
relationship with its host and a separate head-teacher, and experiences various degrees
of ‘permanent temporariness’89 (more broadly characteristic of informality) in their
socio–spatial relationship with the public partner. These mixed-governance situations
constitute an additional complexity to school administration; although Muktangan
works independently from its host schools, behavioural practices of negotiation are
necessary to keep relationships with the multiple parties running smoothly.

2.15
Muktangan Annex School inhabits the top floor of a chawl
building, 2012.
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Political tensions around independence from municipal structures create a need for
informal practices. Rigid rules paired with a lack of resources mean informal practices
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are vital to continue the important work the school is doing, whilst keeping up the
‘hidden curriculum’90 and openness upon which the school is founded. Muktangan
acknowledges the importance of informal methods by the existence of formal roles
specifically for these kinds of tasks. The role of a senior member of staff is to formally
manage and facilitate the municipal aspects of the school, including occupancy of
buildings and permissions. More informally, day-to-day decisions made by teachers
and head-teachers bear in mind the potential risk of disturbing the municipality
or negotiating bodies. Power structures are an important aspect of the school, and
negotiating them is integral to successful practices of education.
The relationship between school and state therefore is unbalanced, due to these formal
and informal practices – formal in the form of the public–private partnership and
informal in parts of the day-to-day running of operations. However, the school’s
experimental nature and its pedagogic ambitions thrive despite the bureaucratic state
rules. Muktangan, created out of need, has the knowhow with which to continue
developing experimental education with informal practices. The interrelations between
actors within the school system are co-constitutive and require constant strategic
informal negotiation, whether spatial, social or political. These informal tactics also
became an important part of developing the pedagogic attempts presented in this
thesis and were necessary methods for me as project leader. I argue informal tactics (or
tactics of jugaad) are useful for enabling and developing practices of democracy and
citizenship.
Muktangan’s focus on upgrading and increasing the teacher training course with a

2.16
Recycled drums used for jugaad play equipment, 2012.

view to being accredited at the national level demonstrates ambitions for an increase
in scale. However, founder Liz Mehta believes that the most effective position for the
school is within the municipal government system, educating teachers within the
constraints of the state, despite the complications and negotiations. Muktangan wants
to be an education resource centre for India: its goal is to develop a replicable model
of community-based, inclusive and child-centred education for the disadvantaged.
Having demonstrated the success of their schools and teacher education so far, it now
has the back-up of a formal network. The fact that Muktangan is growing, and gaining
reputation and importance within Maharashtra’s education system (both locally
and nationally), is encouraging for the future of education in India. The full teacher
education programme is about to be accredited at national level, and the municipality
sees the school as a genuine improvement to its own school provision.91
90
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Muktangan activities are both local and global: On the one hand, the NGO sees itself
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as a local school with the motto ‘Education for the community by the community’ at
the centre of its approach.92 As a result of local engagement, many of the children’s
parents have become teachers at the school. On the other hand, its spatial and social
territory is multi-scalar: it comprises school buildings, floors and communities
around the centre of Mumbai; teacher training activities in Mumbai and nearby city
Pune; policy conversations with Government in Delhi; and fund-raising in the UK.93
The widening of Muktangan’s outreach (from a local to a national and global scale)
and its growing community links to activities in Mumbai help build a confident
outlook, enthusiasm for the future of the school that continues to evolve. This multiscalar aspect of Muktangan creates a variety of opportunities for growth: increasing
opportunities locally to work with parents and children in classrooms; working with
the Maharashtra state governance to create more schools; working towards national
accreditation; increasing potential for further training in India; and building the
charity in the UK.
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2.17
Muktangan BDD School shares
a floor of a residential chawl
building, 2012.
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2.18
A mother and child walk home
from Love Grove School, 2013.
2.19
Muktangan 1st standard class
timetable, 2012.
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2.20
Corridors are used by children
for play, as cloakrooms for shoes
and bags, and by teachers for
storage, informal meetings and
planning sessions, 2012.
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2.21
A class using the larger floor
circle during lunch time.
2.22
A smaller group using
classroom floor markings at
Muktangan School.
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The first of four live projects, School Insertions began in December 2012 involving Love
Grove’s 5th standard students94 in designing interventions for learning situations in
their school. School Insertions comprises three sub-projects: Classroom Objects, Fresh Air
Desk and Edible Garden. In this section I describe (in italics) and then critically discuss
the design sessions using pedagogic theories and methods. I discuss what the children
designed and how. How did they respond to my workshops and how did this affect
subsequent pedagogic experiments? What did the children learn and what did I learn
from the children in these beginning stages of the project? And finally, what informal
or formal pedagogic design practices influenced the attempted pedagogic endeavours
and why?
In 2012 I visited the seven Muktangan schools to observe and learn about the way the
environment was used as a learning resource. As an architect of school buildings, I noticed
many of the classrooms presented difficult learning environments: noise and air pollution
made concentration difficult for both children and teachers. I proposed a research project
to Muktangan School, to involve the eldest Love Grove School children in a series of design
workshops to explore the learning environment. The school agreed and I began working
with Love Grove 5th standard (age 9) during their weekly ‘work experience’ sessions from
November 2012.

94

In 2012 the children were age 9.

Opposite 2.23
Session 3, model-making
workshop at Love Grove
School, 2012.
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Sessions 1 and 2, 22 and 29 November 2012
Classroom Objects began with an exploration involving the children in thinking about
how sound affects learning. For Session 1, the children were invited to question how sound
could affect their concentration. We began by brainstorming ideas around ‘noise’, exploring
distraction and disturbance when they were working at school or at home. I compiled a
sound library and played a sequence in the classroom from my laptop and a speaker. The
children carried out maths, reading, and writing exercises to various locally found sounds
I had collected. Some sounds were more distracting than others: traffic and car horns, a
wedding band and dogs barking were the most disturbing. But the sound of rain falling on
a roof was not. We continued with acoustic tests, using locally found natural materials that
I had identified from some background research such as jute, woven cotton, woven bamboo
and loose coconut coir to dampen acoustics.95 Our investigations found cotton cellulose and
jute dampened direct sounds most effectively.
The workshops aimed to involve the children in experiencing critical thinking through
activities of conscientisation. By playing sounds, I attempted to simulate audible ‘limit
situations’96 and engage the children in thinking about how their environment affects their
behaviour. During this workshop however, the computer I brought with me, the speakers
and the video documentation, distracted the class. This workshop would lead me to question
2.24
Woven bamboo, coir mattress, jute sheet, cotton cloth, jute
rope and cotton cellulose.

the involvement of the children in the project: How could I find out how the children
really felt in their learning environments? Had I made assumptions and therefore enforced
directions or ‘itineraries’ as Freire specifies? 97
Session 3, 13 December 2012
To conclude the sound-related design sessions, we held a workshop to begin to spatialise
sound and concentration. Using cardboard, lollipop sticks and other model making
materials, the children each made a model of a space they thought would help them to
concentrate. They explored inside versus outside and how to mitigate disturbance using
spaces and materials. Modelling apertures, enclosures screens and seating, they presented
their proposed learning environment improvements for the home and the classroom. Some
children imagined and proposed new designs, and others represented existing spaces, in three
dimensions. At the end of the session, the children took home ‘sound journals’, A4 sheets
with two columns – sounds and observations – which they would complete as homework;
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they would log sounds they heard whilst working, and describe the degree to which they
were distracted.
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This session focused on model-making as a design method. In contrast to the previous
workshop, the children were given the freedom to explore their feelings in relation to
learning experiences: They worked from memory and used their imaginations. However,
there was little evidence of critical thinking. It was evident that design sessions would need
more tangible and structured activities to encourage criticality. I would go back to Freire’s
methodology and underline the need for the children to be involved in the choice of their
own design themes.
Session 4, 20 December 2012
Using the information from the children’s sound journals and inspired by the children’s
models from the previous session, I defined three focal points for the following projects: to
reduce sounds entering windows from outside; to dampen sounds within the room; and
to design a means to do homework in a quiet environment. Together, we conceptualised
three acoustic interventions for learning in the classroom: a quiet headrest within which to

2.25
Sketches for quiet headrest.

read; a portable homework desk, both made from cane and cotton and for use in and out
of school; and a woven bamboo acoustic window frame as an insertion for the classroom
window reveal.
During the school Christmas holidays, I developed designs for the three objects on the basis
of the co-designed concepts. I chose local fabricators with whom to work to make the designs
and developed the ideas with the craftspeople. I then returned to the class in the new year

2.26
Sketches for portable desk.

with the finished objects. The children had not sketched or drawn designs: I interpreted
designs from our conversations in the classroom, their sound journals and the models they
had made. My role as a mediator, interpreting their ideas began here: I endeavoured to
involve the craftspeople in the design process too, who enjoyed the unexpected nature of their
commissions.

2.27
Sketches for acoustic window frame.
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This session involved the children in critically assessing the objects that I brought into
the classroom. Were they as they had expected? What did they like or dislike about them?
Would they be useful? The children found alternative uses for the objects and enjoyed their
ambiguity. Today, the objects are still in use in the school, but have taken on new roles as
play equipment and seating.
This first critical thinking session would be pivotal for the continuation of the project. The
children had a lot to say: they liked the portable desk; enjoyed the quiet headrest, and felt
the acoustic window frame was a useful classroom addition. They were interested in the
materials, and asked questions about how the objects were made and who made them. They
made connections between our first sound investigation session and the chosen materials. I
realised that the design process would be key to the children’s engagement in learning from
their environment. How could I facilitate the more active involvement of the children
themselves in the design and fabrication process?
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2.28
Session 3, 5th standard children
make models of spaces within
which to concentrate, 2012.
2.29
A pupil showing his model of a
place to read the paper, 2012.
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2.30
Making the first acoustic
window frame prototype, 2013.
2.31
Session 5, pupils assessing the
portable desk prototypes, 2013.
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2.32
Pupils assessing the portable
desk prototypes, 2013.
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2.33
Acoustic window frame
prototype test in the classroom,
2013.
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2.34
Pupil testing the quiet headrest
in the classroom, 2013.
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Session 6, 17 January 2013
Continuing the discussion around environmental difficulties, I identified air quality as our
second topic of research. 98 We broadly studied the air-cleaning properties of plants and how
they might help concentration in the classroom. During this session, each pupil chose a plant
that they would look after for two weeks, from a selection of spider plants, Dieffenbachias
and Indian money plants, which are known for their strong air-filtering properties, and
hardiness.99
I attempted to include the children in researching and testing the materials we would use in
our designs. Each taking a plant home, the children practically tested how it integrated into
the living space.
Session 7, 24 January 2013
This session focused on methods of integrating air-cleaning plants into the classroom. Could
we integrate plants into our desks? I prepared desk drawings for the children to use as
templates for their designs. Using felt-tip pens and coloured pencils, they designed their
own fresh-air desks. They copied the plant forms kept in the classroom; some showed plants
growing up table legs, others along the backs and sides of tabletops. Based on their ideas, I
sketched a proposal and began the process of fabricating a prototype.
I had come across a material made from recycled Tetrapak, during a project with Urbz in
Dharavi.100 It had been used to make a corrugated roof for a community room. I discovered
that the NGO RUR (that develops processes and shares knowledge of waste management in
the city) were organising the fabrication of the board and already fabricating school desks.101
I met with them and they introduced me to their manufacturers who already had the
2.35
Recycled Tetrapak board material.

materials and experience necessary to build a safe and child-friendly desk. 102 The teachers
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and I decided not to use a local metalworker or carpenter, as we required a particularly safe,
durable, child-friendly and classroom-appropriate product. We explored the use of a more
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industrialised fabrication process, whilst trying to use locally collected recycled materials.
Session 8, 28 February 2013
I brought the finished desk (Fig. 2.36) to the classroom for collective assessment. We held
a critical thinking session – the children split into groups to discuss the prototype pros and
cons. What did they like and dislike? How could the design be improved? The children
wrote their assessments on large sheets of paper, and each group presented their findings.
They proposed some amendments to the design: A smoother writing surface; for it to be
lighter; to include more plants; to add wheels; to incorporate a removable tray under the
plants to collect water; and to redesign the desk to be more easily stacked by children in the
classroom.
The children’s clarity of assessment and ability to improve the design was remarkable. I
would take note of this enthusiasm and integrate it into the next project. Habitual
presentation and working in small groups had created confidence within the class. In order
to document our pedagogic experiments, I collected our weekly brainstorming and reflection
sheets, routinely recording them photographically.

2.36
Fresh Air Desk prototype in a
classroom, 2013

Session 9, 6 June 2013
The teachers and I invited RUR to demonstrate the fabrication of the recycled Tetrapak
board in the classroom. We felt the tangible connection between waste and the new material
would be an interesting learning activity. Using a blender and some old cartons, Sneha
from RUR showed the class how to separate the Tetrapak materials that would go into
making the board. The children enjoyed the session and further understood the fabrication
of their Fresh Air Desk, which would stay in their classroom until they left the school.
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2.37
Session 6, Fresh Air Desk plants
for class to look after at home,
2013.
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2.38
Session 7, Fresh Air Desk
drawing workshop, 2013.
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2.39
Session 8, assessing the Fresh
Air Desk prototype, 2013.
2.40
Children's improved desk
design sketches, 2013.
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2.41
Air cleaning plants in the Fresh
Air Desk, 2013.
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Edible Garden
The aim of this third project was to involve the children in designing and building their own
garden, which ultimately would provide them with fruit and vegetables to eat at school, and
a space within which to play, run around and be outside. This project focused on the wider
school environment, so it was important to include all closely associated parties in the design
discussion.
Session 10, 13 June 2013
In order to define a brief for the garden, first I met with the Love Grove teachers. After a
short site analysis, we outlined two areas as potential garden locations. The school decided
to make a trial garden to the front of the building, to see if the plants would survive, how
much watering they would need, and if they would get damaged or stolen.

2.42
Session 10, site visit and discussion with Love Grove
teachers, 2013.

This part of the school has a large footfall; parents wait outside the lobby for their children
at pick-up time, and when the school is closed, resident children play ballgames in the
area. The school property is owned by the Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai;
Muktangan is a tenant and cannot make permanent changes to the building fabric,
therefore the school required a temporary garden design.
Session 11, 20 June 2013
Following the preliminary session with teachers, we invited parents and children to join a
design workshop after school hours in the classroom. Splitting into groups, parents, children
and teachers developed concepts together using methods of collage and sketching for their
design ideas. I had prepared printed images of materials (both pucca and kuccha103) that
could be cut and stuck to sheets of paper to create design proposals. The children were good at
discussing ideas with their parents and often took charge of making propositions. The parents
proposed a sheltered place where they could wait for their children before and after school.
The children called for a space to play and sit outside: Both parents and children wanted a
garden in which to grow food. The parents said that this was the first time they had been
invited to participate in a discussion about their environment, particularly at school.
Session 12, 25 June 2013
I invited organisation Fresh and Local (with whom I had collaborated many times on
urban farming projects in the city) to facilitate building the temporary edible garden in
which to grow vegetables, fruit and herbs, situated outside Love Grove School. In June, it

2.43
Session 11, co-design with
parents, teachers and children,
2013.

was the beginning of the rainy season, so we worked fast to avoid torrential downpours. The
children put their garden together using pre-prepared components such as woven bamboo
baskets and reused plastic vegetable crates.
103
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basti’, p. 463.
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This workshop aimed to include the children in design activities from concepts and ideas,
drawings and sketches through to physical implementation. This was the first session to
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be carried out outside the classroom. This session also underlined the need for appropriate
programming of workshops within the correct climatic conditions while working outside.
But it also showed how much the children enjoyed physical activities and being outdoors. In
the months that followed, although teachers and pupils looked after the garden carefully
and enjoyed it, the neighbouring residents found that it was a nuisance and the garden was
removed during school holidays when the school was not open.

2.44
Session 12, making the garden in collaboration with
Fresh and Local, 2013.
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2.45
Parents and children designing
a shared space in the classroom,
2013.
2.46
Proposal for edible garden
outside the school.
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2.47
Session 12, making the garden
in collaboration with Fresh and
Local, 2013.
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Using the environment as a teacher
The immediate environment is a well-known constructivist primary medium for
learning. It has been shown that attachment to objects and places is an important
way for children to feel comfortable in a space and therefore be able to thrive. Piaget’s
cognitive development theory underlines this. At 9 to 10 years old, children are in
what Piaget calls the ‘concrete operational’ stage three, performing concrete operations.
He explains:
I call these concrete operations because they operate on objects, and not yet on verbally
expressed hypotheses. For example, there are the operations of classification, ordering, the
construction of the idea of number, spatial and temporal operations, and all the fundamental
operations of elementary logic of classes and relations, of elementary mathematics, of
elementary geometry, and even of elementary physics.104

In other words, at this stage children are shown to demonstrate logical and concrete
reasoning: they become more aware of external events and begin to think about others’
perspectives. They also begin to comprehend that their own feelings and thoughts are
distinctive and may not be shared by others, nor may they even be ‘real’. During this
stage, most children still can’t think abstractly or hypothetically – developments that
belong in the following stage four (above age 12 to 14)).105 Piaget believed, therefore,
that providing a learning environment specifically tailored to the upper limit of the
development stage would enable developmental movement with the help of physical
surroundings, an idea he called ‘optimal mismatch’106 as mentioned earlier in the
chapter. For him, the four stages of development should correspond to differing
environments that would relate to the children’s learning potential.
The Reggio Emilia approach, that I drew on multiple times during the development of
the pedagogic experiments School Insertions, was founded by Malaguzzi on Piagetian
constructivist and Vygotskian socio-historical education theories. It was also inspired
by Freinet’s practical approach to learning (that I will discuss in detail in Chapter
3), combined with Italian post-war left-reform politics, and European postmodern
philosophy. The school, whose name is derived from the Italian town Reggio Emilia,
had been demolished during the Second World War, and in the face of a dearth of
national funds, manpower and supplies, teacher Malaguzzi engaged the community
104
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Opposite 2.48
Session 12, making the garden
in collaboration with
Fresh and Local, 2013.
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children have the right to civility, civilisation and civic conscience; and in which the
community has an integral part in running the school.
Reggio Emilia highly values creativity and design as daily learning tools, and
citizenship is an important learning outcome.107 The proposition that architecture
or the environment is a ‘third teacher’ or ‘educator’ comes from the Reggio Emilia
approach, coined by Malaguzzi and reinterpreted many times since.108 In this construct,
adults and other children are the first two teachers. The Reggio Emilia school is
embedded into the town, and utilises architectural ideas such as the piazza and the
arcade as appropriate spaces for learning in different socio-spatial ways. Reggio Emilia
schools use ateliers,109 spaces for making and experimenting, as integral parts of the
learning process and indeed teachers are named ateleristas.110 Drawing on Piaget,
children can choose from spaces in which to be alone, or in a group.111 Choice relates
to Malaguzzi’s fundamental notion of respect for children, where ‘respect for the
young is not a hands-off passive attitude. It invites [adults] offering of resources’:112
Allowing children spatial and social choices is part of the practice of respect.
We had also begun to attempt what the Reggio Emilia approach calls a ‘pedagogy of
documentation’, 113 and that Italian educator Carlina Rinaldi calls ‘a multipurpose tool’,
explaining:
[A pedagogy of documentation] visualises children’s learning processes, their search for meaning
and their ways of constructing knowledge. It enables the connection in everyday work of theory
and practice. It is a means for that professional development of the teacher on which Reggio
places such great importance, not least through the teacher being understood and treated as
both researcher and learner. It promotes the idea of the school as a place of democratic political
practice, by enabling citizens, young and old, to engage with and argue about important
issues…114
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The approach values pedagogical continuity; 115 it values a multiplicity of learning
channels or ‘a hundred languages of children’,116 referring to the variety of ways
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children learn and express themselves in multiple realities, multiple perspectives,
multiple intelligences117 or multiple symbol systems. 118 It also values circularity of
learning, linked to the ‘zone of proximal development’ where a situation arises
‘in which the child is about to see what the adult already sees’,119 and processes of
pedagogical documentation, for both teachers and children. Methods of making
thinking visible are also linked with an open-endedness to the project-driven
pedagogy, where inquiry leads to inquiry. This incremental approach can also be
seen in the pedagogical techniques that are ‘always undergoing re-examination and
experimentation’,120 mirroring the creative processes practised by the children.
However, despite agreeing with much of Piaget’s work and using it as a basis for the
development of his pedagogic ideas, Malaguzzi differs on the account of isolating
the child and undervaluing ‘the adult’s role in promoting cognitive development’, 121
a point that was criticised by Vygotsky earlier. Indeed, Vygotsky’s term ‘scaffolding’
describes movement through the development stage with the help of the ‘social other’
whereby the scaffold symbolises the facilitator.

Critical thinking		
Critical thinking enables people to ‘make things happen’ rather than ‘have things
happen to them’122 and requires a certain level of empowerment. Freire explains that
the ‘banking’ form of education is a tool of oppression and a means of controlling a
group of people; through not providing the tools for freedom of thought, and critical
thought, people cannot think for themselves nor therefore become independent, nor
able to take chances and create the possibilities of making a better life.123 During
School Insertions, through design and design-related discussion, critical thinking was
developed visually, spatially and experimentally, using an array of media, attempting
to expand the linguistic process to an embodied physical process that involves crafting,
drawing and making. We found critical thinking can be spatial, audible and sensory.
115
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But to introduce it at primary school level, activities must be simple to engage young
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children in questioning the world.
In School Insertions, we learned by doing. By making models, the children began to
be critical of the places they dwell, and tried making and re-making the spaces they
inhabit, within and outside the school grounds. Some chose to focus on their homes
rather than the classroom. Through this practice they developed the beginnings of
spatial conscientisation, a building of awareness about how and where they learn, and
how the spaces they inhabit influence their learning. They began to identify spatially
‘limit situations’ – where disturbing noises came from and the apertures they came
through.124 Typical architectural design techniques such as assessing and presenting
feedback, modelling proposed designs, learning from observation, site visits, co-design
practices and collage, and the physical implementation of design ideas through urban
gardening, came together to create a series of activities that informally began an
attempt at forming pedagogic experiments. However, as a facilitator there would be
much to learn from this initial project.

Reciprocal learning
Many of the Love Grove children had been in Muktangan education for five years,
since pre-school. Although Muktangan education is English medium, none of the
children spoke it regularly at home. The children learnt subjects such as maths, science,
history and geography in English as a second (or third) language, one that they rarely
use with family and friends, but that they would hope to use in the future at work.
During sessions, teachers would often translate into Hindi to clarify discussion. After
Classroom Objects, I began to prepare workshops in Hindi, to help with facilitation and
to build a better relationship with both teachers and children. Towards the end of the
project both my Hindi and the children’s English had improved, and we knew each
other better.
School Insertions presented opportunities for learning for both the children and I;
although I had run many design workshops in schools in London before, they had not
run for weeks at a time. Many personal improvements were required: I tackled being
at the front of the class and communicating so as to be understood; I increasingly
designed lesson plans using Reggio Emilia techniques (mentioned above) and Freire’s
critical pedagogy to question my role; and I continuously attempted to adapt the pitch
of questions or tasks so they were neither too easy nor too difficult (or abstract), and
therefore as engaging as possible.
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School Insertions constituted a starting point for this research, from which much
changed and evolved. Workshop pace, language and complexity, although inspired by
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existing methodologies, often required informal adaptation on site to mould to the
particular social and environmental contexts of Love Grove School and the individual
requirements of the children themselves. Timeframes were challenging: initial sessions
were 45 minutes long and required time for introductory and conclusive presentations,
leaving a short amount of time for the activities themselves. No sooner had the
children delved into their work, the class had ended. Timetable adjustments required
frequent and careful collaboration with the head-teacher, particularly in terms of
defining how the attempted pedagogic experiments would fit within the curriculum.
Chhaya and I went through lesson plans weekly, working closely with the Holistic
Department led by Hetal Shah. Thanks to these discussions and the school’s increasing
engagement with the research, the subsequent projects were allocated two sessions in
sequence such as work experience or art and craft.
Within sessions, group sizes fluctuated from small to large and back again, multiple
times. This helped improve existing group cohesion and the children enjoyed being
given the chance to focus more personally on their work. Children chose partners with
whom to sit and work, who were using the same materials, or had similar design ideas.
At this stage, although there was disparity between the children’s abilities, the children
helped each other a great deal.
My session goals simplified week by week: the children’s abilities had been described
to me as below average, said to be due to behavioural and health difficulties in their
home environments, and some of the concepts we looked at were new and difficult to
grasp in such short sessions. Although I worked in collaboration with teachers and the
head-teacher, in these first sessions few workshops went according to plan: informal
practices and spontaneous changes of direction were crucial to adapt the formal lesson
plans I had made. Although sessions were developed with teacher and head-teacher
input, the nature of the project was new to everyone concerned.
I met soon-to-be co-facilitator educator Michael Cutts, who worked at Muktangan
and had previously worked as a Sustainability and Environmental Education125
(SEEd) Projects Manager in the UK. I began by asking him to look over my lesson
plans, bringing his ability to make exercises more game-like, and create playful
descriptions of concepts by adding play processes into workshops. Michael would be
the first of a team of volunteers who continued to help facilitate throughout the series
of live projects.
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My facilitation practice also consisted of documenting the workshops we ran. I began
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to focus on the expression, body language and movement of learning as a way to
understand how the pedagogic experiments were being experienced by the children.
Evaluation is an important factor in education, but difficult to achieve fairly,
particularly during experimental projects. ‘Most Significant Change’,126 a tool for
measuring the impact of social change programs used by education, agriculture and
health organisations often in the development sector, was recommended as a way of
logging children’s perceptions of learning. By collecting significant stories of change
from participants, the most frequent codes of these stories are collected by researchers
and used to indicate themes of importance. The benefit of the tool is that it does not
use pre-defined indicators, so it can be used more organically, without losing out on
important participant information and perception. We used this method to collect the
children’s thoughts after each project.
At the end of School Insertions, the children replied to questions such as ‘what did
you learn from this project’ with descriptions of the activities we ran: for instance,
they said they learnt to ‘use plants to create fresh air’ and to ‘use recycled Tetrapak
as a material’.127 At this early stage in the project, the children were very young and
reflecting abstractly on what they felt they had learnt conceptually was an unrealistic
expectation. They explained that they had learnt about subjects rather than to practice
a skill; they felt they had learnt about concentration, acoustics and materials and that
plants create fresh air, but they did not tell us they learnt how to design with these
materials. Constructivist theory highlights the difference between knowing what
from how we learn and that this development is sequential, demonstrated by Piaget
in his development stages and theoretical work.128 In addition, Vygotsky’s ‘zone of
proximal development’ demonstrates that learning and development are interrelated
and symbiotic: this means that given opportunities to learn, the children can fulfil
potential by allowing cognitive ‘buds’ to ‘flower’ and then become ‘fruitful’.129 His
theory that there must be learning space within which to move forward shows that it
is important that activities have a range of development opportunities, some activities
more difficult than others. According to this theory, the continuity of the project is
important too: allowing all children to engage with and gain from the pedagogy at
their own individual levels, paces and with their own particular interests.
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Techniques
Our design methods had involved listening, making models, ideating, critiquing,
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researching, drawing, assessing and presenting. However, on the basis of the children’s
feedback, and upon deeper scholarly research into critical pedagogy, I felt that the
pedagogic experiments had not reached their full potential. I identified pedagogic
elements to develop for future research projects:

Informal design itineraries
According to Freire, the pedagogical itinerary, or chosen route for exploring the
thematic universe must not be presented to the people, nor elaborated from points
predetermined by the facilitator.130 My initial choice of themes of study relating to
healthy environments for learning created a one-way teacher–student relationship,
similar to traditional teacher–student relationships. This would have to be reversed,
in order to personalise the class: as Hart says, ‘an important principle to remember
is choice.’ 131 The openness required in workshop planning to incorporate children’s
choice of theme meant planning for informality – planning for improvisation and
spontaneity – formalising opportunities for informality to inform design processes
and decisions. The children could have chosen design itineraries and communication
methods, and had been given more time to formulate their own opinions.

Facilitation
I began running workshops alone, loosely supported by class teachers, whom I would
brief before the session. But it quickly became apparent that the sessions would benefit
from continuous team facilitation, in order to subdivide children into smaller guided
groups. For the ensuing projects, I would build a team of volunteers with whom
to facilitate the class. In addition, a knowledge of design and design methods was
helpful. Processes of developing thoughts, representing them visually and critically are
particular to creative practices.

Craft and making
Our interventions were made using locally found crafts and materials such as woven
cane and bamboo, cotton-filled cushions, and handmade bags, because of their
proximity to the school and my experience of working with these materials. It became
apparent through my own practice of commissioning craftspeople, making design
sketches, negotiating and developing the products with them, that the children
would enjoy and benefit from involvement in this part of the design process. Hart
130
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states, ‘to achieve real shared-decision projects, children need to be involved in some
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degree in the entire process.’132 He explains it is a mistake to exclude the children
from the technicalities of the project, because they are missing out on useful learning
opportunities and would be more likely to understand how environments are created
if included in this process. Furthermore, there are opportunities for what Freire calls
‘reciprocity of action’ in the project, where ‘teacher–student and students–teachers
combine their cognitions of the same object’.133 Design facilitates reciprocity of
action more than other learning processes, due to the inherent informality and
dialogic nature of its practice. By producing designs myself alone, an opportunity for
reciprocity of action was missed from the pedagogic endeavours. I will develop this
notion in the following projects.
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This section describes, analyses and critiques project 2, entitled Walkabouts, the making
of a collective map of learning in the children’s neighbourhood Mariamma Nagar in
2014. This pedagogic experiment uses various design practices including exploration,
observation and documentation of the neighbourhood, as well as drawing, composing,
writing and making, in formal and informal ways in and out of the classroom. How
do these design practices combine to create a pedagogic attempt that is specific to
place and neighbourhood? What did the children discover and how did they describe
the neighbourhood as a learning environment?

Early in 2014, following our exploration of learning in and around the school building,
the children (now age 11 and in 6th standard) were asked how they felt they learnt in their
home environment. ‘What do you learn from? Who, when, where, how and why?’
Session 13, 27 January 2014
This first introductory session served to refresh the children’s memory of the project about
learning environments and begin a discussion about how they felt they learn in the
Mariamma Nagar neighbourhood. The previous session had been held six months earlier,
in June 2013. During this opening session we discussed maps. What is a map? How does it
represent a place? I brought some examples of maps of India into the classroom, to introduce
mapping as a technique of representation that uses pictorial and illustrative methods. I had
found a map of Srinagar, Kashmir, during my research at the British Library, that showed
lakes, buildings, paths, trees and mountains in an elevational style typical of indigenous
Indian maps (Fig. 2.50). 134 These mapping techniques were drawn freehand and large in

2.50
Detail from map of the Kashmir valley, attributed to Abdur
Rahim of Bukhara, 1839.

scale. During this session, we organised groups for the walkabout session that would follow,
introducing the outdoor mapping activity.
Session 14, 3 February 2014
A session held out of the classroom and in the settlement, was uncommon practice and
therefore required additional adult support. I had organised a number of additional
teachers and volunteers to facilitate the walkabouts. On a February morning, the class,
teachers, facilitators and volunteers set off to the settlement from school, to map learning
in and around the home. Each group of children was given a camera and a number
of questions to answer photographically. I had prepared clipboards with hand-drawn
maps to locate images they would take. The cameras (a mixture of digital and analogue)
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Opposite 2.49
Pupils setting out on
Walkabouts, 2014.
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were numbered in order to be able to identify whose were whose. The children and their
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facilitators went on ‘walkabouts’, 135 gathering information visually that they would later
use to create their interpretation of a learning territory; they had no set direction and were
led by their curiosity. They assessed the area by walking while documenting the settlement
photographically.
Session 15 and 16, 3 and 10 March 2014
The practice of exploring, observing, thinking, photographing and documenting while
walking was then followed by reflection back in the classroom. I had set up a template for
the map, providing simple hand-drawn illustrations of landmarks so that the children
could orient themselves on the ‘page’, a large cotton white sheet, inspired by a project
Nabeel Hamdi describes in Placemakers Guide to Building Community: 136 I had
drawn the Nehru Science Centre, Nehru Planetarium, settlement transit camp building
and new residential block, Mahalaxmi racecourse and Love Grove canals, to help with
geographical form and orientation. We would use this base to create a map together as a
group, positioning all of the pictorial elements the class had collected. Over two sessions and
with much deliberation the children and teachers selected printed photographs carefully and
positioned these prints thoughtfully to create a collective memory map of the settlement as a
learning environment, while I documented the process with my camera. Then, they added
drawings, using felt-tip pens and crayons, filling in gaps and adding in missing components.
Session 17, 28 March 2014
In parallel to drawing practices, many children worked on map annotation; around the
map neatline, framing collages and drawings, the children wrote answers to the questions
they had photographed. The class composed titles for their map: A Peace of World in
Mariamma Nagar; Mission in Mariamma Nagar; Mariamma Health and Wealth; The
Map of Mariamma Nagar; Mariamma Nagar Nature; Learning in Mariamma Nagar;
‘Let’s Visit Mariamma Nagar’; Once Upon A Time in Mariamma Nagar; How to Learn
Map; Fun in Learning; and We Observe Mariamma Nagar. We took a class photo with the
map at the end of the project.
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2.51
Session 14, Walkabouts,
documenting learning in
Mariamma Nagar, 2014.
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2.52
Exploring the neighbourhood
Mariamma Nagar during
Walkabouts, 2014.
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2.53
Making notes during
Walkabouts, 2014.
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2.54
Session 15, reflecting on
the settlement back in the
classroom, 2014.
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2.55
Mapping learning in the
neighbourhood, locating
photographs.
2.56
Children adding drawings to
the map.
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2.57
Children's Map of Mariamma
Nagar, 2014.
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Mapping
Walkabouts comprised a number of different design practices in sequence to engage the
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class in composing a map of learning in the neighbourhood. Walking, photographing,
collage, drawing and writing came together to represent how the children used their
neighbourhood as a teacher. How did Walkabouts engage them in thinking critically
about their environment? How had this experimentation with pedagogic exercises
progressed and why had informality become such an important part of the practice?

Walking
Inspired by indigenous maps of India, the children had conducted their ‘walkabouts’,
gathering visual information they would later use to create their interpretation
of a learning territory; they had no set direction and were led by their curiosity.
Francesco Careri describes walking as an ‘act of transversal’ or ‘an instrument of
phenomenological knowledge and symbolic interpretation of the territory ... a form
of psycho-geographical reading ... comparable to the walkabout of the Australian
aborigines’.137 His work Walkscapes puts emphasis on the dynamism of this experiential
mapping technique, underlining the ‘revelatory power of this dynamism mobilizing
the entire body – social as well as individual – in order to then transform the mind of
he who knows how to look.’138 The physical nature of this kind of exploration relates
historically to the early activities of mankind, where the assessment of an environment
was necessary to be able to survive more efficiently and knowledgeably: exploration
without known direction was an informal activity of self-empowerment.
In the urban realm, walking can characterise a form of improvisation. In ‘Walking in
the City’, The Practice of Everyday Life, de Certeau describes the everyday practice of
the flaneur.139 He writes: ‘Walking affirms, suspects, tries out, transgresses, respects,
etc., the trajectories it ‘speaks’…. These enunciatory operations are of an unlimited
diversity. They therefore cannot be reduced to their graphic [institutional] trail’.140
In other words, walking is both a social and a spatial practice. Walkabouts is a kind
of dérive141 – or drifting – that Manolopoulou describes as a ‘positive practice of
employing chance, arising collectively and in time as an expansive indeterminate
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drawing of action on the surface of the city’.142 It is a ‘conceptual walking’, one that
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Filipa Matos Wunderlich describes as ‘purposeful activity and as creative and critical
spatial practice’.143 McFarlane also describes walking specifically in relation to learning
as a form of dwelling:144 here the children explored lived and dwelt learning situations
through their activity of walking, photographing and documenting the settlement.
Their routes moved through different places and spaces, but also through social and
spatial experiences. The physical experience of walking was pedagogical in itself.
Tagore also identifies physical activity and walking in particular as pedagogical, in
addition to his ideas for learning creative practices outdoors. Leonard Elmhirst,
founder of Dartington Hall145 wrote transcripts of conversations he had with Tagore
in which he says, ‘By repressing all activity of the body, so many school lessons remain
absolutely dead and ineffective.’146 He suggests walking classes should be held once a
week, saying:
Boys and girls should become accustomed to talking and learning whilst walking, and teachers
too. ... If you can let these walks be oftener than once a week, so much the better. For walking
can also be a most natural accompaniment to thinking. ... Lessons or ideas can then be
assimilated the more easily. Talk becomes organic.147

The ability to explore and move freely not only helped the children to think about
learning, it also enabled them to utilise their multiple intelligences.

Photographing
The camera was a useful and democratic creative tool for documentation – each group
of four or five children had one to share between them. Every group member had
the chance to take pictures that responded to the questions set out on clipboards
and many others besides, facilitated by a volunteer or a Muktangan teacher. Each
group took a different route through the settlement, sometimes via their homes, to
document their families. Although the groups had been supplied with a hand-drawn
map to locate the photographs they took, it was rarely used, because they felt they
142
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could remember where the images had been taken and would compose the map in
the classroom from memory. The flow of walking was disrupted by the excitement of
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taking pictures and that made methodical notation difficult in short timeframes. The
children documented the neighbourhood along their chosen routes, photographing
objects, people, animals and spaces, sometimes highlighting positive and sometimes
negative situations. They identified many economic activities of making, including
construction, tailoring and embroidery, hairdressing, shoemaking and cooking; they
captured shops, religious spaces, thresholds and signs; they photographed each other
playing and posed for the camera. Their photographs were taken critically, showing
open or broken gutters, garbage on the ground, stagnant water and garbage in
the canal. The class documented the settlement holistically, working in solidarity,
a reflection of the Muktangan non-competitive approach to which they were
accustomed.

Drawing
During Walkabouts, it was important to provide a balance of structure and freedom
of expression, formality and informality to the design sessions in and out of the
classroom. Through my experience of running workshops with children and adults in
Mumbai I had learnt that using a blank page as a starting point confuses participants.
The landmarks I had drawn acted as guides to help with orientation; positioning
the photographs involved many conversations and debates, while drawing and
annotation were quiet and thoughtful activities, despite the large number of children
working simultaneously. In her work on drawing as a learning practice, Adams writes
that ‘drawing fixes experience in the memory, and can then act as an aide memoire,
triggering thoughts and feelings that might otherwise be lost. Drawing can enhance
emotional response, encouraging an awareness of atmosphere or mood’.148 Indeed
drawn elements depicted positive aspects of learning in the settlement, illustrating
situations of play (football and cricket), animals (cats, dogs, goats and chickens),
trees and gardens. This illustrates, as Hart specifies, how collective drawing has ‘the
potential of being a central technique in allowing a group to move towards a unified
expression of its desires’.149 Furthermore, he writes that ‘[i]t is most likely that the
modelling of places also offers the opportunity for children to deal with emotional
conflict by symbolising phenomena and dealing with them through manipulation in
a way that is not possible in the everyday world’.150 For instance, in the children’s map
the canal became filled with drawings of sweet wrappers, pointing to the vast amount
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2.58
Detail from the children's map of learning showing sweet
wrappers drawn in the nala (canal).
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of waste the children saw, representing a Freirian limit situation.151 As anthropologist
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Tim Ingold points out, drawing is ‘a way of telling’.152
In many cases the information shown on the map is both in written and pictorial form.
During the classroom activity, there was an uneven balance between children who
wanted to write and those who preferred to draw. Drawing was seen to be a daunting
task at this early point in the project, in particular as part of a large group activity;
however, confident artists thrived and the continuity of the process gave less confident
students a chance to try new techniques at their own pace. It was important to provide
children with a choice so that each could take part and contribute meaningfully
to the map using a method they felt comfortable with, offering a zone of proximal
development in which each child could express themselves and learn in an individual
way.153

2.59
Detail from the children's map of learning showing a
cricket game drawing and annotation.

As an urban formation, the informal settlement is not often formally mapped. The
children’s perceptive, imaginary and socio-spatial map not only shows an area that has
not been mapped in so much detail before, but it also represents an inventory of the
neighbourhood. The map is rooted in time, locality and people. It is itself informal
in its design language, production and the interconnectivity of its parts. As architect
Aldo van Eyck has written, ‘[w]hatever space and time mean, place and occasion mean
more.’ 154 This map is particular not only to the time it was researched and created but
also to the specific occasion of our group outing, making it a unique representation of
a distinctive pedagogical activity.
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This chapter began by tracing the trajectory of progressive education, relating
pedagogical and often constructivist thought. As we have seen, constructivist
pedagogies are child-centred and allow learners to control their development to an
extent, based on the spatial ideas of Piaget (optimal mismatch), sociocultural ideas
of Vygotsky (zone of proximal development), and socially and spatially ‘scaffolded’
learning.
Muktangan School ‘contests and reproduces ideologies’155 through its use of informal
political strategies and tactics to improve the ineffective government education
system, training local women from the surrounding communities and giving children
choices to partly define their own educational experience. It is a school that is a
neighbourhood and vice versa: mukt (freedom) combined with angan, (the safe space
in front of the home); a place for education, but also a community resource centre for
neighbourhood support. Muktangan reflects Mumbai as a learning city through its
reaction to the city’s pluralism, by determined innovative techniques, some of which
can be described as informal or jugaad. These informal practices, both conscious and
unconscious, are locally legitimised ways of getting things done in the city.
Through the projects School Insertions and Walkabouts, a series of pedagogic techniques
were tested. First, using the environment as a teacher, the school grounds – both
inside and out – and the local neighbourhood as learning resources for children,
reconnection between the school and the home can be made. The dialogue between
the two environments created a mutual understanding and appreciation in addition to
their proximity and many personal ties. The city and the school environments provide
a rich palette for contemporary and contiguous learning opportunities through design
practices.
Second, critical thinking through both individual and collective modes of designrelated discussion can lead to empowerment.
Third, reciprocal and mutual learning between children and facilitators enables
pedagogic attempts to evolve incrementally. The School Insertions process was
problematic: low levels of thematic control by the children meant that I would retrace
my steps and further reflect on pedagogical theory in practice. For Walkabouts, I
integrated more freedom for the children to direct the project, and actively applied
critical pedagogic techniques to both my own and their practice.
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Fourth, design ‘itineraries’ should be formulated by the learners themselves, as Freire
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specifies.
Fifth, informality infers a freedom of choice. Practices of spontaneity and
improvisation became part of the creative practice as we learnt to accept and nurture
jugaad, methods of spontaneity that are both social and spatial: Social, such as having
personal conversations, validations, personal introductions to new networks, and using
local languages; and spatial, such as finding local materials (often by exploring and
word of mouth), sketching designs with craftspeople, re-appropriating found objects,
and using what is materially available due to scarce resources.
Sixth, work with local craft and making characterises a sustainable socio-spatial
technique that enables Freirian ‘reciprocity of action’.
Seventh, the ‘walkabout’ technique provides the ability to perceive and critically
document surroundings by walking, looking and photographing. Walkabouts served as
an exercise within which to build the ‘thematic universe’ that Freire specifies cannot be
imposed.
Eighth, the reflective activity of mapping in the classroom, using practices of making
learning visible and the classroom as an atelier, combines both writing and drawing as
ways of thinking.
In addition to these techniques, the Muktangan approach influenced and supported
practices of non-competitiveness, socio-emotional learning, and the principle of
continuity of experience. The range of children’s interests and abilities and my own
interest in developing truly child-led design projects meant the project must continue.
The ‘zone of proximal development’ not only related to the children’s learning, it
also existed within the project itself, towards developing a pedagogy of continuity
and reciprocal learning. Walkabouts showed that the children were aware of many
important and thought-provoking learning situations in their home environment
that could benefit their learning if investigated further. Pedagogical open-endedness
became essential, where inquiry led to further inquiry.
Notions of continuity, highlighted by Dewey as the logical linking together or
sequence of experiences, are important factors of learning and growth, and reflective
of life itself. Art and craft or design projects at school usually are not given continuity
of activity; designs are often made and shelved. But here, the children and staff agreed
the project should continue. The children’s initial findings would be the basis for a
rich reciprocal learning opportunity, through which we would continue to develop a
situated and imaginative design pedagogy.
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Overleaf 2.60
Session 17, the class with
their neighbourhood map of
learning, 2014.
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In this chapter, I focus on the significance of craft in settlement Mariamma Nagar and
of making practices in learning and design more broadly. I begin with an exploration
of making and craft near Love Grove School, asking how they can help create a
learning neighbourhood. What informal practices are used by makers and craftspeople
in the settlement?
I then narrate project 3, entitled Tapestry, carried out in 2014, during which local
Mariamma Nagar embroiderers interpreted the children’s Walkabouts map, creating
an artefact that reflects the settlement in multiple ways. I analyse the project as a
pedagogic activity that integrates craft practices and making into primary school
teaching. How does craft constitute a learning practice and how has it been used in
pedagogy before?
In section 3, I discuss the politics and material culture of craft in India, linking it to
education. I then explore two craft-related mid-twentieth century pedagogies that
particularly relate to this research: Mahatma Gandhi’s Nai Talim (basic education,
India), and Célestin Freinet’s Ecole Moderne (modern school, France). How have craft
and making constituted a practice for learning in the past, and what can we learn from
these practices today? And finally, can the specific processes used in the design and
fabrication of Tapestry determine appropriate methodologies for a design-based and
project-based pedagogy for schoolchildren?
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Overleaf 3.0
Embroidered wedding dress at a
tailor's workshop in Mariamma
Nagar, 2014.
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3.1 Craft and Informality
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Craft and informality have a multifaceted relationship that is not only territorial but
also behavioural, and that is particular to India. Craft in the informal settlement
presents a number of tensions but also a multiplicity of learning opportunities. Here, I
discuss how and why craft practices can be found in the settlement Mariamma Nagar,
and how we would work with craft during our pedagogic experiments.

The neighbourhood
Mariamma Nagar, the basti1 in which many of the Love Grove children live with
their families, is located between two branches of the Love Grove canal in an area of
approximately 24 sqkm, opposite the Muktangan Love Grove school building. The
informal settlement is centrally located in Greater Mumbai, surrounded by formal
urban formations: its neighbours include public and private owners: the colonial
Mahalaxmi racecourse, Nehru Science Centre, municipal Love Grove canals, pumping
station and Nehru Planetarium. Quiet and surrounded on two sides by trees, the
settlement is positioned in a complex plural locality – as discussed in Chapter
1. Mariamma Nagar, colloquially shortened to Mariamma,2 exemplifies its urban
complexity by way of its geographical, political and social interrelations with the
surrounding city.
Near the settlement entrance, watchmen guard the neighbouring Nehru Centre and
Planetarium gates – a visual and verbal reminder that the space is not public, tempting
local people and passers-by with manicured lawns, gardens and large shady trees
behind railings. The street area is used as a taxi crossover point, a convenient place for
many drivers who live nearby to rest or hand over the car they have rented for their
shift. This public space is dominated by working men and it is here that the settlement
threshold begins. Here, the city starts to change and a new sense of place emerges:
informal practices of dwelling and working become more spatial by more inventive use
of materials and intense use of small spaces, and informality becomes more obvious
as a place-making practice. This visual change in design and material culture through
upcycling and re-using make Mariamma a distinct place. Beyond, a new bridge
crossing the Love Grove canal has recently been built, which will bring vehicular
access to the presently quiet area. Until now, the settlement could only be accessed
on foot or by motorcycle, which added to the particular sense of privacy inhabitants
had; but this new bridge has been built with redevelopment in mind. The particular
character of the neighbourhood can be identified socially too, by the behaviour of
1

Basti is the local term for informal settlement.

2

Mariamma is the name of a Hindu goddess, and nagar means ‘place’ in Hindi.
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local inhabitants close to their homes: women sitting and talking, children playing,
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animals grazing and local labourers passing by. Harvey writes that the ‘territoriality of
place’3 creates a need for a ‘renewed emphasis upon the interrogation of metaphorical
and psychological meanings’ that lead to ‘new material definitions of place by way
of exclusionary territorial behaviour’.4 The social behaviour of inhabitants, spatial
materials and construction techniques practised in informal settlements in Mumbai
create metaphors for low-income and often migrant communities, and need to
be questioned, as do the related psychological aspects of territoriality, feelings of
belonging and exclusion.
Mariamma is part of a larger settlement network that is referred to as Jeejamata Nagar,
comprising a large proportion of residential dwellings. The settlement is formed of a
composition (or bricolage) of hutments and buildings. Dense in its physical structure,
it is constructed of narrow winding alleys, tiny shops and openings, windows and
doors of different shapes and sizes, corners and angled roofs of many materials. Homes
have been carefully built, with custom-made balustrades and ladders, often decorated
with plants and newly painted facades, sometimes built from brick, render, corrugated
iron, welded steel, timber, bamboo and coir rope, plastic tarpaulin, and other found
and reused items in what can be called an architecture of jugaad. Local hutment
contractors provide labour to build dwellings and take care of subsequent repairs and
maintenance. The settlement lends itself well to the nature of exploration: at first it is
experienced in unpredictable, intricate and intimate ways. As Australian architecture
scholar Kim Dovey describes, the informal settlement ‘often embod[ies] the
mysterious intensity of the labyrinth – a place that is impenetrable and disorienting to
outsiders, but permeable for residents.’5
The settlement was formed when inhabitants from informal settlements across the city
were relocated due to site clearance for development in the 1980s. 6 Relocation is often
carried out in preparation for private construction or Slum Rehabilitation Authority
(SRA) projects for which residents are removed temporarily until the new building is

3

David Harvey, ‘From Space to Place and Back Again: Reflections on the Condition of Postmodernity’, John

Bird, Barry Curtis, Tim Putnam, Lisa Tickner (eds.), Mapping the Futures: Local Cultures, Global Change, Routledge,
2012, pp. 3–29, p. 4.
4

Harvey, ‘From Space to Place and Back Again’, p. 4.
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Kim Dovey, ‘Informalising Architecture: The Challenge of Informal Settlements’, Architectural Design, The

Architecture of Transgression, Volume 83, Issue 6 November/December 2013, p. 85.
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Doctor Varma, Personal Interview, Mariamma Nagar, 13 January 2013.

ready.7 Within the settlement today there is an SRA building that houses previously
relocated residents of the settlement. Although the settlement grew to around 15,000
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inhabitants, further relocation and site clearance led to a population decrease to
around 5,000 in 2013. Today, Mariamma comprises a tightknit migrant community
of which many members are from the northern Indian states and who, despite the
difficulties of their home conditions, are making a living. Intertwined with residential
dwellings can be found much economic activity that is largely craft and making based.
Although many activities are visible from the street, countless are concealed behind
closed doors. Many karigars8 or craftspeople such as tailors, bag makers, embroiderers
can be found in this settlement.

Informal practices in Mariamma Nagar
In this thesis, I draw on McFarlane’s definition of informal practices as speculative,
compositional and of bricolage;9 practices that are socio-spatial, economic and political.
First, informality can be spatial as a territorial formation; the fabrication, form and
materiality of an assemblage of dwellings. Mariamma can be identified visually in
contrast to the ‘formal’ city because of the particularities of its material form.
Second, social informality can be identified in behavioural relationships in the
settlement. As sociologist and urbanist AbdouMaliq Simone explains, ‘people
collaborate, using each other as infrastructure, in ways that may be unstable, tentative,
and temporary, but that also build a degree of economic security or opportunity, and
a sense of the city.’10 Simone’s work unearths hidden social architectures of urban life,
particularly underlining economic encounters between migrants, ‘the socialities of
market trading, and the importance of routine, improvisation, and everyday practice
in creating “the gestured, contingent, and shorthand annotation instead of the
memorial; exchanged glances and murmurs rather than documents”’.11 My experience
of working in the settlement would explore the proximity of personal economic
activities firsthand.

7

The Slum Rehabilitation Authority is a Government of Maharashtra scheme. The Maharashtra government has

‘taken possession of slum land by giving it the basic source of income by issuing the Floor Space Index (FSI), so that
the slum dwellers will get free houses through the amount of sale of open market houses, for this scheme, by making
necessary changes in the law, the slum rehabilitation authority is established. This Authority will work as a “planning
authority” for the rehabilitation of slum dwellers throughout Greater Mumbai’, <http://sra.gov.in/>, accessed 9
November 2018.
8

Karigar is the Hindi word for craftsperson.

9

McFarlane, ‘Rethinking Informality’, p. 89.

10

AbdouMaliq Simone, ‘Emergency Democracy and the “Governing Composite”’, Social Text, Number 26, 2008.

pp. 13–33, p. 30.
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Mariamma constitutes a community that juxtaposes living, working and making,
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one that is simultaneously transient and established, and that can be described as
a ‘permanent temporariness’.12 For many of the inhabitants this is one of two homes.
The ancestral village represents family ties and rural territory, while maintaining
connection to the urban home. This social movement between rural and urban homes
has been described by Urbz as a ‘circulatory journey’, one that has more than one
root. It is an important territorial context within which to understand the settlement:
The idea of ‘belonging’ attaches to the village and city as a ‘simultaneous spatial
logic’ rather than a binary construct defined as past (rural) and the present (urban).13
They explain that the village and city roots are part of a ‘dynamic present, defined
by the lives of many types of people and generations.’14 The village forms part of the
assemblage of urban informality, and should be taken into consideration as another
simultaneous and symbiotic home and learning environment. We can see this as a
rhizomatic characteristic of the city in Deleuzian terms, linking to movements of
territorisation, deterritorisation and reterritorialisation.15
Third, informal practices in Mariamma are political. The settlement land is in
ownership dispute, a common example of litigious situations found both in the private
and public sector, associated with a variety of scales of urban settlement in Mumbai.
Roy describes the dichotomy between private and public, formality and informality by
saying there has been a privatisation of informal practice:
While informality was once primarily located on public land and practiced in public space, it
is today a crucial mechanism in wholly privatized and marketized urban formations, ... These
forms of informality are no more legal than squatter settlements and shantytowns. But they are
expressions of class power and can thus command infrastructure, services, and legitimacy in a
way that marks them as substantially different from the landscape of slums.16

Mariamma Nagar’s informality is comparably legitimised in this way – an informality
delimited by the state despite the possibility of ‘extralegal, and possibly illegal,
mechanisms of regulation.’17 The blurred edges of socio-spatial formal and informal
politics in Mumbai mean that there are many layers and intensities to corruption and
manipulation. Roy argues:
12

Yiftachel, ‘Theoretical Notes on “Gray Cities”’, p. 90.

13

<http:// http://www.urbz.net/projects/circulatory-lives.html>, accessed 25 July 2017.
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Volume 34, 2012, p. 354.
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Theory, Volume 8, Issue 1, Sage Publications, 2009, p. 82.
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... informality has to be understood not as a grassroots phenomenon, but rather as a feature of
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structures of power ... territorialized ﬂexibility that allows the state to ‘future-proof ’, to make
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existing land available for new uses, to devalorize current uses and users and to make way for a
gentriﬁed future; in short, to plan.

Mariamma is built on valuable urban land that is in dispute between two politically
powerful entities; it is not land that has been overlooked. If ‘[t]his is informality from
above, rather than informality as a subaltern revolution from below’, how long will it
be permitted? 18
Furthermore, these urban informal practices should not be understood outside notions
of globalisation and liberalisation.19 The liberal global economic context provides
pocketed space for informal entrepreneurship and creativity, interlinking informal
and formal practices. The settlement constitutes a practical and productive context
for craft; a centrally located hive of activity situated where ‘[h]igh levels of informality
enable micro-ﬂows of information, goods, materials and practices that produce
income and make life sustainable under conditions of poverty’ and ‘micro-spatial
adaptations ... ﬂourish under conditions of informal urbanism’.20 The informal urban
setting provides a fertile ground for entrepreneurial informal practices and methods
to flourish and vice versa. These creative entrepreneurial conditions for making offer
opportunities for practical design learning.

18

Roy, ‘Why India Cannot Plan Its Cities’, p. 84.

19

Alsayyad, ‘Urban Informality as a “New” Way of Life’, p. 27.

20

Dovey, ‘Informalising Architecture’, p. 85.
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3.2 Project 3, Tapestry
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During project 1, School Insertions, I worked with craftspeople to produce schoolsituated interventions co-designed by the children; in project 2, Walkabouts, the
children collectively created a map about learning in the neighbourhood. The
children’s map was fragile: the Mumbai climate was not treating the collage and ink
drawings well. For project 3, Tapestry, I commissioned embroiderers to interpret the
children’s map over the children’s school holidays, to create an object that would last,
could be transported, and that would reflect the Indian cultural meaning of cloth and
the local Mariamma Nagar craft palette of work with textile and thread.

Tapestry, April 2014
During our exploratory map-making sessions for Walkabouts, we had encountered a hand
embroiderer working on the first floor of a hutment in the settlement. I wanted to find
him to ask him if he would interpret our map. However, upon entering the settlement and
wandering through the alleyways past homes, I realised I could not retrace our steps. I asked
a passer-by where I could find an embroiderer working on a first floor and was shown, a
little ahead from where I was standing, another hutment. I went in carrying the children’s
map in a large cloth bag. My host was not an embroiderer, but a tailor, whose cousin ran
an embroidery workshop nearby. His name was Mahetab and he joined us for tea to discuss
the project.
Climbing up a ladder and through a trapdoor, I brought the children’s map to Mahetab’s
workshop located on the first floor of a hutment which overlooked the stables and trees
of the neighbouring racecourse. He introduced me to Ameek, one of five other machine
embroiderers in the workshop who would singlehandedly make the tapestry. Originally
from Uttar Pradesh, he, Mahetab and their families had moved to Mumbai together 15
years earlier to work. Usually, the majority of their work comprises details for salwaar
kameezes and other dresses for special occasions, in collaboration with other Mariammasituated karigars. I asked him to interpret the map as he saw fit, given that he was also an
inhabitant of the settlement; as a participant in our project, he took part in the collective
exploratory and pedagogic experiment too.

Opposite 3.1
Steps up to a bag maker's
workshop in Mariamma Nagar,
2014.
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I visited the workshop every few days to watch the work progress. I did not spend as much
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time doing this as I would have liked; the workshop was small and I felt my presence
disturbed, so I limited my visits. First, Ameek traced the children’s map, interpreting
photographs, drawings and text with single line drawings in pencil on a large roll of
tracing paper. Then, he ran the tracing paper under the machine needle to create perforated
dotted lines; a white chalky paste was wiped over the tracing paper perforations to create
a temporary dotted-line drawing that was to be used as an embroidery template. He then
followed this chalk line pattern, and embroidered coloured lines and infill. He picked
colours to match the children’s original choices as closely as possible, and he and Mahetab
added designs to the map they felt were missing: a signature green parrot, a star and a moon,
and their names (along with the children’s) within the map frame.
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3.2
The craftsmen translate the
children's map colours into
thread.
3.3
Then they translate the
children's photographs into
drawings.
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3.4 and 3.5
They trace a drawing of the
whole 3 by 3 m children's map.
3.5
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3.6
The traced lines pass
underneath the sewing machine
needle.
3.7
A white chalk paste is wiped
over the perforated tracing
paper.
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3.8
A dotted chalk template is
printed onto the tapestry base
fabric.
3.9
Then the chalk lines are
embroidered.
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3.10
The tapestry represents a crafted
translation of the children's
map of learning, 2014.
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3.11
Tapestry, 2014.
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3.12
Tapestry annotated diagram.
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A print of Tapestry and associated annotated diagram (Figs. 3.13 and 3.14) can be found
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along with a booklet containing the map key, in a pocket in the the back of this thesis.
The tapestry is formed of two pieces of grey cotton cloth sewn together to make a
three-by-three-meter square base, onto which coloured embroidered interpretations
of the children’s map were stitched. Light coloured outlines depict photograph edges;
often black and white yarn was used to draw photograph contents; whereas coloured
yarns were used to depict the children’s drawings, and to identify important aspects of
the settlement. The children identified the multiplicity of activities in the settlement:
from religious symbols to vegetables, animals, homes, broken gutters and rubbish on
the ground. These elements were carefully embroidered, some in particular detail such
as garlands around Hindu deities in the temple, cauliflowers on a market stall, trees,
fruits and flowers.
Along with a detailed image of the tapestry, a diagram and key lists the embroidered
symbols and their meanings. The associated diagram is inspired by Daniel Spoerri’s
analysis of a ‘snare-picture’ – a way of fixing ‘objects found in chance positions, in
order or disorder’ that ‘are fixed (‘snared’) as they are’.21 It aims to annotate the tapestry
as a cartographic endeavour that intertwines activity, artefact and cultural information
in one piece. The key translates the children’s experiences of learning in the settlement,
containing geo-political and psychological meanings. Many subjectivities are involved
in the making of this tapestry; altogether they create an intersubjective construct that
shows the Deleuzian rhizomic and arboresque, co-constitutive nature of learning,
living and working in the settlement. 22
Through crafted interpretation, the children’s collection of photographs and
drawings were smoothed: The craftsman's embroidered translations of photographs
pick out certain elements – people, lines, colours, materials and places – creating a
plane section of life in the settlement. Simultaneously, they edit and bring out the
topological nature of learning situations, giving detail to certain items. The map is a
curated inventory or archive, not only of learning situations but also of the settlement
situated within space and time in the rapidly changing global city that is Mumbai
today. It is a physical example of the informal and formal flows of information and
agency that create the settlement as a learning environment.
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Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, p. 454.

The tapestry was made as a practice of ‘correspondence’, to borrow Ingold’s term.23
He writes on anthropology as an ‘art of inquiry’, a research that corresponds in that
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it ‘moves forward in real time, along with the lives of those who are touched by it,
and with the world to which both it and they belong’.24 He writes that making is a
‘process of correspondence: not the imposition of preconceived form on raw material
substance, but the drawing out or bringing forth of potentials immanent in a world
of becoming, one path or trajectory through a maze of trajectories’.25 Furthermore, he
explains, ‘[t]o practise this method is not to describe the world, or to represent it, but
to open up our perception to what is going on there so that we, in turn, can respond
to it. That is to say, it is to set up a relation with the world.’26 Something similar can
be said about design and craft, which I see as forms of inquiry and correspondence.
Through Tapestry, a correspondence between the children, settlement and craft took
place; rather than collecting information, through our collective practice we formed
an object that would provide continued opportunities for learning. This practice of
correspondence was facilitated by my role as a mediator, a point I will come back to in
Chapter 5.
Tapestry encouraged correspondence in many senses: as a translation, it was formed of
the craftsman’s correspondence with the children’s map, their interpretation, questioning
and response. The craftsman did this with his own skilled impulse, what Deleuze
and Guattari might call ‘intuition in action’,27 a productive action that follows ‘the
matter-flow as pure productivity’.28 Craft embodies unwritten rules of making and
material consciousness, experimentation, sequencing and composition, situated in a
suitably equipped workshop space. In making the tapestry, the craftsman used formal
skills and methods of embroidery, but also informal spontaneity and composition in
correspondence with the children’s work, reacting to the content in hand through a
practice of interpretative and continuous learning and relearning. In this way, this
process of craft resembles the collective pedagogic experiments that this thesis argues for:
growing and adapting through a practice of correspondence unique to the locality.
As a piece of work, the tapestry is both a tool for and subject of conversation: a
community produced site-specific artefact. The tapestry can also be said to represent one
of the material cultures of the settlement, simultaneously an idea that has been ‘made
material’, and a ‘natural substance that has been rendered cultural’.29 Community ideas
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can become material and cultural through practices of design and making, and these
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are opportunities for learning. The tapestry is simultaneously careful and unplanned;
crafted and spontaneous; composed and at the same time of bricolage.30 It contains a rich
layering of information. It is both of and from Mariamma Nagar. Anthropologist Julian
Thomas distinguishes material culture as a ‘doing’ rather than a ‘being’.31 However, here I
would argue Tapestry can be considered as both.

Craft in the informal environment
Informal urban formation in India, an assemblage of speculative transience, resourceful
composition and practices of jugaad, is an important context for informal craft economies.
The informal economy generally has been described as ‘a process of income-generation …
unregulated by the institutions of society, in a legal and social environment in which similar
activities are regulated’.32 But in relation to textile garments in India, the state has facilitated
and mediated the process of globalisation of the sector and the informalisation of labour in
two conflicting ways. Alessandra Mezzadri writes: ‘On the one hand, it has put in place a set
of policies which have favoured the resilience of informal arrangements. On the other hand,
it has increasingly aligned with capital’s interests against labour’.33 Informal craft is situated
within activities of liberalisation and globalisation, as we have seen.34
In this global context, the living situation of many informal craftspeople in the
settlement is difficult, despite tactics of resilience: poverty, lack of access to social
services, illiteracy, exploitation by middlemen and low social status are among some of
the most notable issues. And there are many disadvantages to the informality of craft.
A World Bank study explains that:
... life in the “unorganized sector” is the total lack of civic, professional, and social service
infrastructure. The individual craftsperson suffers from all of these problems. Scarce and irregular
electricity, lack of good roads, and absence of transportation facilities are professional problems
as well as daily aggravations. ... And social services infrastructure—insurance, pension plans,
35

medical care—is something beyond hope.
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domestic and global export trade. Complex, varied and persistent problems affect the
crafts sector in India but informal practices provide ways of surviving these contexts with
resilience. It has been shown that ‘resilience and the expansion of informality during the
era of neo-liberal globalisation [highlights] how the present phase of capitalism is leading
to a progressive deterioration in working conditions’.36
In Mariamma, textile-related craft in the settlement particularly thrives, thanks to the
small spaces and the mobile and nomadic nature of the necessary tools, the scale of
products, and proximity to resources and vendors that make for good workshops. Bag
makers, tailors and embroiderers assemble within the city in environments that provide
‘entrepreneurial flexibility, adaptation and creativity’.37 Furthermore, informal craft is
often dwelt: informal craftspeople often live where they work, an example of the notion
of circularity mentioned above.38 However, craft is also sometimes a means of making do:
some of the craftspeople I spoke to did not want their children to carry on their work,
preferring them to work in an office and seek a better life in the city.
However, as Dovey points out, in many cases ‘[i]nformality is not to be confused with
poverty; it is indeed a resource for managing poverty’.39 The resilient and resourceful
practices of jugaad make for dynamic learning environments where problem-solving
through design thinking is essential, and where spontaneity and speculation are accepted
and can flourish. The methods I used to find the craftsman with whom to work,
negotiate costs and timeframes, and co-develop the tapestry design, combined informal
practices of speculation, composition and bricolage.40
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3.3 Craft Politics and Material Culture
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Craft is a practice that has been given importance and romanticised since the
industrial revolution. In The Craftsman, Sennet writes about the romanticism of the
workshop by socialists, and their view of it as a place of ‘humane labour’.41 Compared
to the factory environment, the workshop, he argues, is a place of face-to-face work.
He relates this to both John Ruskin and later Gandhi’s views on craft as a political act.
He describes Ruskin’s view on craft as being that it is ‘neither amateur nor virtuoso’
and that craftsmanship is a ‘middle ground’ between art and labour, portraying
the idea that the craftsman was both ‘defiant and doomed’.42 Similarly, the Indian
craftsman is described by philosopher and art historian Ananda Coomaraswamy in
1909 as ‘not an individual expressing individual whims, but a part of the universe,
giving expression to ideals of eternal beauty and unchanging laws, even as do the
trees and flowers whose natural and less ordered beauty is no less God-given’.43
Gandhi’s view was demonstrated in his work Hind Swaraj (home rule): He wrote, ‘it
is machinery that has impoverished India,’44 and further stated, ‘we can realise truth
and non-violence only in the simplicity of village life’.45 The simplicity of handwork
had an important role in independence politics in India, defining the innate heritage
and value of the country through beauty, with a strong link to rural ancestry. In this
section, I ask what the political nature of textile craft is in India today. How and why
is this an important context for the pedagogical experiments?

Identity politics of Indian craft
A large proportion of craft in India is informal, practised in the assembled nature
of environments, and surviving on the resilience and entrepreneurship of skilled
individuals. Today there is much support for hand-made craft in India: Indian design
scholar Singanapalli Balaram writes, ‘[w]ith nearly twenty-three million craftspeople
still practising, craft is as contemporary as mass production, showing a great promise in
the globalized world of the future.’ 46 In addition to informal practice, there is increasing
formalisation of support for indigenous craft by NGOs and social enterprises. The
current political situation and recent demonetisation however pose many problems for
the future of (informal) craft. Today there is an increased need for practices of jugaad to
41
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Opposite 3.15
Workshop wall at the tin
maker's, Mariamma Nagar,
2014.
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negotiate and arrange financial strategies in particular for craft businesses to survive.
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The foundations for the political importance of craft were defined by Gandhi and
the nationalist movement in India in the decades before Independence in 1947. As
anthropologist Soumhya Venkatesan explains, India’s craft heritage came to be an
example of the particular nature of Indianness.47 The nation began to remember
the importance and uniqueness of craft as heritage in an active move towards
independence. Colonisation had brought industry to India and, therefore, traditional
craft was seen as the antithesis of colonialism. It was thought that the destruction of
India’s traditional crafts was a ‘destruction of an Indian identity itself.’48
Gandhi also brought about the view that craft would be intrinsically linked to the
removal of untouchability, and increase of self-sufficiency in the face of colonialism:49

3.16
Tapestry was exhibited at Cities Methodologies, UCL, 2014.

Through stimulating the production and use of indigenous cloth he could provide
ﬁ

supplementary employment to the masses, remove untouchability, promote the self-suf ciency
of India’s villages, weld together people of all religions and castes, drive out British rule by
non-violent means and introduce an improved standard of morality and sense of national
unity. Khadi and spinning were to become not only the unifying national cause in the peaceful
struggle for freedom but also the basis of a new non-industrial, craft-based economic structure
in independent India.50

Craft as a liberating equalising activity was an important unifying political campaign
for egalitarianism and democracy; it was a practice of swadeshi,51 the use of locally
produced goods, connected too to Gandhi’s idea of ‘reliance on our own strength’,52
swaraj, or self-rule.
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For Gandhi, craft was not only political, it was also educational, a way to develop
dialogical, democratic, moral and critical learning.53 Gandhi emphasises how
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making helps produce self-sufficiency, and therefore freedom, both individually
and nationally: the practice of craft was a practice of power. India’s richness of
craft was an opportunity to create its own learning. The need for learning ‘the
why and the wherefore of every process’54 and emphasis on primary education
are particularly important. Venkatesan explains that through craft, Gandhi made
‘visible … his emphasis on autonomy of the individual, craft-based scientific
education, organisational principles of village republics, and principles of swaraj
[self-government], satyagraha [non-violent resistance] and ahimsa [respect for all living
things]’,55 but also the idea of craft as pedagogy that I will explore in more detail in the
next section.

Power and cloth
Cloth in India has for centuries been seen as something magical that can ‘transmit
spirit and substance’. 56 There is a belief that cloth can take intangible spirituality
and essence from the person wearing, spinning or weaving it. Historically, cloth was
mainly handmade and given as a special gift, across castes and religions, believed to

3.17
Photograph of a tailor taken by the
children during an exploration of craft
in the neighbourhood, 2015.

preserve the characteristics of both the makers and those who wore it.57 The locally
hand-spun cotton khadi for instance, was worn and advocated by Gandhi to be good
for the country. It was said to retain the spirit of the land it came from, embodying
purpose, locality and neighbourliness, the act of making akin to an act of prayer or
worship. Khadi was also rebellious: an anti-colonial act of defiance, a step towards selfsufficiency, a simple political message communicated through cloth.
Similarly, the purity of hand embroidery as a handicraft, and specifically its lack
of industrial production, was explained by Coomaraswamy as characterised by
a ‘sacred mystery, a sacrament [rather] than a secular trade’.58 Venkatesan explains,
‘Coomaraswamy’s Indian craftsman upholds the order of things with little concern
ﬁ

for nancial gain. His work is a “calling”, something greater than himself.’59 The
craftsperson embodies a kind of magic, an ancient knowledge passed down through
centuries. This social standing has many forms and levels of ‘purity’: for instance,
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tailors in particular are referred to as masterji, a term of respect generally used for
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teachers. And within embroidery crafts, hand embroidery is deemed of a higher
spiritual quality (or purity) than machine work.
Today Gandhi and Coomaraswamy’s ideas of craft and craftsperson create a dichotomy.
Many craft activities in Mumbai today are less spiritual and more entrepreneurial.
There are tensions between the traditional, Gandhian and contemporary political
meanings of craft. For example, a World Bank report explains:
...[T]he craftsperson in most cases gets little recognition or tangible reward for extraordinary
skill or talent. This lack of professional respect is at least partially because crafts production
in India is still linked to caste status, and crafts-producing communities, with very few
exceptions, are at the lower levels of the social scale. This situation often presents tremendous
contradictions. An artisan who has received the national Master Craftsman Award from the
president of India may be barred from entering the lobby of a hotel in his own city.60

Although Gandhi wanted craft to be a liberating activity of self-sufficiency, it has also
been shown as one that can socially imprison. Venkatesan discusses the dichotomy
craftspeople experience, and writes:
Association within the social space of traditional Indian craft gives makers agency, but it
also burdens them. Makers are positioned in ways that abstract them from their larger social
contexts. A personhood (that of craft producer) is posited for them. This personhood has to
be learned and performed. Notwithstanding the fact that selected hand-made things and their
producers are key, the idea of traditional Indian craft originates from a disparate grouping of
inﬂuential people, including politicians, thinkers, members of development organizations, and
other urban elites.61

She describes craft in India as a heterotopia, within which she explores agency and
power, comparing traditional Indian craft with similar situations in other countries
where ‘marginal people are made central to a project in line with certain utopian
visions, and thereby partially objectified by powerful others.’62 Often the value of
craftspeople is polarised: particular villages and tribes are picked out to work with
fashion designers from big cities, whereas other craftspeople continue to suffer the
difficulties illustrated above.
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Today, Gandhi’s vows of swaraj (self-government), satyagraha (non-violent resistance)
and ahimsa (respect for all living things) are still relevant, albeit in relation to the
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altered contemporary powers at play, and represent practices of active citizenship.
Informally, the practice of swaraj or self-sufficiency has been necessary in the face
of inadequate formal or state provided support, of which even the formation of
Muktangan is an example. Satyagraha, or non-violent resistance can be found through
the continued practice of craft in respect to globalisation. Despite the rise in imported
goods, craft in India maintains its Gandhian ideal: it is still desirable to have one’s
clothes made by the local tailor; and khadi is still considered as a spiritually valued
homespun material. Swaraj, satyagraha and ahimsa can be found in informal and
everyday practices, particularly in forms of craft and dwelling in informal settlements.
Today, the notions of self-government, use of locally produced goods, non-violence
and respect for all living things can be utilised more widely as design codes, that link
to practices of sustainability, localism, DIY activist culture and urbanism. In design,
awareness of the need to choose locally manufactured materials and fittings to help
create projects that are less resource heavy and wasteful is increasing, but requires
more work. These ideals can be found represented in the pedagogical experiments
with Muktangan children too: through our work with local craftspeople and locally
produced materials, but also through the use of design as a non-violent form of
resistance and activism.
Today, much can be learnt from these resilient craft practices, politically, materially
and in terms of self-government. The craftspeople we worked with to create the
tapestry were intrigued by the unusual projects we brought to them; they wanted to
help the local schoolchildren to learn. Their experimental attitudes of speculation and
interest in working with the local school demonstrate an innovative attitude and care
for the city. The politics of craft in Mariamma Nagar demonstrate entrepreneurship
and merging of traditional and innovative practices.
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3.4 Craft as Pedagogy
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In this section, I discuss two pedagogies that recognise the environment as a
teacher and use making as a tool for learning. The idea of the ‘exploding school’63
or ‘outdoor learning’, has been used in many forms across the world. But Gandhi’s
Nai Talim (basic education, India) and Freinet’s Ecole Moderne (modern school,
France) developed both around the same time in the first half of the 20th century,
engaging with the built environment specifically through activities of craft and
making. These pedagogies correspond to the structure and guiding qualities of
Dewey’s pedagogical ideas in which learners experience and discover learning directly
through their environments and activities.64 Around the same time, Montessori spoke
of the ‘unexploited riches’ in human beings and that ‘education is a natural process
spontaneously carried out by the human individual ... acquired not by listening to
words, but by experiences upon the environment’,65 a statement similar to Malaguzzi’s
phrase, ‘the environment is the third teacher’.66 The Ecole Moderne and Nai Talim
approaches particularly employed spatial design techniques in the education of
primary and secondary school children, in developing learning tools that encouraged
them to explore their environments through self-directed, cooperative and usually
adult activities. How and why do these pedagogies use craft as a learning tool? And
how could craft and pedagogy interplay to provide the creativity and material culture
lacking in most types of education today?

Nai Talim
The concept of including children in designing their environment is not new in
India: The famous Santiniketan School set up by Rabinranath Tagore in Bengal in
the early 1900s had focused on developing the approach to learning art and design
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through craft, and emphasised learning outdoors by teaching in the open air. 67 Later,
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Gandhi’s Nai Talim pedagogy (known in English as basic education) actively utilised
the ‘learning by doing’ method in a local way, and was implemented for a short time
as the Indian governmental education method in 1948. I will set out the pedagogical
and political aspects of Gandhi’s Nai Talim below, identifying what it was about craft
that he defined as a tool for learning. I ask what we can learn from Nai Talim in order
to develop a contemporary design pedagogy and why it is still relevant today.
Gandhi was inspired by Ruskin’s Unto this Last, and particularly by the anti-industrial
utopian aspects of his work, that he summarised in three points: 68
1. That the good of the individual is contained in the good of all.
2. That a lawyer’s work has the same value as the barber’s, inasmuch as all have the same right of
earning their livelihood from their work.
3. That a life of labour, i.e., the life of the tiller of the soil and the handicraftsman, is the life
worth living.69

In his seminal work Hind Swaraj, Gandhi describes the need for a new education
– a revolution in education and society – to replace Thomas Macaulay’s ‘false and
de-Indianising education’ employed during British rule.70 Gandhi explains, ‘the
foundation that Macaulay laid has enslaved us. I do not suggest he has any such
intention but that has been the result.’71
Nai Talim was designed to enhance life with a range of political, social and economic
tactics. As a response to the industrialisation of the population, Gandhi suggested a
more localised and active education focused on the three H’s: Head, Heart and Hand.
This education would help integrate the school with the home, the relationship that
had been severed almost entirely. He suggested the school had become similar to the
‘repeated performance of an assigned task whose purpose and meaning were unknown
to the worker’, and that it should be integrated into society and home life.72 He also
67
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felt that education had become a means to segregate fortunate from less-fortunate
citizens, creating an elite and exclusive stratum of society.
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Craft was a key component of Nai Talim, a model that began as early as 1910 at
Tolstoy Farm School, and 1917 at Champaran Schools, the Sabarmati Ashram and
Gujarat Vidyapith, where notions of narrative and storytelling were integrated into
teaching rather than using textbooks.73 In later years, manual hands-on experiences
of productive craft,74 were incorporated into primary school curricula, due to the
understanding that Nai Talim maintained a ‘creative balance between intellectual
development and practical activities’.75 Dewey had also suggested children should
be involved in adult occupations, and although it is said the two never met, Dewey
and Gandhi had many synchronised ideas. In The School and Society, Dewey explains
the meaning of the economic value of making in education by saying: the natural
connection of children’s everyday lives with the business environments around
them helps with an understanding of how they work; for example ‘the bank as a
factor in modern life ... what it does, and how it does it’. 76 However, he specifies
that connections between school and business life is not to prepare the child for
any particular business and ‘the aim is not the economic value of the products, but
the development of social power and insight’.77 Education scholar Gopalakrishna
Ramanathan goes so far as to say ‘Gandhi takes on where Dewey leaves off’ in terms of
developing a democratic craft based (or adult occupation-based) pedagogy.78 Whereas
Dewey highlighted the experiential value of craft, Gandhi went further by arguing that
the economic value of craft was intrinsic to the experience ‘because it is the economic
value that invests the craft with real significance in the actual life of the child’.79 For
Gandhi, the importance of economic value relates to practices of self-sufficiency: there
is empowerment through entrepreneurship.
Using craft as pedagogy in India was seen as a socially radical idea. It contested
the Indian caste framework that was seen to legitimise ‘derision for manual work
by linking it with the lower castes’ and to stigmatise others by exclusion from the
hierarchy.80 Craft was a ‘pivot’ or ‘centre’ to Gandhi’s education philosophy:81 Nai
Talim tried to embed craft into multiple disciplines by using the manual practices of
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handicrafts to teach different subjects.82 For Gandhi, learning a manual activity not
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only benefits the particular task, it is also a transferrable skill to other situations and
disciplines. He writes: ‘The method of training the mind through village handicrafts
from the very beginning as the central fact would promote the real, disciplined
development of the mind resulting in conservation of the intellectual energy and
indirectly also the spiritual.’83 He further writes:
I would therefore begin the child’s education by teaching it a useful handicraft and enabling it
to produce from the moment it begins its training. I hold that the highest development of the
mind and the soul is possible under such a system of education. Only every handicraft has to
be taught not merely mechanically as is done today but scientifically, i.e. the child should know
the why and the wherefore of every process.84

For Gandhi, craft is a process of learning how to learn, learning how to build logic,
and learning how things work in a continuous sequence. Craft is an equalising activity,
and one that helps focus the mind, develop creativity and potentially a meditative
state.
The idea that school should not be an ‘island’ in the community is also underlined by
the type of craft taught which should be closely related with the skills found in the
neighbourhood. The choice of hand weaving, carpentry or shoe making depends on
the local craft of the area.85 Gandhi points out, a year before his death, that although
Nai Talim utilises handicrafts as a pedagogic method, it has a broader meaning:
[Nai Talim] was popularly and correctly described as education through handicrafts. This was
part of the truth. The root of this new education went much deeper. It lay in the application
of truth and love in every variety of human activity, whether in individual life or a corporate
one. The notion of education through handicraft rose from the contemplation of truth and love
permeating life’s activities. Love required that true education should be easily accessible to all
and should be of use to every villager in his daily life. Such education was not derived from nor
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did it depend upon books … Therefore, it was learnt from the Book of Life which cost nothing
and which could not be taken away from one by any force on earth.86
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It is the social, simple and lifelong character of Gandhi’s Nai Talim that offers a model
for an education that promotes ethical citizenship based on his principles of swaraj
(self-government), satyagraha (non-violent resistance) and ahimsa (respect for all living
things)87 one that has elements that are still relevant today.
Nai Talim was implemented as the national system of education following
Independence in 1947, a year before Gandhi’s assassination. But following his
death, it is said that he had no successors in the field of education, which made its
implementation and management very difficult, both pedagogically and politically.
Difficulties in administration and teacher training, and a growing disapproval from
the upper and middle classes, led to its hasty withdrawal. It was criticised as being
‘more emotional than intellectual in nature’ despite the state’s moral responsibility to
keep Gandhi’s legacy alive through ideological support.88 In the face of widespread
scepticism and resistance in the mid 1960s, when the state’s positive bias gave way to
pressures favouring mechanistic modernisation of agricultural productivity, enthusiasm
for Nai Talim dried up.89 Ramanathan explains:
At one end Basic Education has been condemned as a retreat from civilisation and at the other
it has been reduced to a ritualism which tolerates, and sometimes exalts, substandard comforts
of living, in the name of the integration of school life with the life of the large masses of
poverty-stricken people.90

Despite the cancellation of Nai Talim, after Independence the National Commissions
elaborated on themes from Gandhi’s educational philosophy with a focus on national
development.91 Today, in government education the most obvious remnants of
Nai Talim can be found in the form of weekly ‘work experience’ sessions, which
Muktangan identified as the most appropriate timetable window for our workshops.
However, although workshops can be seen as an opportunity for children to experience
the work of architects, I would argue that the adaptation of some architectural design
methods can help develop social power and insight, rather than an experience of the
profession itself.
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Nai Talim was restarted in 2005 at a school named Anand Niketan, in Sevagram,
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Wardha (Fig. 3.20), and has been described as ‘a vital alternative for development of a
just and sustainable society’.92 Indeed, Gandhi’s principles of swaraj [self-government],
satyagraha [non-violent resistance] and ahimsa [respect for all living things]’ today
underpin wider theories and practices of global citizenship pedagogy too. Kumar
writes about the foundations of development education on Gandhian (and Freirean)
ideals;93 and UNESCO’s Mahatma Gandhi Institute of Education for Peace and
Sustainable Development (MGIEP) discussed in Chapter 1, uses the vows to guide the
development of education for sustainable development.
Gandhi’s use of craft as a socially activist tool against oppressors was a critique of
society through education that we can learn from. First, craft can be used as an

3.20
Nai Talim Anand Niketan school in Wardha, 2016.

equalising political tool, promoting democracy and highlighting the importance of
design and production, often situated in informal environments. Second, the practice
of craft can help develop learning in relation to multiple school subjects and skills
necessary for lifelong learning. Third, craft helps develop individual and local skills
but also wider life values for global citizenship. In these terms, I argue Gandhi’s Nai
Talim can be called a place-based education, or to borrow from Gruenewald, ‘a critical
pedagogy of place’.94 Place-based contemporary aims for ‘decolonisation’, through
developing a culturally responsive learning that undoes ‘the damage done by multiple
forms of oppression’ and ‘reinhabitation’, that teaches ‘how to live well together in a
place without doing damage to others, human or non-human’ can be found in the
essence of Nai Talim over half a century ago.95

Ecole Moderne
The second design related pedagogy I want to discuss in relation to the work with
children from Muktangan School is the Ecole Moderne (modern school) started by
French educator Célestin Frienet. His pedagogy is founded on the idea that
‘[o]n prépare la démocratie de demain par la démocratie à l’école’ which means ‘we make
tomorrow’s democracy through democracy at school’. 96 While Dewey, Gandhi and
Tagore were reinventing education in America and India by emphasising the role of
experience and craft, in France Freinet was developing a similar pedagogy that used
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both the environment and design through making as learning tools. Freinet, a teacher
and active practitioner from southern France, began developing Ecole Moderne in
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the village of Bar-sur-Loup after the First World War, as a reaction to the traditional
methods of learning by rote. The Ecole Moderne advocates that the needs and interests
of children should be the starting point of instruction; that the teacher’s role is that
of facilitator and guide; and that children can learn from each other, from family
members and from ordinary people in the community.97 Freinet’s child-led pedagogy
encouraged children to discover, hypothesise and realise their own errors in practical
settings and in groups, using the environment as a tool for learning, and I argue, using
architectural techniques.
Freinet’s Ecole Moderne is constructivist and democratic in nature, but his emphasis
on his role as practitioner contrasts with the more theoretical backgrounds of Piaget,
Vygotsky and even Dewey. His child-centred pedagogy is defined, developed and
carried out in a practice-led way. He specifies that the distinction between theoretician
and practitioner is important by writing:
[W]e [educators] are not theorists but practitioners. Practitioners who like other artisans at
their work benches, sometimes with limited theoretical knowledge, invent and perfect their
tools, and devise special processes and techniques of their trade that they manage later to
systematize in order to offer them to their colleagues.98

In Making, Ingold portrays the craftsperson as working to the grain of his material
through a process of correspondence.99 Here, Freinet suggests that education should
work in a similar way; by developing relevant tools to help mould and guide children’s
development, always working with the grain rather than against it, but constantly
developing rather than remaining static.
Freinet’s approach took the focus away from theorising education and towards the
practical development of skills and tools that could be used widely on any subject in
a similar way to Gandhi. Children were encouraged to develop a mode of practice,
problem-solving and an inquiring mind that would provide them with lifelong
learning skills. The title of his work Education Through Work is a good example of
this pedagogy in words:100 for Freinet, ‘the medium is the method’.101 His pedagogy
focused on the importance of making as a logic building exercise of common
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sense, intertwining theory and practice into praxis. As an example, in the 1949
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film L’Ecole Buissonnière (Passion for Life) directed by Jean-Paul Le Chanois and
written by Freinet’s wife Elise Freinet, with whom he ran the school, the story of a
teacher named Pascal is dramatised, showing how pedagogical experiments based
on Freinet’s model were practised with a class of children in a village school. Their
activities include building a dam, measuring the fountain in the village square, writing
local news articles, printing and making a newspaper to share their learning, and
even correspondence and letter writing with another school in Alsace. I argue these
activities are architectural in character; some more obvious practices of building (from
found materials), measuring a site, writing and printing; but also, some more socially
engaged techniques such as composing a newspaper and publishing a printed and
graphic composition, a practice that is often used by architectural groups and students
as a means of communicating manifestos and new ideas.

3.21
Still from the film Ecole Buissoniere, 1948.

These architectural and design activities are educational in that they help provide
opportunities for learning different skills, and they emphasise the relationship between
students and their environment. But they also engage with and contribute to the
production of the environment (in this case the village) through physical interventions
designed by the children. Freinet sees these activities as adult occupations and
‘education through work’102 and therefore coins the terms work as play (that he calls
‘work-play’103) and play as work (or ‘play-work’104) as types of learning practice, writing
that:
… [R]eal work is a whole: there can be just as much good sense, intelligence and useful
philosophical speculation in the head of a person who’s building a wall as in that of a scientist
doing research in a laboratory. Only, both carry out their functions according to their own
preferences and capacities.105

3.22
Freinet's proposed classroom plan for an education through
work, 1958.

This understanding of thinking is similar to Gandhi’s; both Freinet and Gandhi
believed self-guided work (design or craft) helped children learn in a holistic way.
Freinet writes: ‘[C]hildren’s practical ability to respond to encouragements towards
independent, individualised, creative and rewarding ‘work-play’ will depend on
whether the milieu actually permits them to take charge and carry out genuinely
worthwhile projects of various sorts.’106 The ideas of ‘genuinely worthwhile projects’,
‘taking charge’ and ‘carrying out’ were particularly new for the time, but these notions
are still hard to find in school environments today. Furthermore, the idea that children
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could take control and undertake ‘genuinely worthwhile projects’ independently
relates to architectural practice. Freinet’s school projects were inherently functional
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within society and the environment: they were urban/architectural projects that
contributed to place. The projects required the children to use multiple design
processes and work in collaboration. Ultimately, they promoted active citizenship.
The Ecole Moderne’s democratic practices were not limited to the classroom. Freinet
suggested that the school had a more important role than it had been entrusted with
thus far: a role of reconstructing society and a widening of the territory of education
into the political realm. For him the school represented the ‘embryo of the social
community’.107 These democratic practices connect in a large part to what he called
the ‘hidden curriculum’ of a school: ‘the set of values, work habits and character traits
tacitly promoted by the school’ as an overarching essence of the approach.108 His
pedagogy deconstructed the school, emphasising the use of the environment and
external materials/tools, re-examining learning as a democratic tool. If the school is a
body that legitimises the political norms of a culture, then its role should constantly
be re-examined to ensure it is evolving in parallel with society and in the most
democratic way. Earlier, Dewey had identified the importance of the relationship
between democracy and education, and their reciprocity from two angles of concern.
First, that education can lead to a more democratic society, and second that democracy
should infiltrate the classroom. Freinet focused on the former and the second followed:
he insisted that all teachers should become social and political activists, writing
that ‘pedagogically and morally speaking we do not have the right to ignore errors
and injustices [of our society] which affect the child beyond our supervision and
responsibility’.109 John Sivell argues that ‘whereas others viewed the division between
child-centred education and political and social militancy as a rupture, Freinet saw the
two factors as being linked by concern for the well-being of the child’.110 I would add
that this attention to the well-being of the child (and the community) is comparable
with the beliefs and methods of Gandhi around the same time in India.
The Ecole Moderne pedagogy was not static, nor was it confined to one school. To
that end Freinet founded a school cooperative named the Cooperative d’Education
Laïque (Secular Education Cooperative) in 1926. This cooperative, or trade union,
represented teachers of the Ecole Moderne and also produced teaching materials and
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publications for those who practised Freinet’s pedagogy.111 Workshop materials and
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session plans designed, documented and tested by Ecole Moderne teachers and students,
were included in the publication; through this, classes could share their activity plans
with other teachers so that other schools could trial the projects (Figs. 3.23 and 3.24).
Draft workshops or pedagogic experiments were prepared, tested, critiqued, received
recommendations, and were re-submitted as revised versions to the Ecole Moderne
catalogue of activities. Through the critical, participatory and democratic nature
of his educational model, the cooperative, formed of teachers, developed a range of
class-led activities over many years, many of which can be found online today in a
comprehensive archive.112 Both teachers and children were involved decision makers in
this participatory education method, which could constantly grow, develop and adapt
to its changing society and space.113
The education approach engaged with craft in other ways too. In the village, most
of the children’s parents worked as craftspeople. Freinet felt the local artisans had
previously been exploited, and so in solidarity and to reinforce the importance

3.23
Cover of a pedagogic publication by
the Ecole Moderne for an 'Exploration
Class', 1938.

of design and making as an adult occupation, the school cooperative extended to
represent the craftspeople as well as the teachers. The cooperative (or trade union)
made sure crafts were sold at fair prices, further underlining the potential for the
school as a community anchor.
The economic activity in Freinet’s model connects somewhat to Gandhi’s idea that
economics and financial sustainability were important aspects of education. Both
however differ from Dewey, who saw the lack of economic pressure at school as giving
favourable conditions within which children can practice. Notably, he wrote:
[T]he absence of economic pressure in schools supplies an opportunity for reproducing
industrial situations of mature life under conditions where the occupation can be carried on for
its own sake. If in some cases, pecuniary recognition is also a result of an action, though not the
chief motive for it, that fact may well increase the significance of the occupation.114

In other words, without economic distraction the occupation and its relating methods
can be focused on more holistically. Dewey described a situation where not only can
children practice learning in an un-economic environment as a way of integrating the
school with the home and community, but also in which this practice can add value
111

Freinet published a magazine called L’Educateur (the educator) which collated articles, findings and teaching

materials for teachers practising the Freinet technique. He printed it with his own printing press, that the children at
the school in Bar sur Loup also used for their newspaper.
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to the activity outside of the school for the adult practitioners. Whereas Gandhi wants
children to be involved in the economic aspect of craft, Freinet acknowledges the
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economic activity of the parents as part of the politics and democracy of education,
but does not include the children directly in this. In the workshops with Muktangan
School, the children would not engage with the economy of craft, as I will discuss in
more detail in Chapter 4. However, the economic aspect of working with craftspeople
was not overlooked. In line with Dewey, I felt that the children would benefit from
having fewer financial restraints on what they could produce. They would have more
opportunities to imagine, feel and draw; adding economic aspects to their work
would distract them from design in the first instance, the experience of making in the
settlement, and notions of active citizenship.
Freinet’s approach expressed a critique of the education of his time in France through
practice, an education that, to borrow Stahelin’s words, contests some ideologies
but reproduces others.115 His criticism of the too-static Montessori method and the
bureaucracy of the French school system was actively implied through the use of reciprocal
techniques and tools which he distinguished from methods. Freinet’s pedagogical
techniques used innovative tools or ‘instruments’ to build relationships between students
and teachers.116 They provided opportunities for ‘invaluable feedback to help educators
reflect upon and improve their practice’. A distinction is made between techniques and
methods that he felt ‘impeded the general improvement of educators by encouraging
uncritical imitation of pre-established curricula’.117 This distinction underlines a dialogical
and reflective pedagogy that is contemporising and adaptable in nature.
Freinet’s pedagogy is relevant to this research in a number of ways: First, due to its design
and making-based engagement with the environment, using child-led methods and
fabrication as logic building exercises, inspired by the local artisans found in the town;
second, because of the wider democratic political nature of the school that should contribute
to and be respected as a main actor in the development of democratic rules in society; third,
thanks to its techniques which, in order to stay relevant, must contemporise and be open to
critique through participation and reflection within the school itself; and finally, as a mode
of learning that is both informal and formal, and helps children develop as responsible
citizens. The Ecole Moderne is also a type of place-based education.
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From the study of Gandhi and Freinet’s pedagogies, there is much upon which to
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reflect, and to compare with the pedagogic attempts with Muktangan School. In
Nai Talim, the practice of craft can teach logic and focus, problem-solving and
independence. In the Ecole Moderne, design and making help link play and work,
and build democracy. The political nature of craft and making in both cases is
significant; both engaged with place through craft as a way of stitching home and
school together, by involving children in adult occupations. However, in this research,
rather than the children learning a manual craft themselves, they are involved in a
broader architectural design process through which they can develop processes of
agency, design thinking and active citizenship. They can do so by working with their
local community to redesign collaboratively elements of their environment. This
compares to Freinet’s ideas of involving children in ‘genuinely worthwhile projects’,
enabling them to ‘take charge’ and ‘carry out’ their designs for the world.118 These
notions of participation, that relate to Hart’s recommendation that we need to take
children’s participation seriously, also resonate with Dewey’s emphasis on democracy
and experience, linking back to the constructivist (self-led) foundations of progressive
education.119 Following Freinet, I propose a reciprocal and contemporising education
through live architectural practice, where the medium of design is the method.
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3.24
Article in L'Educateur about
'how to run a class outdoors',
1947.
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Session 18, June 2014
At the beginning of the 2014–15 school year, I brought the tapestry into the classroom,
where the children saw their embroidered map for the first time. We gathered around the
embroidery for 20 minutes on the classroom floor, looking, discussing and observing the
craftspeople’s work. We discussed what they had represented and why. What had they learnt
from the project? What did Tapestry represent? The children said they had enjoyed taking
photographs of the settlement, that the act of walking and photographing had underlined
the amount of making near their homes that they had not been aware of before. They felt
they had discovered Mariamma Nagar in a new way and that they learnt from their built
surroundings as well as their families and friends. However, they had noticed negative
aspects of their settlement too; they did not like the rubbish they saw on the ground and
in the canal, they wanted to make Mariamma cleaner and to reduce the pollution that
made them feel uncomfortable. They were worried about diseases that can spread because
of open gutters and stagnant water; they noticed the greenness of the racecourse and felt the
settlement would improve with the presence of more trees and gardens to freshen the air.
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3.25
Walking through the settlement
with the tapestry to show the
Love Grove children on their
first day of 7th standard, 2014.
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3.26–3.28
Session 18, Love Grove
children encounter their
embroidered map in the
classroom, 2014.
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3.28
3.29
Love Grove 7th standard
children hold up their
embroidered map in the
classroom, 2014.
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In this research, the neighbourhood Mariamma Nagar, defined by various socio-spatial
localising practices of territorialisation, reterritorialisation and deterritorialisation,
simultaneously legitimised and illegal, presents a context for economies of craft and
making.120 The project Tapestry represents a form of learning the city by engaging with
a community of makers in the neighbourhood, a local material culture, and by actively
using and experiencing the informal practices of jugaad to develop relationships and
design decisions. It is through Tapestry that I experienced the informal craft economy
that operates within a duality of legitimisation and marginalisation, which reinforces
the necessity for continued practices of informality. Informal craft practices of making
that embody speculation, composition and bricolage121 along with a more formal
and rooted heritage of design language, material knowledge and skill, can provide
contemporary opportunities for place-based learning.
The politics of making is as we have seen important to the history of Indian
Independence and a number of Indian pedagogies,122 and therefore forms an important
context for developing an architectural design pedagogy in Mumbai. Through Tapestry,
by working with craft, not only are we representing the local material culture of the
neighbourhood, but we can also make contemporary connections with the features
of swaraj (self-government), satyagraha (non-violent resistance), swadeshi (use of local
products) and ahimsa (respect for all living things): Attention to these values can lead
to caring for the environment, and also help develop practices of active citizenship in
the contemporary urban realm.
The political importance of craft and making in education were demonstrated in
Freinet’s pedagogy of making and design/DIY or ‘work-play’ in the environment, and
in Gandhian pedagogy in which craft is localising, meditative and focusing attention.
Both demonstrate the vital role that (urban) design, thought and practice can play in
pedagogy. Both used craft and making as political acts, but in different ways. Gandhi
wanted to demonstrate the capacity for non-violence, equality and freedom through
local work, whereas Freinet demonstrated the potential for and success of children’s
120
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pedagogy Siksha-Satra came from years of pedagogical experimenting at Santiniketan. ‘The aim then of the Siksha-Satra
is, through experience in dealing with this overflowing abundance of child life, its charm and simplicity, to provide the
utmost liberty within surroundings that are filled with creative possibilities, with opportunities for the joy of play that
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freedom as a citizen of a small community.’ Elmhirst and Tagore, Rabindranath Tagore, p. 68.
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‘worthwhile’ serious engagement with the world and their environment through
design. Both however identify the importance of what could be called ‘correspondence’
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through materials: democracy through design and making. I argue both can be called
place-based pedagogies and their notions of using craft and making are still relevant
ways of engaging learners in active citizenship – politically, socially and spatially –
today.
Tapestry represents craft as a political act too; the artefact highlights and valorises
informal practices of embroidery and demonstrates the skill of local craftspeople. The
designed project acts as a conduit for expression of communities that are often not
heard, both children and craftspeople. Engaging with craft was a way of stitching
home and school together, and bringing together a group who had not made a
connection with Love Grove School before.
In addition, the embroidery itself highlights and valorises spontaneity, collaboration
and informality in what became a conversation piece for the project more broadly.
Tapestry also demonstrates that community ideas can become material and cultural
through practices of design and making: craft can be place-making and identity
forming, and provides an opportunity for contemporary urban learning.
From this point onward in the research, craft and making would become key
pedagogical design methods: I argue design and pedagogy can interplay to provide
the creativity and material culture lacking in municipal education in India and
beyond. They can combine the craftspeople’s tangible knowhow and skills, the place’s
material palette and imaginative designs by local children to produce locally made
interventions. I would continue the pedagogical experiments by involving the children
more actively in the processes of design and making as place-based learning activities.
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Overleaf 4.0
Session 26, a pupil annotates his final
design drawing for a new gutter cover,
2015.
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Chapter 4 explores the vital role that children and facilitators play in design-based and
place-based education, through the description and analysis of project 4, Settlement
Interventions. This chapter asks how architectural design processes can be adapted
to suit children’s abilities. Through a critical pedagogical lens, I discuss the different
activities we undertook, the children’s design responses and produced interventions
as the outcome of these activities between learning and architecture. What did the
children design for their neighbourhood and why? How did the pedagogic techniques
we used enable this? What did the children learn and how?
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In 2015 and 2016 the pedagogic design experiments with Love Grove 7 /8

standard focused on designing settlement interventions for learning situations in the
neighbourhood Mariamma Nagar. In 2015 the children set their design brief and
designed conceptual responses; in 2016, they designed responses in detail and were
involved in the fabrication of their interventions for the settlement. What were the
exact processes of the design sessions and relationships involved? What interventions
did children design for the settlement and why?
Settlement Interventions began in January 2015, when the children were in 7th standard,
age 12. I had last seen the children the previous June, when I had brought the tapestry
in to their classroom, and had asked them if they wanted to continue working on the
project in the settlement, to which they had unanimously agreed. I had also met a number
of people who would help facilitate for the duration of this live project: Architect Vinita
Gatne, educator Michael Cutts, and landscape designer Adrienne Thadani, in addition to
Muktangan arts and crafts teachers Pratibha and Srivivas.
Session 19, 17 December 2014
To document activities of making we held an exploratory ‘walkabout’ session, building
on the previous practice of mapping the settlement in project 2 the year before. Searching
for crafts often hidden behind doors, this process became an activity of inquiry and
documentation, a precursor to critical thought. Inspired by the successes of engagement with
craftspeople for the making of Tapestry, and drawing on making related pedagogies of
Freinet 1 and Gandhi, 2 we identified craft as an important pedagogical ingredient in our
design practice. However, it was also important that the children explored and defined the
pool of local craft themselves. What practices of making could they find in the settlement?
With cameras and clipboards, and in five groups, the children went into the settlement
with the teachers and facilitators to survey and collate information. They photographed the
activities they saw and identified addresses of the karigars. They found makers of garlands,3
metal boxes, bags, chutneys, chai, pakodas4 and other food items; women’s-wear tailors,
machine and handwork embroiderers, incense stick packagers, bricklayers, television fixers
and bicycle repairers.

1

Freinet’s pedagogy is entitled the Ecole Moderne. See Chapter 3, Craft as Teacher.

2

Gandhi’s pedagogy is entitled Nai Talim. See Chapter 3, Craft as Teacher.

3

Marigolds are threaded onto strings along with leaves and sometimes lilac flowers, to make garlands used as offerings

for the gods and deities.
4

A pakoda is a fried snack made and eaten all over India.
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What would the children like to change in Mariamma Nagar? What issues had they
highlighted while making their map that they would like to revisit? They identified
important themes: Mosquitoes bite and spread disease, making people sick; inhabitants
fight and use profane language making them feel uncomfortable outside their homes; they
thought garbage should be stored in bins and separated for recycling, rather than on the
ground making the environment untidy; open gutters should be clean and closed, because
small children can fall in them and be hurt, rubbish blocks the drains causing flooding in
the monsoon, and mosquitoes breed in stagnant water; more clinics and facilities (such as
WCs and water points) are necessary to make inhabitants’ lives more comfortable; there are
not enough trees and green spaces, these would help make the air fresher and the place more
enjoyable; and lastly, people spitting on the ground spreads disease and made the children
feel uncomfortable.
We held a vote to define the five most important themes, and chose: Mosquitoes, fighting
and bad language, garbage and recycling, gutters, and more trees. Combining the craft
audit findings with chosen themes, the class split into five groups of their choosing and
began brainstorming how they might use the materials and making practices found locally
in the settlement to remedy the issues they had highlighted. They often referred to the
importance of creating a safe environment for children younger than themselves, and the
project began to naturally develop distinct notions of empathy and solidarity. The children
demonstrated their care for their community and their sensitivity to and awareness of their
learning environment, through the choice of these themes relating to wellbeing and health.
Sessions 21 and 22, 14 and 21 January 2015
It felt important at this stage to integrate an activity in which the children took on the roles of
journalists, documenting social and verbal information, and communicating with the community
so as not to make assumptions by including the residents as objects in their narrative building
and research. The children’s curiosity and investigations should work in collaboration with the
community, avoiding the objectification or dehumanisation of the settlement inhabitants. In the
classroom, each group developed a list of questions to ask residents of the settlement. Did residents
agree that the problems the children highlighted needed attention? If so, were residents already
devising solutions for these issues? What were they? The children shared journalistic roles within
their groups, photographing interviewees, asking questions and documenting responses. First they
practised in their classroom to build confidence. Then, the following session we ventured out into
the neighbourhood along with facilitators, and pre-prepared questions written on paper attached
to clipboards, with pens and cameras. A vast majority of inhabitants interviewed by the children
agreed with their criticisms and were enthusiastic for changes to be made. Very few had designed
responses themselves and many blamed the municipality5 for the neglect of their environment.
5
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Session 23, 28 January 2015
Back in the classroom we brainstormed design solutions, all the while being mindful of the
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local crafts we could work with. The children had identified a number of making activities
located in the settlement mentioned above. The children developed rationales for their
designs:
a. Mosquitoes
Mosquitoes are cause for widespread concern in Mumbai, particularly in areas near water
bodies such as the neighbouring Love Grove canal. The children each designed a mosquito
net for use in the home. They decided to use tailoring and hand embroidery crafts: During
their walkabouts, they had found a tailor who was making a wedding dress from fine net
and intricately embroidered patterns. Inspired by these materials, first they designed a net
for the window, door, bed, and also one to cover food.
b. More Trees
As Kevin Lynch points out, ‘the hunger for trees is outspoken and seemingly universal.’6
In Mumbai in particular, where trees and plants are often sacred (see tapestry key item
72), the attachment to ever dwindling green spaces in the city is growing in parallel to a
sharp decrease in the number of trees, due to widespread development. In response to this,
the children designed containers in which to grow small trees and plants. They designed a
wheelbarrow made from tin, which would hold a tree, a hanging ‘plant-bag’ made by the
bag makers, a green roof planter made from a tin box, and a tin planter on wheels.
c. Fighting and Bad Language
The children felt they heard a lot of vulgar language in the settlement, and often saw people
fighting, which made them feel uncomfortable. They worried about the effects on younger
children. Their designs included banners spreading messages to ‘avoid fight’ and to ‘not
use bad language’. They also designed a ‘debating not fighting’ table, where residents who
were angry with each other could sit at to converse. A wooden table, that would be piled
high with fruits and sweets, with two chairs on either side would provide a place to sit
and debate. The first prototype table, based on the designs of Gulam, Shahid and Vivek,
and made by the hand embroiderer, was created with an unused embroidery frame, and
decorated with hand-embroidered signage using sequinned slogans advising residents to
‘Avoid Fight’.
d. Open Gutters
Drainage is a challenge in Mumbai, particularly during the monsoon rains. The children
identified difficulties faced when rubbish accumulates in open gutters, leading to blockages
and resulting in flooding. They also highlighted that stagnant water trapped in gutters
6

Ward, The Child in the City, p. 159.
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provides an environment for mosquitoes to breed, often close to homes; and that young
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children playing on the ground could fall into the dirty water. They thought about metal
grilles of various sorts to cover the open or broken gutters. They decided to use tin as a
material for their intervention. Christina proposed to use ready-made tin box lids fixed
together, whereas Firoz and Ayman proposed welded iron rods or woven strips of tin to
create a mesh.
e. Rubbish and Recycling
Although city waste management is improving slowly, waste collection in informal settlements
continues to be problematic. Waste should be segregated and collected separately, however
composting is a sensitive subject as many believe it attracts snakes, rats and mosquitoes. Today
many schools are starting to teach their pupils about composting and waste management. 7
Here, having highlighted waste as a settlement issue, the children looked at waste management
in more detail. Tahera, Huda and Saba’s designs proposed to use ‘chindi’ (leftover cloth scraps)
to create household covers for furniture and curtains or room dividers.
May and June 2015
Facilitator and architect Vinita Gatne and I commissioned the craftspeople to make
preliminary prototypes on the basis of the children’s first conceptual design drawings. As
facilitators and architects, Vinita and I took special care to mediate objectively without
directing designs. We asked the craftspeople to interpret the children’s drawings without
any guidance from us to demonstrate how drawings communicate. Although this exercise
initially surprised the craftspeople, they soon understood the wider aims of the project, fast
becoming team members and engaging with the learning experiment. When information
was incomplete, they improvised.
Session 24, 25 November 2015
The facilitators and I brought the preliminary prototypes back to the classroom to resume
the project in November of the same year. I had been in London working in practice and
researching theoretical aspects of the project for the time in between sessions. The prototypes
acted as a reminder for the project, and demonstrated the potential for long timeframes within
design projects. The children were quick to remember their work, and compared their concept
drawings to the prototypes, analysing similarities and differences. We used this technique
to explore how the craftsmen would naturally respond to the level of detail provided in the
children’s initial drawings. Through realisation of the drawings, the children became more
aware of the importance of their own communication skills and clarity, and critiqued their
own drawings along with each other’s through the crafted interpretations. What was correct or
incorrect? What information had been missing? What did they like or dislike, and why?

7

For instance, RUR, the NGO we worked with earlier to make the ‘fresh air desk’ discussed in Chapter 2, School as

Neighbourhood, focuses on involving children in the development of waste management solutions.
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Sessions 25 and 26, 9 and 16 December 2015
We continued by working on developing, improving and annotating final design drawings.
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We explored different drawing methods: sketching, three-dimensional and technical
drawings, two-dimensional elevations, plans, black and white, coloured, layered, and
even exploded axonometric drawings. The children were free to choose their own ways of
expressing their designs and their work varied substantially: some made coloured drawings,
some technical, and some illustrative; some added vast amounts of written detail; some
made detailed drawings to be embroidered. Based on their knowledge of the craftspeople’s
skill, and on receipt of the preliminary prototypes, the children were excited to work with
colours and details, beads and gems. Drawing became craft and also play.
Session 27, 6 January 2016
For each group of five pupils and their theme of work we would make one final set of
prototypes. In order to do this, the children chose their favourite designs from among the
group and amalgamated a final set of drawings. Muktangan’s non-competitive approach
was an important foundation: the children had no hesitations in choosing the design details
they liked best, without any quarrels and with a truly convivial attitude.
Session 28, 13 January 2016
We invited the craftspeople (Mahetab, Ismat Ali, Moinuddin and Mushtak) to the
classroom to discuss designs with the children. Each group took turns to explain their designs
with the help of their final annotated drawings, and the craftspeople gave advice and
helped brainstorm design solutions further, before going back to the settlement to commence
fabrication. Until this point, any contact with the craftspeople had been made during site
visits: the facilitators8 and I had worked with them independently during school holidays
and out of school hours. However, we quickly realised that this part of the design process
was an important learning activity and despite timetable challenges, an integral part of the
praxis that should involve the class too. Such inclusion of the craftspeople in the classroom
had never happened before, and had we asked for permission from the municipality, our
request could have been rejected due to the unusual nature and security risks. Muktangan’s
willingness to invite the craftspeople into the school despite the potential for reprimand is
a good example of how the school contests formalities with informal processes, in order to
enrich education.

8

Architect Vinita Gatne and educator Michael Cutts.
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Session 29, 3 February 2016
a. Mosquitoes
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The children’s final designs focused on stopping mosquitoes entering homes. They designed
two interventions: one embroidered window and one embroidered door net, each on a
wooden frame, both jointly made by the tailor, carpenter and hand embroiderer. They made
intricate designs for the nets, to embellish their products and make them more attractive to
settlement dwellers. The children thought that more people would be interested in using the
nets if they were embellished. They chose bright colours, adding borders and beaded fringes
to make them more decorative. The nets could be removed from their frames in order to be
washed.
b. More Trees
Final designs included an embroidered bag for shopping, with drawings highlighting the
need to ‘save trees’ and illustrations of green places, mountains and forests; and a mobile
planter, made from a plastic crate usually used by vegetable sellers, wrapped in a decorative
embroidered sleeve, also depicting a similar design to that of the bag. The planter designed
to facilitate growing edible plants used in cooking local food such as curry leaf, mint,
‘ajuine’, bay leaf and coriander, as well as tulsi (holy basil, a plant known for its ayurvedic9
properties). We found the crate at a vegetable market and bought plants from a local nursery.
The planter was small enough to be carried into the home at night to keep it safe from theft.
Both the bag and the planter covers were made by the bag maker and machine embroiderer.
c. Fighting and Bad Language
The children were very happy with their first hand embroidered prototype tabletop. However,
they added foldable legs and also commissioned a ‘fine box’ made of tin. The fine box was
decorated with intricately made patches designed by Sanika, announcing the fine amount
of Rs 100 for each expletive, and slogans such as ‘don’t use bad language’. Vivek designed a
large hand embroidered fabric banner to communicate their idea. These pieces were made
by the hand embroiderer and carpenter.
d. Open Gutters
The final gutter cover design used tin box lids, along with a metal mesh beneath a welded
frame surround, to stop mosquitoes from entering and exiting and objects falling in the
gutters. The tin box maker provided the tin lids with which to construct the new gutter
cover, however the carpenter created the final design. The cover was painted orange to make
it visible with a view to being painted with designs, transforming it into a play device for
younger children.

9

Ayurveda is a historical traditional Indian system of medicine, that has its origins in the Vedic culture, that focuses

on the use of natural resources.
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e. Rubbish and Recycling
The group decided to design segregated wet and dry metal waste bins, to be the same size as
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those provided by the municipality, but with additional embroidered signage. The signage
shows the type of waste to be thrown inside in written and drawn form. One bin for
recycling and dry waste was painted green and one bin for food and wet waste was painted
brown. The carpenter organised the bins to be fabricated outside the settlement and the
machine embroiderer made the labels.
Session 30, 10 February 2016
Upon receipt of the final prototypes, we held a session to present and critique projects
in the classroom. The children prepared final presentations of their designs to the rest of
the class, thinking about how they wanted to present to the settlement community. An
entrepreneurial attitude took hold – they described why the design decisions they had
made were important, and what aspects of their products the community would find most
important. Many of the groups chose to include role-play as a way of communicating
their chosen theme. This method is often used by Muktangan as a means to communicate
with parents and families, so the children were familiar with this structure and enjoyed
dramatising the issues and potential solutions. They asked thoughtful questions to each
presenting group and independently debated among themselves without being prompted.
The children wanted to prove to their community that their ideas were founded in the
locality, were rational and worked well. They developed presentations that were convincing
using demonstrations, facts and explanations. Four years of participatory design research
had involved them in thinking both as designers and ‘clients’: they were now able to switch
between the two perspectives, a representation of their increased capacity to engage with
notions of other and self.
Session 31, 17 February 2016
The settlement presentation took place in the form of a last ‘walkabout’ activity, mirroring
the previous walking activities throughout the four projects. The children chose locations for
their presentations to suit their prototypes by relating to the immediate environment. We
began with the Mosquitoes group, who presented under the large settlement peepul tree, a
local landmark (see Tapestry, section E4 and E5). A large crowd formed as I introduced
the project in broken Hindi and the children presented their window and doorframes,
highlighting the intricate embroidery and embellishments. A large gathering had formed
and many passers-by asked how they could acquire their designs. Next, the Fighting and
Bad Language group presented their debating table, fine box and banner in the maidan
(open play area), while inhabitants of the SRA building watched from their windows above,
and people wandered in and out of the event gathering. Then, we walked together carrying
the interventions between us down the narrow main street. Halfway down, the Recycling
group presented their dustbin designs for segregated waste. Further along the main street,
the Open Gutters group located a broken gutter near the pedestrian bridge over the canal,
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to demonstrate the aptitude of their design. They used a pail of water to show it could be
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cleaned, and threw pennies to demonstrate nothing would fall through the gaps. A large
crowd had gathered, and people asked if the municipality would provide these new designs.
Finally, back where we had started under the peepul tree, the More Trees group showed their
embroidered shopping bag and kitchen planter, giving away plants to people watching, in a
bid to increase green spaces in the settlement.
The children demonstrated a seriousness and enthusiasm for the public engagement aspect of
their project that I had not expected. They were proud of their work and they were pleased
to have an opportunity to prove to adults that they were proactive, talented, and able to
develop and implement real solutions for their environment. Sadik said: ‘[P]eople think
we are small so we can’t do anything, and they take us for granted, but when they saw the
materials, and our ideas and creativity then they believed that yes we can do something. I
feel proud that I can do something for my community’.10 Some of the presentations can
be seen in a video piece about the presentation day (Fig. 4.72), filmed by videographer
Suzannah Heath-Eves, 11 and edited by Saif Azmi. 12

10

Video of the presentation day, February 2016. See <http://www.vimeo.com/203826187>, accessed April 4 2018.

11

Suzannah Heath-Eves is a videographer from Montreal who lives in Mumbai, and works between India and Canada.

Her film Jugaad (2017) explores the various ways innovative problem-solving can be seen in practice in the city. She
volunteered to document the presentation day in the settlement.
12
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Saif Azmi is a film-maker from Mumbai, who volunteered to edit the video of the settlement presentation day.
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4.1
Session 19, Love Grove 7th
standard with Muktangan
facilitators set off to explore
craft in the settlement, 2015.
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4.2–4.9
Photographs taken by the
children of crafts they found
in the settlement during the
walkabout, 2015.
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4.10
Photograph of an open gutter
taken by the children during
our walkabout, 2015.
4.11
A pupil photographs dustbins
in Mariamma Nagar, 2015.
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4.12
Session 20, vote for what the
children wanted to change most
in Mariamma Nagar, 2015.
4.13
Session 22, Love Grove
pupils interview settlement
inhabitants,
2015.
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4.14
Session 23, brainstorming
settlement crafts in the
classroom, 2015.
4.15
The class then discuss
settlement issues, 2015.
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4.16
4.16 and 4.17
Taukir and Ousama's first
sketch designs for mosquito
nets, 2015.
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4.18
4.18 and 4.19
Shubh and Aaliya’s first sketch
designs to increase green spaces
in the settlement, 2015.
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4.20 and 4.21
4.20, 4.21 and 4.22
Sanika, Vivek, and Aryan’s first
sketch designs for a debating
table, fine box and banner to
reduce Fighting and use of bad
language in the settlement,
2015.
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4.23
4.23 and 4.24
Firoz and Christina’s first sketch
designs for a new gutter cover
design using tin, 2015.
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4.25
4.25 and 4.26
Huda and Saba’s preliminary
design ideas for recycling
materials found in the
settlement to create home
furnishings, 2015.
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4.27
4.27–4.31
Vinita and I discuss the
children’s preliminary designs
with craftspeople in the
settlement,
April/May 2015.
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4.32
Love Grove pupils discuss
their designs with the hand
embroiderer in his workshop,
May 2015.
4.33
Moinuddin’s hand embroidery
for the Fighting and Bad
Language group’s preliminary
designs, May 2015.
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4.34
Session 24, Fighting and Bad
Language group assess their
embroidered debating table top.
4.35
The Mosquitoes group assess
their first prototypes,
November 2015.
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4.36
Vinita facilitates the Open
Gutters group discussion
around their first prototype.
4.37
More Trees group present their
thoughts around their tree bag
prototype, November 2015.
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4.38
Session 25, the class re-design
their objects and start making
final annotated drawings,
December 2015.
4.39
Session 26, they add colour and
detail to their drawings.
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4.40
4.40 and 4.41
Final design drawings by
Ousama and Aman for
mosquito nets for doors and
windows, December 2015.
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4.42
4.42 and 4.43
Final design drawings for a
mobile planter by Aaliya and
Shubh, December 2015.
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4.44
4.44 and 4.45
Final design drawings for the
fine box and banner, by Vivek
and Sanika, December 2015.
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4.46
4.46 and 4.47
Final design drawings for the
gutter cover by Christina and
Sangam, December 2015.
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4.48
4.48 and 4.49
Final design drawings for wet
and dry waste bins, by Huda
and Sadik, December 2015.
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4.50
Session 28, the craftsmen visit
the classroom to discuss design
fabrication, January 2016.
4.51
Hand embroidery work begins
for the fine box 'patches', 2016.
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4.52
Hand embroidered detail of
the Fighting and Bad Language
banner, 2016.
4.53
Machine embroidered clouds
are made for the mobile planter,
2016.
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4.54
Hand embroidered mosquito
net door in progress, January
2016.
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4.55
Machine embroidery for the
mobile planter,
January 2016.
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4.56
4.56 and 4.57
Session 30, Mosquitoes and
Gutter Cover groups assess their
final objects in the classroom,
February 2016.
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4.58
4.58 and 4.59
More Trees and Fighting and
Bad Language groups assess
their mobile planter and
debating table and fine box,
February 2016.
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4.60
Mosquitoes group present their door
and window mosquito nets to the
community in Mariamma Nagar
settlement, February 2016.
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4.61
More Trees group present their
mobile planter and shopping bag to
the community in Mariamma Nagar
settlement, February 2016.
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4.62
Fighting and Bad Language group
present their fine box, banner and
debating table to the community in
Mariamma Nagar settlement,
February 2016.
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4.63
Open Gutters group present their
gutter cover to the community
in Mariamma Nagar settlement,
February 2016.
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4.64
Rubbish and Recycling group
present their wet and dry waste bins
to the community in Mariamma
Nagar settlement, February 2016.
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4.2 Critical Pedagogical Design Practices
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Settlement Interventions, the final workshop series in this pedagogic investigation,
aimed to include the children in designing responses to their environment through a
defined sequence of activities taken from architectural design processes, broken down
into accessible undertakings. The workshops, that included site visits, documentation,
public engagement, concept and detailed design, prototyping, discussions with
craftspeople, fabrication, implementation on site, and lastly, a public presentation,
were used as pedagogic techniques during which the schoolchildren were involved in
changing their neighbourhood, and therefore practising their right to the city.

Documentation of making
The practice of documenting making activities created space for informal discoveries
and became a localising activity by developing a sense of empowerment and building
of local knowledge. Whereas previously I had identified and initiated relationships
with craftspeople myself, this time the children were able to develop their own picture
of the settlement resources that they would choose from independently. This highlights
a move towards greater opportunities for independent participation through choice
in reference to Freire’s ‘thematic universe’ as a palette. The ‘thematic universe’ is the
interaction between ‘concrete representations’ (spatial or social) of the ‘complex ideas,
concepts, hopes, doubts, values and challenges in dialectical interaction with their
opposites’, and that form themes that ‘indicate tasks to be carried out and fulfilled’.13 I
would like to add that making practices also take part in the ‘thematic universe’ as the
concrete socio-economic representations of local creative culture, an important part
of the founding strategic basis for the design project. Documenting gave the children
opportunities to meet their neighbours, but also acted as an architectural technique of
sustainability, using resources close by. Documentation helped emphasise awareness of
surroundings.

Brief building
Within architectural practice, brief building sits within the first design stage alongside
an identification of opportunities and constraints of the chosen site.14 Through
walkabouts followed by reflection exercises, the children chose environmental
constraints (mosquitoes, recycling, open gutters, more trees, and fighting and bad
language) that provided design opportunities. All the constraints they identified
focused on the need for the improved wellbeing of the settlement inhabitants. This
13

Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, p. 82.

14

RIBA, RIBA Plan of Work 2013 Overview, 2013, p. 14.

Opposite 4.65
Open Gutters group
demonstrate use of their gutter
cover on site, February 2016.
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points to an overarching theme of practice: empathy, an important architectural
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driver. It is required to imagine how it feels to experience the new space/place/object,
the need to put oneself in another’s shoes. Empathy is also a practice of imagination.
Gandhi spoke often of empathy as a kind of universal or global learning, a move from
independent to collective life in his writings on ahimsa. 15 The idea that learning is
dialogical requires an understanding that correspondence, and therefore empathy (or
the understanding of the other) is a key educational driver. I propose brief building
helps develop empathy.

Interviewing
This practice relates closely to the previous brief building exercise. Within architectural
literature, it has been warned: ‘[If architects] investigate society without questioning
the position they occupy in doing so, the role of the distanced expert is reinforced
rather than questioned. The “social” and its human contents will continue to appear as
objectified problems rather than as representations of problems in which the positions
of both observer and observed are constructed.’16 The children’s position in the projects
we devised in Mariamma Nagar had to be balanced: critical but self-situated, relating
again to Freire’s notion of solidarity of practice.17 As Hart points out, not only is
an interview a useful learning experience for the child, but it can also ‘dramatically
change an adult’s opinion of the capacities of a young child’.18 This technique
highlighted the need for rigour in ethical research practices, between community
members as well as between facilitators and children. But it helped the children
identify the variety of opinions between settlement inhabitants, that may differ from
their own, interconnected with practices of empathy.

Concept design
Sketching initial ideas, the children began to make tangible the imagined ideas, forms
or activities they had been formulating through brainstorming diagrams. This process
of moving from the brief they had prepared based on opportunities and constraints,
while using the design palette they had identified, did not take long. Some children
had immediate ideas for design solutions, such as the debating table, which was then
redesigned by other children in the group. Others developed theirs over longer periods
such as the Recycling group, who first explored notions of reusing cloth before moving
towards designing a container for waste.
15

Ahimsa means ‘respect for all living things’.

16

C Greig Crysler, ‘Critical Pedagogy and Architectural Education’, Journal of Architectural Education, Volume 48,

Issue 4, 1995, pp. 208–217, p. 214.
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Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, p. 31.

18

Hart, Children’s Participation, p. 172.

Control of error
As a design technique, control of error through reflection is a key practice throughout
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project stages. This technique was useful insofar as it gave the opportunity to identify
how the craftsmen would naturally respond to the level of detail provided in the
children’s initial drawings. The activity aimed to demonstrate how important it is to
communicate as a designer, and how much information a design drawing may require.
Montessori explains: ‘What is necessary therefore in positive science and in practical
life must also be included in education from the very beginning: the possibility of
a control of error. So, with the teaching and the material must go the control of
error.’19 Regular questioning of what we had done integrated control of error and
critical thinking as habitual activities in our practice. In addition, each group routinely
presented their critical analysis to the rest of the class. Gradually the class became more
confident, realising that their opinions were taken seriously, and that they were able
to make decisions and steer the outcomes of their own project. Design processes take
time; within architectural processes, continuity, drawing and often collaboration are
important elements in advancing the design process. The children’s design practice
reflected this.

Detailed design drawings
We practised the architectural technique of designing through drawing in multiple
stages: starting with conceptual drawings then re-drawing in a more detailed way.
Activities of learning and drawing were reciprocal; drawing was a tool for thought.
Adams explains drawing can be of perception, communication, invention and action.20
She writes drawing is:
… making marks, making meaning ... [it] offers modes of thinking that extend what can be
achieved through words and numbers. It extends the range of learning strategies available to
students. It develops intellectual curiosity. Drawing – it makes you think! You can learn to draw
– and you can draw to learn.21

Through drawing the children began to identify how to make spatial meaning; drawing
real and imagined pleasure or discomfort, play or people. But it is not always so. Hart
highlights two contextual problems with children’s drawings: First, as a medium often
used, children can resort to ‘stereotyped images that relate to what they have learnt to
draw’ which can limit their expression rather than stimulate freely their imagination.22
19

Montessori, The Absorbent Mind, p. 370.

20

Eileen Adams, ‘Thinking Drawing’, The International Journal of Art and Design Education, 2017, p. 246.

21

Adams, ‘Drawing to Learn, Learning to Draw’, p. 13.

22

Hart, Children’s Participation, p. 162.
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Second, he highlights that ‘unless special efforts are made by the adult facilitator,
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children sometimes do not consider this medium a serious opportunity to express
ideas’.23 In our case, the possibilities for using stereotypes were minimised through
continuity of practice, particularity of place, localised palette, detail and pace of
design process – and the drawing activity was not a means to an end: it was an activity
of production, a processual tool for thinking and communicating. We facilitators
demonstrated through the use of the children’s first sketches that we took their
drawings and design ideas seriously. From this point within the project, the children
understood their role as designers for their community and active makers, and realised
that their propositions were tangible ‘genuinely worthwhile projects’,24 and would have
physical real-world implications.25 The following design drawings were full of detail;
the children knew that they were corresponding with an other; the craftspeople were
listening. The materials and skills available influenced the children’s drawing styles and
scales, and inspired practical creativity.
Artist Deanna Petherbridge writes that, despite its low priority at school, drawing is
important to education holistically, explaining, ‘Learning to observe, to investigate, to
analyse, to compare, to critique, to select, to imagine, to play and to invent constitutes
the veritable paradigm of functioning effectively in the world.’26 In this project, the
children’s drawings would materialise, adding value to the notion of drawing itself;
drawing can lead to making. Imaginative drawing became a tool for correspondence
with craft. 27 The children conversed with the craftspeople, identifying their techniques,
adapting them to their imaginary designs. They used drawing as a method for jugaad,
or creative problem-solving.

Collective design
In architectural practice, there are often a number of options developed for designs,
one of which is chosen for further development or amalgamated with another. The
workshops mirrored this technique; each group of five children chose two to three
designs for fabrication. The children demonstrated their ability to socially integrate
and work as cohesive groups. Montessori identifies this as ‘human nature’: she writes
that groups of children develop ‘as an organism having different characteristics during
its natural evolution’, comparing life in society to ‘weaving and spinning in the
manufacture of home-spun cloth which is such an important part of Indian cottage
23

Hart, Children’s Participation, p. 162.

24

Sivell, Freinet Pedagogy, p. 33.

25

Love Grove 7th Standard Feedback Sheets, 2015.

26

Deanna Petherbridge, The Primacy of Drawing: Histories and Theories of Practice, New Haven, CT and London, Yale

University Press, 2010, p. 233.
27
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Ingold, Making, p. 7.

industry.’28 This relates to Gandhi’s use of the making of khadi in the context of his
ideas of ahimsa (respect for all living things), swaraj (self-government), satyagraha
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(search for truth) and swadeshi (use of local products); and also to his proposition
to link the universal to the particular. What Montessori and Gandhi are saying is
that if human nature is nurtured (woven or spun) in the right way, it can achieve
natural equilibrium. For Gandhi, this would mean acquiring empathy (ahimsa or
non-violence), democracy (swaraj or home rule) and honesty (satyagraha or search
for truth). During this project, the children showed admiration towards the work of
their classmates. They demonstrated affection for each other rather than competition,
delving into the project with spirit and intelligence.29 Montessori explains that
‘[w]hen they reach this stage [of cohesion] they do not act mechanically any longer,
they aim at success, they give special consideration to the honour of the group’, ‘a
social spirit’ which she calls ‘cohesive society’.30 The culmination of the project
presented us with this class conviviality, and social integration where the children
thought about the success of the group rather than personal credit.31

Talking to craftspeople
Communication with fabricators is an important part of design practice, and one
of reciprocal learning. The children explained their designs to the craftsmen, who
advised them on fabrication. The craftsmen’s visit to the classroom emphasised the
links between imagination and reality created by their drawings, a chance to personally
discuss their interventions which gave them confidence and the chance to know ‘the
why and the wherefore of every process’.32 The children had been involved in the
entirety of the design process from brief building through to fabrication.
Our engagement with the craftspeople created an awareness of craft, as a significant
localising practice. This idea may be associated with the Nai Talim model, where the
dignity of manual labour is an equalising process advocated to help remove conflicts
and tensions in society33 and also with the Ecole Moderne, where engaging with labour
or craft creates opportunities for reciprocal and dialogical learning.34

28

Montessori, The Absorbent Mind, pp. 349–350.

29

Montessori, The Absorbent Mind, p. 407.

30

Montessori, The Absorbent Mind, p. 345.

31

Montessori, The Absorbent Mind, p. 347.

32

Gandhi, Towards New Education.

33

Gandhi, The Collected Works of Mahatma Gandhi, p. 118.

34

Sivell, Freinet Pedagogy, p. 33.
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Prototype presentation
Presentation is integral to design practice: the visual products that have been developed
need to be introduced and explained verbally to clients. The children engaged in
practices of entrepreneurship: they wanted to ‘sell’ their products and to convince
the community. They used role-play – an important learning technique involving
the use of imitation to connect imagination and empathy – as a method to practise
representing architects and clients; and they told stories to demonstrate the need for
their designs.35
The steps taken throughout these sessions, although not consciously defined in this
way, are comparable with, but I also argue extend, the RIBA Plan of Work stages:
Strategic definition, preparation and brief, concept design, developed design, technical
design, construction, handover and use.36 These design steps can be adapted to
children’s capabilities and present useful learning opportunities for a variety of skills,
that I will discuss here.

Evaluation
In order to integrate the project into the curriculum in a way that Muktangan could extract
quantitative data to fulfil state requirements, we defined ‘rubrics’ that would be used to
grade the students over the course of the rest of the project, based on what we had observed
over the previous two years of research. The grades per rubric add up to a total of 100 points
per child.
In 2015, Rubrics included (for 20 points each):
- Critical ability of own work
- Critical ability of others work
- Clarity of thought
- Clarity of drawing
- Creativity
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Nancy Sherman, ‘Empathy and Imagination’, Midwest Studies in Philosophy XXII, 1998, pp. 82–119, p. 98.
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RIBA, Plan of Work 2013, <http://www.ribaplanofwork.com/PlanOfWork>, accessed 1 November 2018.

The following year, in 2016, we amended the rubric themes to suit the course of this
research and specific activities including (for 10 points each):
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- Teamwork
- Drawing
- Critical thinking
- Communication
- Writing
- Creativity
- Verbal presentation
- Interest
- Design
Setting out the rubrics revealed on paper the interdisciplinary nature and engagement
of multiple intelligences of the pedagogic design techniques we devised. Most of the
rubrics we chose could be used to grade other school subjects. Although we only began
to use grading for project 4, Settlement Interventions, the previous projects could also
have been graded in this way. We facilitators would have benefitted from learning from
the consistent evaluation.
During discussions with teachers, we found the project could be usefully connected
with geography, maths and biology, as well as civics, art and craft, and work experience.
The potential for curriculum integration began to emerge as findings and outcomes
became more obvious and measurable. As I argued in Chapter 2, Muktangan’s
Holistic Department was a key driver in enhancing the state curriculum in childled and interpersonal ways. 37 During Settlement Interventions, our support from the
department increased thanks to the tangible successes visible in the children’s attitudes,
behaviour and all round schoolwork. The Holistic Department keenly received the
quantitative evaluation in order to semi-formalise the design pedagogy within the
school structure.

Multiple disciplines
The idea that design is a tool to learn multiple disciplines is not new, as we have seen:
Dewey, Freinet, Gandhi, Malaguzzi, Montessori and Tagore all believed this was the
case and developed pedagogies to integrate design in some way. The Mahatma Gandhi
Institute of Education for Peace and Sustainable Development discussed in Chapter
1, also advocates in detail how education for sustainable development can integrate

37

The Muktangan Holistic Department formally exemplifies the importance of individual socio-emotional

development: the department counsels students about their work, and develops curriculum, but also involves families
too, to ensure the connection between school and home is intact.
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multiple subjects, such as mathematics, science, geography, and languages lessons, as
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a multi-disciplinary subject that is not additional but integrated into existing subjects.
The role of architecture or project-based design in relationship to these subjects is
‘problem-posing’:38 it is a critical pedagogy and an intermediary that emphasises the
need for dialogue and correspondence. Involving children in architecture or design
practice allows them to dialogue or correspond with the world. For example, in
Settlement Interventions, the children used processes of mathematics such as calculus
and geometry, in the design and drawing-up of their designs. From science, the
children’s activities practically incorporated notions of structure, balance, and strength,
but also biological notions by the use of plants and understanding their air purifying
qualities, and need for light. Mapping practices and methods in Walkabouts were
useful for geography lessons; and interview activities, particularly in this case switching
between Marathi, Hindi and English, as well as clarity of annotation, benefitted their
language skills.

Reflection
Although we held feedback sessions to reflect on what we had done at the end of each
year of research, the detail and effectiveness with which evaluation took place increased
throughout this research period of four years. Toward the end of the research, the
children were able to identify abstractly what they felt they had learnt, how the project
had affected them, and how they had developed. Overall, after Settlement Interventions,
nearly every child felt they had increased confidence and improved communication
skills throughout the project, identifying ‘language’, ‘body language’, ‘behaviour’ and
‘presentation skills’ as some of the main changes they saw in themselves.39 Sameer says:
‘My communication and confidence skills have improved. My big change is how to
do teamwork and cooperate with people and how to coordinate with others.’ Many
of the children also recognized significantly increased ‘creativity’, ‘organisation skills’,
‘thinking level’, ‘interaction’, ‘how to change things’, ‘respect for the environment’,
‘teamwork’ and ‘work with society’. Aaliya points out: ‘We learnt to change first
ourselves, and to change others we should help others.’ What she means is that the
project has helped her to develop solidary and effective community engagement
methods. Saba articulates: ‘Now I know how to work in unity and progress society.
I am now confident to present around so many people.’ I argue these changes (and
qualities) demonstrate that they have operated as architects.
What is it that design teaches that other subjects don’t? My findings suggest that design
teaches the intertwined nature of formal and informal practices, of all disciplines, of
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Freire refers to critical pedagogy as a ‘problem-posing’ education, Freire, The Pedagogy of the Oppressed, p. 64.
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Feedback from Love Grove School project ‘Most Significant Change’ reports, 2016 and 2017.

the need and right to explore and be spontaneous, to listen, look, touch, engage and
act. It is not that the changes the children identified in themselves are design-oriented,
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they are lifelong skills for everyday use, but they are design-based and precisely because
of this they can have multi-uses, because design is a border pedagogy and a critical
pedagogy. It is precisely this imaginative, lateral, transferable and always adaptable
capacity of design that makes it a useful tool for learning the right to the city.40 The
fact that these changes and qualities are design-based is significant. Although the
project used design as a pedagogy, the skills the children felt they had developed show
that their design thinking and making had benefited universal, multi-use and wellrounded life skills. Design can be a global form of learning, a project-based learning
that can contribute to the whole curriculum. Architecture, then, can be counted as a
global education, not a subject but a dimension for learning and using many subjects,
or a way of enhancing our understanding and experience of the world by observing,
enquiring, learning, and proposing. Global skills also relate to practices of global
citizenship and universal values such as tolerance, solidarity, equality, justice, inclusion,
cooperation and non-violence. Notably, Tahera described the project specifically as
‘solving problems in a non-violent way’,41 referencing Gandhi’s ahimsa.
The children reflected on and were aware of their own development, eager to continue
the project. They talked about including more people in the process and extending
the idea of improving the environment incrementally and by locality across Mumbai.
Although the children did not identify in words their increased responsibility as a
function of the change in their relationship towards the built environment, it is clear
from their writing that they felt empowered to create change. Shahid explains: ‘From this
project we will try to develop some other areas, so those places will also improve.’42 The
children became aware of the scale and variety of the changes that could be implemented
elsewhere, saying, ‘If other schools do this project their topics will be different; they will
come with different occupations [crafts] and they will take time too.’43
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Through architectural design processes such as documenting the settlement makers,
interviewing residents to develop their brief, talking to craftspeople, making group
decisions and presenting to the community, the children developed an increased sense
of the ‘other’ in which the value of community and environment became particularly
important, highlighting empathy as a key quality of the designer. Cohesion, the ability
to work together, democracy and cross-communication were also qualities in the
pedagogic mode we followed that are also often common in collaborative architectural
practice. I argue these practices contribute to lifelong and universal learning. What are
the particular skills that can be used across activities and the length of lifetimes?

Imagination and empathy
Imagination is a key driver of design as a social and a spatial practice. The children
used their imagination to create designs from materials, but also to imagine how
others might experience their designs. In Democracy and Education, Dewey critiques
the lack of importance given to the development of the imagination at the time, and
its side-lining as ‘unwholesome exaggeration of the phantastic and ‘unreal’ phases
of childish play’.44 He writes: ‘The imagination is as much a normal and integral
part of human activity as is muscular movement,’ advocating the development of
the imagination in progressive education. More recently, in Not for Profit, Martha
Nussbaum discusses the notion that the arts can help develop the imagination and
the capacity to understand the experience of others and therefore help develop
democracy.45 Moreover, imagination is the skill that enables us to have empathy, or
the ability to understand and share the feelings of another. It is ‘the power of entering
into another’s personality and imaginatively experiencing his experiences.’46 The
children’s chosen themes to improve settlement dwellers’ wellbeing required empathy:
they imagined how others felt and therefore imagined how to change their feelings
through design.
I argue children’s activity as architects can help them to develop imagination, empathy,
as well as social and civic competences. Education scholar Andrea English writes that
the imagination is not only ‘deeply connected to empathy, but also critical for gaining
intercultural understanding’ and is also ‘a condition for the possibility that, as human
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beings, we can learn with and from others’.47 English draws on Dewey’s view, that
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imagination (and therefore empathy) is a capacity that allows us to grasp the world
from the perspective of others. She writes: ‘Our capacity for imagination allows us
to dwell in the space of the in-between because it facilitates our ability to extend
our thinking beyond the known, and allows alternative ways of seeing and being in
the world to emerge in our minds.’48 Architecture is, I argue, ‘the cultivation of the
imagination’49 and through the practice of design exercises, children can better develop
empathy through imaginative processes. Imagination can be seen as a type of reflection,
an ‘in-between realm of learning’ that is relational rather than individual, or a ‘twilight
zone of inquiry’ to borrow Dewey’s terms.50 I propose architectural design practice is
an ‘in-between realm of learning’, or a ‘twilight zone of inquiry’ too.

Design as work-play
Design can be described as in-between work and play. The design sessions with the
children built on constructivist notions of learning by doing, and learning from
their mistakes, which are comparable to activities of play. Growing up, children’s
play evolves from imaginary to real: In different ways, the four projects we developed
aimed to formalise this trajectory from imaginary to tangible, drawing to object,
demonstrating that design and play are not so far removed. 51 I refer back to Freinet’s
critique of society, which at the time went against the segregation of ‘work’ and ‘play’.
He wrote that children’s natural play often resembles work and that by separating
work and play, we are excluding children from practising ‘useful’ play in the world.52
Through architectural practices of ‘work-play’ the children made important objects
with real tangible uses.
Furthermore, the Reggio Emilia school maintains that ‘the spirit of play can also
pervade the spirit and construction of thought’:53 Playful practices of spontaneity, trial
and error, problem-solving, experimentation and repetition are all activities that exist
in design thinking and practice.
In Playing and Reality, Donald Winnicot explores the links between place and play,
explaining that a place is not understood simply as a binary construct of ‘inner’
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(psyche) and ‘outer’ reality, or a mental realm versus a physical place, but that children
learn to actively control experience through praxis, interrelating the two realms
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through the act of play. Object-use for play transfers to object-use (or use of design
and craft) for learning.
I would like to make a link between local making and the facilitation of work-play by
the identification of a localised design palette. By identifying the crafts available to
them in the neighbourhood, the children could more easily visualise their work-play
materials, detecting the ingredients they could use to imagine and work-play with. But
to engage with the real-world palette of making as a school-situated activity requires
adults as facilitators and the support of the school.

Conscientisation
The pedagogic design experiments that I have tried to develop using critical
pedagogical methods such as solidarity, choice, identification of limit situations, lead
to increased conscientizaçao, or awareness. Freire writes that a critical pedagogy ‘must
take into account [the children’s] behaviour, their view of the world and their ethics’.54
It should be defined as a ‘problem-posing education’, a ‘demythologising’ of the world
or environment, in order to see it as ‘not as a static reality, but as a reality in process’;55
a praxis that forms the combination of and discourse between action and reflection.
Architecture is a discipline highly related to social and environmental ethics, and often
seen as a problem-posing and problem-solving practice. Through these pedagogical
tests we can see that design practices can provide conduits for critical thinking
and conscientisation. I argue design practice in the city can be ‘demythologising’,
empowering the children to know that they can change their surroundings.
In addition, Freire argues that the praxis he proposes should be developed, and then
reused and redeveloped throughout a lifetime as a means of defending one’s freedom.
For him, a critical pedagogy should not be static: not a method but a series of
techniques constantly being updated because of reciprocal and participatory activities
in continuity.56 Both Freinet and Freire talk about open techniques, not an absolute
methodology or closed/fixed model of education. It is for this reason I talk about
pedagogic techniques as experiments rather than strictly a static pedagogy, that can
mutate and contemporise over time.
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Continuity
The effects of the continuity of the project on attitudes to design and the environment
can be seen in a number of ways. Firstly, through the school timetable. Usually,
art and craft projects are no more than two or three sessions long; but here the
project spanned years – in the same way that mathematics, history or geography are
continuous subjects of study. Secondly, continuity was integrated within session
formats: we began workshops by remembering the previous session, carried out a
longer task and ended with a group-by-group or student-by-student presentation. This
continuous oscillation between recollecting, questioning and presentation meant that
by the time the children prepared presentations to the public, they had developed
confidence and drive.
In order to produce meaningful outcomes, commitment to the duration and
continuity of sessions is required of facilitators too. For Settlement Interventions, I
gathered facilitators Michael Cutts, Vinita Gatne and Adrienne Thadani who had
already been involved in the previous projects; in addition to Muktangan art and craft
teachers Pratibha and Srinivas; and a new volunteer Dipa Patel. Michael regularly
led the More Trees group; Vinita, the Open Gutters group; Pratibha led Mosquitoes;
Adrienne and Srinivas led Fighting and Bad Language; and Dipa (and sometimes
Pratibha or Srinivas depending on availability) facilitated the Rubbish and Recycling
group. I led sessions, going from group to group to guide design developments,
answering questions and documenting the processes photographically, a practice I
will expand on further in Chapter 5. Continuous facilitation had become key to the
care, focus and detail of the work the children carried out. Each design group was
continuously led by the same facilitator.
During Settlement Interventions, the facilitators and I discussed our sessions every week
and assessed the students on the basis of the rubrics mentioned above.57 I incrementally
adapted the pedagogical endeavours as we went on the basis of these discussions.
The continuity of facilitators greatly inspired the children who could develop
relationships and build on them each week so that reciprocal learning could take
place. The facilitators could help develop the children’s ideas and could gauge their
learning holistically, in a way that single session volunteers could not. The facilitators’
experience of design practice also greatly impacted the fluency with which they could
guide the children’s thinking.58 I will discuss this in detail in Chapter 5.
57
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Vygotsky’s term ‘scaffolding’, discussed in Chapter 2, describes movement through
the development stage with the help of the ‘social other’.59 For us the social other was
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represented in multiple ways: The project facilitators and teachers helped scaffold
design activities and learning, and the continuity of their involvement increased
the effectiveness of this facilitation. However, the community (through interviews
and conversations), the craftspeople (through making and conversations), and other
children (through group work and discussions) also played a key role in scaffolding
too. For Vygotsky, this idea of building learning ‘continues generation after generation
to create a society whose learning is spiralling ever upward as one generation builds
upon the learning of the others; thus, societies are scaffolding upward as well’.60 In
other words, through projects of collaboration, society can enable improved life-long
learning. He argues, ‘learning processes can never be reduced simply to the formation
of skills but embod[y] an intellectual order that makes it possible to transfer general
principles discovered in solving one task to a variety of other tasks.’61 This notion
relates to architecture, imagination, empathy and work as play, and can also be seen in
the skills the children felt they learnt such as communication, confidence, the ability
to work in a group and notions of scalability.
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Session 32, June 2016
I asked the children if they wanted their interventions to be immediately installed in their
neighbourhood in order to test them on site, or if they would like others to see them first,
suggesting a potential exhibition. The children were enthusiastic for others to see their work:
they wanted other children, teachers, parents and communities to see that they too had
answers to some of the issues faced every day.
Sessions 33 and 34, January and April 2017
Vinita and I co-curated an exhibition with the children, who selected and sequenced
photographs, drawings and objects. The children composed the exhibition text for their
displays during two workshops held at their school building. 62 After a number of false
starts with other venues, the G5A Foundation for Contemporary Culture, situated near
to the school in Lower Parel, agreed to host the exhibition that would include the designed
interventions, children’s drawings, photographs, tapestry and a video of the presentation day.
Session 35, 22 April 2017
At the exhibition opening event on a Saturday afternoon, the children and I presented our
work: first I introduced the project in general, and Liz Mehta introduced Muktangan
School; then group-by-group the children presented their designs using powerpoint
projections of their design processes. The school, parents, design, NGO and education
communities were all invited to see the children’s work and by extension the results of the
evolving pedagogy we had been developing. We then visited the exhibition held in another
room upstairs, then we drank chaas (buttermilk) and ate puran poli (sweet flat-breads)
made locally, and the parents told us how proud they were of their children’s work.
The gallery space turned the displayed artefacts into conversation pieces, but also
posed the question of their identity as design. The objects have a pedagogical purpose
but also take the position of design interventions, responding to specific sites with
propositions. The children’s designed interventions made by the craftspeople can be
defined as a family of critical, architectural and urban interventions that inherently
relate to the site. The brief, designers, clients, materials, fabrication process and
fabricators form the architecture of each situated intervention. They are place-based
and represent the particular neighbourhood’s activities, constraints and opportunities.
The territorial nature of the objects makes connection with the notion swaraj (selfgovernment), an active enhancement of the constructive possibilities of design when
practised by people in places.
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4.68
Session 34, the class curates
its exhibition image sequence
using printed images on the
classroom floor, March 2017.
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4.69
The pupils present their project
to the public at the G5A
Foundation for Contemporary
Culture, April 2017.
4.70
A pupil, his mother and
grandmother visit the
exhibition, April 2017.
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Over the course of four projects, the children discovered the value and skill of locally
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found artisans through design practice. They also appreciated the scope for wider use
of craft across Mumbai, in view of the broad variety of making across the country.
This idea links to global learning values (solidarity, equality, inclusion, cooperation)
and the axiology of craft in India today, as previously described in Chapter 3, as
a typecast and potentially marginalised social activity. But it also shows craft as
a valuable contemporary local activity. Through the pedagogic experiments, craft
produced tangible statements about its worth in Mumbai. The embroidery, tinwork and tailored bags show the political value of manual labour in the settlement:
the ‘creative balance between intellectual development and practical activities’63 is
represented through the crafted objects as political conversation pieces.
In Art and Architecture Rendell discusses the notion of site situated interventions,

4.71
A visitor photographs the mosquito net door and window
in A Learning Architecture, April 2017.

highlighting that ‘it is important that the processes of construction as well as the
materials themselves are “actually” derived from the site and do not only refer to
a process of material continuity between the building and the site’.64 This site
specificity and the meaningfulness of the objects due to the diligence with which their
relationship to place has been adhered to creates a design purity that represents soul
and territory. There is a sustainable aspect to this research through all site-specific
interventions and materials used. As Rendell points out:
… [the] ethical conditions operating at the sites of material extraction, as well as the distances
materials must travel from their place of origin to their point of use, have been questions at the
heart of much environmental activism and are most obviously visible in debates on agriculture
and food consumption, but are yet to influence the production of urban and architectural
space.65

The local production of the children’s objects highlights the possibilities that can be
found close to home, particularly in the Indian context, and how this can be a holistic,
sustainable and territorial pedagogic activity.
Proposing and realising specifically situated design interventions allows children
to be political and to practise citizenship through design and problem-solving. It
demonstrates to the adult community the potential and awareness children have
in relation to the built environment, an area so often protected for professional
intervention. Their interventions demonstrate empathy and imagination, showing
children as potential architects that are people centred. The children’s critical responses
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to place recall what de Certeau calls ‘practiced’ place.66 Not only are the objects made
with materials local to the site but they critically interact with the settlement to
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highlight the children’s thoughts about their home environment. What the objects say
together as a family composes and mirrors the range of difficulties and opportunities
found in the neighbourhood. Independently, they demonstrate how through a designbased pedagogy children can operate as young architects to produce meaningful and
useful interventions to site-specific problems.
Children can be young learners and young architects no matter which school they go
to or which neighbourhood they live in, if, regardless of their background, they learn
to use design as a flexible learning technique. The neighbourhood always provides a
classroom, just as the social and spatial environment always provides a site. However,
considering children as architects has repercussions for architecture as a practice. In
the next chapter I explore what children as young architects can do for architecture
and related ethical discussions.
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Settlement Interventions is a pedagogic experiment that is inspired by the discipline of
architectural design: documentation of local resources, brief building, dialogue with
residents, concept design, detailed design, prototype development, collective design,
discussion with fabricators, and public presentation. Using drawing as a means of
learning, and craft as a local modifier, the informal settlement provided a place for the
children to find and adapt ‘limit situations’67 through conscientizaçao, 68 responding to
site conditions relating to health and wellbeing.
Design allows children to be empathic and political. The architectural processes they
practised directly benefited both the neighbourhood and themselves, as developing
authors. The skills they acquired relate to what has been defined as development
education:69 love, trust, sacrifice, empathy, equity, social justice and communicative
competence. They also strongly link to UNESCO’s values of education for sustainable
development (ESD) discussed in Chapter 1. The site-specific objects they designed
have a political role, and their inclusion in an exhibition transformed them into
prompts for collective reflection and conversation.
Providing the children with opportunities to make judgements and decisions led to
them expressing their views on their environment and the behaviours and feelings their
environment creates. Settlement Interventions shows that, with the help of facilitators,
children can design imaginative and novel responses to important environmental
situations, given an appropriate balance of structure and freedom. They can contribute
important urban critique and design proposition that can directly benefit society.
Using a range of informal and formal design-based learning tactics, children can
practice their right to the city. Local craft and making can play a key role as a creative
analytical, political and propositional pedagogical tool.
In Settlement Interventions, the value of continuity of practice was evident in terms
of facilitation and session design, illustrating what Freire describes as ‘the unfinished
character of human beings and the transformational character of reality [that
necessitate] education [to] be an ongoing activity’.70 It is further demonstrated by
the fact that Muktangan integrated pedagogic experiments into the curriculum in
the form of art and craft lessons that could be evaluated, valorising and grading the
students as one of the school subjects, showing the potential for the usefulness of
67
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such an activity in other schools. In Chapter 5, I will demonstrate how this might
happen. The wider impact on curriculum could be a globalised and localised, but also
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contemporising methodology relating to a culture that is a ‘doing’ rather than a ‘being’
as Thomas has proposed.71
Architecture is a social and spatial endeavour, to borrow Dewey’s terms, an ‘inbetween realm of learning’72 and a ‘twilight zone of inquiry’73 between internal and
external, tangible and intangible; it is a place-based learning practice; it is pedagogical.
Children’s role as architects can involve them in the production of their environment,
and thus facilitates their political position and ability to communicate their ideas
through design. The relationship between education and architecture more widely
relates to Freire’s theory that states: ‘If humankind produce social reality (which in the
inversion of the praxis turns back upon them and conditions them), then transforming
that reality is an historical task, a task for humanity.’74 But what does this mean for
architecture, architects, and global citizenship?
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Architects have a responsibility to engage with children as citizens as they do with
adults, and for this we need to redefine participation. There is a history of children’s
participation in the built environment. But to what extent are past examples suitable
today, and how do they need to change to contemporary contexts in light of the
findings from this project? How could design pedagogy integrate into primary school
learning and what might the role of architects be?
In this chapter, I discuss how architecture has been used as a pedagogy for children
in the past, continuing by asking how architects have shared agency before, how
participation has been contested, and how reciprocal learning can be gained from
participatory practices with children. I define the role of the architect as a facilitator
and mediator in collective design. Finally, I make a proposal for design pedagogy to be
embedded into mainstream curricula as a way for children to learn active citizenship.
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Overleaf 5.0
Facilitators Vinita Gatne, Dipa
Patel and Michael Cutts in the
classroom, 2015.
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5.1 A Bricolage of Radical, Activist Design Attitudes
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As discussed in Chapter 1, the world we live in today is changing rapidly. As architects,
we must learn to change with it and build on the strengths of the diverse professional
design processes, practices which are often undetectable and unaccounted for.
Architecture is in its essence interdisciplinary. It is correspondence1 and translation,
speculation, bricolage and composition.2 It is informal and formal, with global and
local attributes. Thanks to this diversity of thought and practice, architecture can be
convivial and engaging if approached appropriately.
This ‘border pedagogy’3 research, to borrow Giroux’s term, has utilised critical
pedagogical, constructivist and architectural design principles to propose a collective
design pedagogy, entitled A Learning Architecture. By informally and experimentally
weaving disciplines of architecture and education, a pedagogical research process of
the Indian jugaad has emerged. But the more specifically architectural context of this
project is also broad and varied. My design research has woven methods and theories
from contemporary practices of development planning, critical theory, participatory
practice and co-design, architecture of learning environments and community
architecture, to create a pedagogical practice for school age children that is based on
design. What are the architectural contexts for this collective design pedagogy? How
are architects becoming more responsible citizens and why is this relevant today?
To design the pedagogic experiments, I used a process of design research, a ‘circular
process by which the new is brought into being, the outcome of which (a design
object: design as noun) evades logical description until after the event’.4 My design
research process was linear in its chronology, involving a series of site-specific projects
for a period of four years, but it was always unfinished, regularly requiring further
inquiry and subsequent experimentation. Design research, an informal practice, can
lead to unknown places. The notions of spontaneity and unpredictability in my design
research recall the informal practices of jugaad, 5 and can lead to unexpected results.
The unknown was an important intention and, therefore, the design research process
was formed as a ‘conversational activity’6 resembling the notion of correspondence
that Ingold uses for craft. Design conversation allows for error, opportunities for
1
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rejecting work, and to start again. The pedagogical design conversations I developed
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in Mariamma Nagar were between multiple players: the city, school, neighbourhood,
craftspeople, children and I; and all came together to create A Learning Architecture.
It is not a fixed pedagogy of design but a series of pedagogic techniques that are in
continuous adaptable flux. Yet, pedagogies are rarely developed from a designer’s point
of view. As a designer, I used methods of bricolage to create an assemblage of learning
techniques from the local site, and situated cultural practices and people who are not
formally schoolteachers.
In this context, I did not to use a ‘control group’ with which to compare the class,
due to the immeasurable nature and variation in the children’s backgrounds, homes
and communities. This research was based on the belief that ‘every child is in a
different state of being or becoming’.7 It is important to specify the distance from
methodological conservatism in this approach. Here the researcher is a ‘”bricoleur”,
learning how to learn from many different disciplines’.8 The identity of the researcher,
and therefore the bias and subjectivity of the research outcomes and narratives are
significant: my own experience of designing schools and working with children in
the UK played a large part in the development of this research. During the course
of six years living and working in Mumbai, my work on projects in the city such
as the FOCUS biennial photography festival exhibitions in public spaces, with
craftspeople to develop products for urban farming with organisation Fresh and
Local, and a research project in Dharavi in collaboration with potters and women
in the community, all played a part in developing my own ability to understand
incrementally more clearly how to try to fit in. From the clothes I wore to class or in
the settlement, to my way of speaking during workshops, and use of photography,
all interrelated to create my own personal practices of jugaad for this research
project. The aptly phrased allegory ‘quilt-like bricolage’9 describes well my praxis as a
reflexive collage, or an assemblage. No single method is more important than another,
portraying the non-hierarchical and co-constitutive nature of the project.
Hamdi’s work Small Change inspired the early stages of my research practice.10 In the
context of community rooted action planning, he explores practically how to engage
7
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through live projects, that from government bodies to NGOs and local community
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groups it is vital to include a combination of formal and informal bodies for a number
of reasons. Firstly, in some cases development groups that run projects do not live
locally, and often are not equipped with the local knowledge, contacts or language
necessary to engage with the community in a timely and effective manner. Second, the
community often have a relationship with an existing local NGO with whom they
have already engaged in the past. And third, government entities require permissions
that are often complicated to obtain.
In this case, Muktangan school was well-known and held a positive status within the
community. It is known as a school that is desirable in terms of education, thanks to
its social moral values and ethics, and child-led holistic education. Despite mistrust
of organisations or centralised entities founded on habitual disappointment by
unsatisfactory government-related projects, the community responded positively to
collaboration requests. Many people engaged with the project thanks to family ties
and word of mouth. Hamdi’s discussion of bottom-up approaches such as action
planning development projects with communities, where the residents themselves
come up with the issues they feel are most important, helped me to develop the way
I organised the workshops; to be less prescriptive and more facilitating, something
also suggested by Freire’s critical pedagogical methods. The scalar element of action
planning was also relevant to the process of this research. Hamdi writes that ‘the
rationality of action planning, the workshop, street work and plan-making lies in the
proposition that once sufficient work is done at the neighbourhood level, pressure
begins to build up to act at city level and emergence begins to take place.’11 This can
apply in the realm of education and this scalar development can be seen through the
further public engagement projects and exhibitions that we held.
Participation in design broadly speaking has been the focus of increasing debate over
the last decade. Today the requirement for participation within planning applications
in the UK is established, but to what extent and how successful and inclusive they are,
has not been scrutinised. For this reason, recently many design practices have focused
on aiming for the top of the participation ladder,12 in a bid to legitimise participation
and democratise design further, using methods such as surveying, questionnaires,
group mapping, site visits, and even games. De Carlo famously called for the ‘intrinsic
aggressiveness of architecture and the forced passivity of the user [to be dissolved] in a
condition of creative and decisional equivalence where each – with a different specific
11

Hamdi, Small Change, p. 101.
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Citizen Participation’, pp. 216–24.
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impact – is the architect, and every architectural event – regardless of who conceives
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it and carries it out – is considered architecture’.13 Although he stated this in the late
1960s, this attitude is still relevant and necessary today. My own experience in design
practice confirms participatory practices (with both children and adults) as limiting.
In my projects in Mumbai, limitation occurred in various ways, but always came back
to the fact that resources would not cover the required engagement really necessary to
involve meaningful participation.
Globally, participation has become more important than ever, 14 despite mounting
criticism since the 1960s.15 Critics of participation often say that involving people who
are not specialists may lead to ineffective or bad design, and that it is therefore a token
democratic move. They also say that participation includes some and excludes others,
questioning ‘who really benefits from participation, how the language of participation
is mostly rhetorical and innocuous, and how participation is generally restricted to
higher social groups’.16 Often participatory events relating to design projects draw
residents that are already engaged in their area, creating an uneven representation of
local people. The discourse around participation in development has denounced some
forms as ‘tyrannical’,17 criticising the misuse of power, particularly in Participatory
Rural Appraisal (PRA).18 But as Petrescu explains participation has the potential to
create space for discussion and liberate speech,19 and difficulties with the contemporary
consultation process are due to it pointing towards an ‘expected functionality’20 which
is a controlled rather than a liberated participation. Participation requires the architect
to lose control, a counterintuitive activity for many.
There is a distinction between design participation in the UK and in Mumbai.
Participatory design processes have not been integrated as architectural practices, nor
have they been included in planning requirements in Maharashtra state. However, due
to the decentralised political system following the 74th amendment to the Constitution
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of India,21 participatory practices are localised to an extent, and tend to be led by
NGOs and social organisations, rather than by the government. Participatory practices
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in the UK have different challenges and different effects to those in Mumbai. Due
to the fact that participatory design practices are more unusual in India, they are less
controlled and have the potential to be more liberating. In addition, in an informal
setting the process of participation works differently and may give far more creative
results than the highly controlled participatory exercises developed for planning
purposes in the UK, where creative practices are not always included.
Sheela Patel of organisation Slum Dwellers International (SDI) explains in her report
From the slums of Bombay to the housing estates of Britain, her view of participation:22
In the world we live in today, we are all interdependent to a very large degree. We depend on
each other to improve the quality of our lives. Yet each of us has the right to determine what
makes us happy, what creates conditions to actualise our aspirations, and develop skills and the
capacity to present to others whose interdependency with ourselves requires us to come to a
consensus about how things should go forward. That is the process of participation.23

The notion of interdependency she highlights is important architecturally and based
on recognising everyone’s right to the city, whether in Mumbai’s informal settlements
or housing estates in Britain. An acceptance of the fact that non-experts also have
the right to partake in actualising aspirations, developing skills and coming to a
consensual agreement on surroundings is a global value. When architectural practice
integrates this attitude into its own processes, it moves towards progressive democratic
results, but also more importantly, towards new opportunities for education. Through
thoughtful participatory practices we may not always co-design but can learn why
design matters and how architecture can be practised more democratically.
Contemporary terms such as ‘handmade urbanism’24 and ‘DIY activist culture’
have grown out of a dissatisfaction with the current level of design democracy
and an environment that doesn’t respond satisfactorily to community needs, one
that I can also relate to through experience in practice both in London and in
21
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Petrescu writes, it implies people can ‘interrogate the heterogeneity of a situation,
… acknowledge their own position and then go beyond it, ... to “collage their own
collage onto other collages”, in order to discover a common project’.25 Here the process
is more important than the result; ‘the assemblage [is] more important than the
object, the deterritorialisation more important than the construction of territories’.26
This collective bricolage process certainly represents my research project with the
Muktangan school in which participation and informality were coupled to nurture
further actions of participation in a continuous way.
Participatory practices can be seen as humanist in the sense that they can happen at
a human speed. In Italy in the mid 1990s, ‘collective subject’ Stalker 27 developed the
notion of walking as ‘transurbance’ with the view that architecture cannot ‘change
as quickly as the community that lives within it’.28 Transurbance relates to time and
the temporal aspect of collective design. This strategy is used to usurp alienating and
dogmatic design practices of development with collective walks, using the senses to

5.1
Stalker/Osservatorio Nomade,
Imaginare Corviare, Rome 2004–2006,
photographer unknown.

interact with environments, engaging people in collective activities and producing an
event or series of situations relating to a territory (Fig. 5.1). Our ‘walkabouts’ with the
Muktangan school community recall Stalker’s transurbance, integrating movement and
the local public into the process in an effort to humanise and situate architecture.
Many successful participatory and humanist design practices have their roots in
architectural pedagogy, and the number of socially oriented participatory pedagogical
practices is increasing. Examples range: Rural Studio runs a design and build
workshop oriented unit at Auburn University in the United States; Die Baupiloten,
situated at the Berlin Technical University until recently, is built on the premise
that ‘architecture is participation’, involving architecture students engaging with
schoolchildren to design spaces for learning as part of a live working practice during
their degree. Nevertheless, both models focus on the reciprocal learning possibilities
between the public and architecture students, where both are learners, and present a
sustainable way of balancing architecture, participation, learning and localised research.
Many of these recent practices, collectives and organisations present the researched
and critical aspect of design as integral to their methodology in a response to scarcity
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as a global phenomenon. The likes of Spatial Agency present an important example of
a new direction in architectural thought and practice that turns its back on designing
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new ‘stuff’.29 Superuse Studio provides open-source responses for sustainable designs
and Santiago Cirugeda’s practice ‘Recetas Urbanas’ offers a more political angle of
critical spatial practice with collective architecture, offering strategies for activating
sites that are lying empty, are unusable or neglected.
It has been said that scarcity ‘gives an extended field for architectural intelligence and
creativity to operate on and to engage in much wider discussions on behaviour and
consumption, and the need to alter habits of consumption and patterns of behaviour’.30
This way of thinking frugally was integral to the development of my design research:
scarcity of resources in Mumbai (time, people and money) drove the choice of material
practices within the school and the settlement and were also applied more broadly to
the longitudinal aspect of the research and my personal role. My own self-funding in
part contributed to the yearly sequencing of sessions, as I would return to London to
work in practice to prepare (academically and financially) for the next steps.
Self-sufficiency played a key role in the sustainable and pedagogic purpose of my work
with Muktangan School. The ease with which to find all necessary tools, materials
and expertise was imperative and included using our surroundings and surrounding
communities in a practical and un-wasteful way. Ezio Manzini identifies diffuse
design (performed by 'non-experts') and expert design (performed by trained designers)
as linked.31 These two kinds of design operated simultaneously in my work in Mumbai:
co-designing and co-making more efficiently (and less wastefully) had to involve
experts and non-experts. The unpredictable and uncommon results perhaps show how
social innovation can create new solutions and meanings.
The live project format that this research has taken is a movement in architecture
as critical pedagogical practice that has been increasing since the late 1990s. This
practice brings students to work with real-world problems and clients where the
work may or may not result in a built response but always moves towards a solution.
Furthermore, the live project has been identified as a manifesto, a declaration of
intention, one that questions architectural intent using live actions, engaging ‘thinkerpractitioner’ practices.32 As architect and educator Harriet Harris points out, ‘the Live
Project manifesto is every bit concerned with consequences: consequences founded
29
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consequences that define the context in which the Live Project takes place’.33
Moreover, Harris suggests the live project should embody variegated practices of
inquiry that respond to needs, but also reward the processual and pedagogical nature
of the work that includes failure, identifying the self-reflective nature of the practice.
She emphasises the need to ‘measure social impact’, ‘re-define what is valuable’,
and ‘engender criticality, complexity and conflict’34 activities that are inherently
pedagogically critical. Live projects in architectural education can create learning
situations that are ‘between the studio and the street’, 35 a Wardian or Smithsonian
approach to design learning, engendering opportunities for engagement with varied
stakeholders through the environment. Live projects can help the architect shift from
the studio to work as a citizen, directly with other citizens.
Live projects often employ DIY methods of intervention that create hands-on
reciprocal learning situations between students, architects and the environment. An
increasing informality of design and pedagogical processes can be seen in parallel
to architects’ interest in the informal settlement and scarcity of resources, and these
combined have created ‘a rethinking of professional ideology, architectural theory
and education.’36 In addition, projects situated at architecture schools worldwide are
looking at the informal settlement as a site of research and proposition, and some
respond to it through live projects. Architectural education in these instances is
moving towards increasingly informal, spontaneous, speculative and compositional
methods of bricolage, as a way of contemporising pedagogy through experience.
The experience and findings from the sequence of live projects with Muktangan have
many implications for my own learning and practice that I will identify later in this
chapter. Indeed ‘learning is coming to be understood as a participation in the world, a
co-evolution of knower and known that transforms both’. 37
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engages the public sector and the public to develop public realm strategies often
through design. Association d’Architecture Autogerée (AAA) uses ‘urban tactics’ to
question, research and intervene in the built environment in a self-organising and
grassroots way, with projects ranging from built form to temporary, object-based and
activity-oriented. 39
Boano and Giorgio Talocci have written about architects who seek to contest or
transcend mainstream disciplinary practices, who look more truthfully at the issues
within the contemporary built environment. They explain:
In different degrees of criticality, [the practitioners] contribute to a redefinition of the design
practice shift closer to users in an attempt to claim back an agency of design that goes beyond
the spatial transformation—and toward, rather, the recalibration of the power relations
between the actors and the contestation of the mainstream production of space and knowledge
over their environment. In short, they offer a renewed engagement with the complexity of the
context in which they work.40

The adjustment of power relations through design practices represents a contestation
or critique of the typical production of our environment: new types of engagement
that are more open, more empathic, less didactic, and utilise a variety of methods
from designed products through to events, strategies or publications are creating more
diverse and human professional practices.
In India, responsible humanist architectural practice is also developing. For example,
Put Your Hands Together, a young firm situated in Mumbai, focuses on engaging
people in self and sustainable building methods; the organisation Fresh and Local
with whom I regularly collaborate works with communities and schools to design and
build urban green spaces to produce food; and Dharavi Art Room, an organisation
that works with disadvantaged children across Mumbai, uses photography and art as a
means of expression and learning. 41
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particularly beneficial to marginalised communities. As an example, a collaborative
project in the city of Pune between Vishwakarma Institute of Technology PVP College
of Architecture, SUM Net India, Prasanna Desai Architects, the Pune municipality,
and the Centre for Environment Education, brought together residents from
the Aundh area to think about the design of their streets in a series of workshops
(Fig. 5.2).42 However, the sustainability of such work is difficult and piecemeal: the
government does not lead such practices, and relationships with municipalities vary
from state to state. Such projects are often run by NGOs, but funding is difficult
to find; corporate sponsors often prefer to fund more obvious and large-scale
organisations running more traditionally quantifiable projects.
As agents for the production of the environment, architects must represent the
public in a democratic way to ensure all parties are included and their right to the
city is honoured. Architects should be ‘engaged in redefining the role of architecture’;
‘architecture can be defined as an instrument for legitimising people’s role in our

5.2
Flyer for Streets for People by the People
workshop by Prasanna Desai Architects
et al, 2013.

society’.43 Architectural live project processes that integrate critical pedagogical
practices of solidarity and awareness will naturally accept difference, promote
responsibility and develop notions of global citizenship. As Gandhi suggests, ‘if your
education is a substantial one, it should spread its odour in your surroundings. You
should everyday utilize a portion of your time in the service of the people around
you.’44
Architects as citizens have a responsibility to engage with other citizens, including
children, with a view to linking together the co-constitutive parts of a community.
Furthermore, children play a vital role in the future of a community and architects can
focus on equipping them with life-long skills such as design, a skill that will help them
practice their right to the city for the long term.
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There is a history of children’s participation in the built environment, but often these
practices, as discussed previously, are marginalised and do not infiltrate mainstream
education. In what way has spatial design been used as pedagogy facilitated by
architects and non-architects? In the context of a humanising architectural practice
and developing participatory practices, how have architects engaged with children and
why are these practices still insufficient? If architecture is pedagogical (in both active
and passive ways) and helps develop multiple intelligences by learning constructively
through experience and problem-solving, how can architects engage in this as part of
their responsibility of practice? How can the live projects developed in this thesis affect
subsequent design practice with children and participatory processes more broadly?

Children as designers in the past
The contexts of children’s participation in the design of the urban environment vary
widely in nature and in discipline: many activities that include children in the design
of the city have not been led by architects, and much of architects’ engagement with
children in design can be described as token.45 Often workshops to involve children
in the design of schools compartmentalise and restrict involvement due to time
restrictions and lack of resources generally; subsequently children often produce
decorative work to be repurposed or published superficially, despite the potential
reciprocal rewards in involving them more actively in design processes.
Although awareness of the benefits of children’s participation in design is increasing,
we know participation is often touted as more meaningful than it genuinely is. But as
Hart writes:
One way of avoiding this dilemma is to realise that although children have a limited ability to
achieve physical change in their neighbourhood, they can still do a great deal that is significant;
they can study their environment and how it is changing, inform others of these changes, and
communicate their own ideas for the future.46

I explore a selection of historical examples that include children in designing their
environment in various ways, some with and some without architects. Although
these examples are not from India, they offer insight into the beginnings of critical
architectural practices that include children in the built environment.
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5.3
Article entitled
'The Child Architect' by
Christiane Duparc,
Nouvel Observateur, 1970.
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children’s inclusion in spaces and the city. Team Ten, of which he was a member,
developed the idea of the architect as activist, exploring ways of ‘improving situation
rather than just pointing to its shortcomings’ in a bid to counter the ‘mechanistic’
approaches of the pre-war years with critical constructivism.47 Team Ten’s commitment
to ‘humanist’ architecture, the ‘architecture of community’, and their direction towards
‘an architecture not only of “product” but of “process” and “mobility”’ included
increasing the importance of children in the design of the city. They highlighted the
need for ‘small scale projects dedicated to the everyday life of children’ in cities where
children specifically were seldom considered in the public realm. Van Eyck asked:
[C]an architects meet society’s plural demand? … In what way are people to participate in
fashioning their own immediate surroundings within a conceived overall framework? You see,
when one says, ‘city’ one implies the ‘people’ in it, not just ‘population’. This is the first problem
confronting the architect-urbanist today.48

The increasing acknowledgement of the importance of young people in the city was
present not only within the design realm. Indeed, writers and philosophers including
Jean-Paul Sartre challenged the younger post-war generation to engage in the world
and its unique ‘situations’,49 created by the combination of tangible and intangible
forces and physicalities between people and thoughts. In an architectural way, Van
Eyck proposed an ‘inbetween’ architecture, or ‘inbetweening’ as a response to such
situations. His belief that buildings were a means for ‘creating relations between
people rather than goals in themselves’ and of ‘architecture as dialogue’ led to the term
‘situation architecture’.50 Situation architecture provides a scale that is appropriate for
children to interact with, but it is design for children rather than design with or by
children. Van Eyck’s playgrounds allowed children to be creative in their interaction
with the spaces, but interactive spatial design would come later.
In-depth studies into children’s ability to design real spaces or products over a period
of time, and from an architectural point of view are few and far between. A project by
architect Jean Boris and psychologist Genevieve Hirschler situated in France in Crouysur-Ourq in the 1970s, explored how children might actively design by themselves, as
an activity of play. They addressed children between the ages of 8 and 13, providing
them with a modular lightweight material that could be handled, composed and
re-composed easily. The children created a variety of spaces, of different shapes and
47
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sizes, using daylight and apertures creatively. For the ten-day duration of the project,
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the researchers found that the children worked on various iterations of their designs,
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which became more specific and complex as time went on, providing a variety of
scales of spaces: some for being alone, others for having meetings and being in large
groups. Given the opportunity, children made design decisions that were interactive,
thoughtful and collective. They were also continuous in their practice – involving
a work of craft – adapting the material to their constant needs over time. Boris and
Hirschler’s study, located at the Centre de Recherche d’Architecture, d’Urbanisme et
de Construction (RAUC) involved engineers, psychologists and Beaux-Arts students,
and culminated with a new discipline ‘la pedagogie de l’espace’, (pedagogy of space):51
Christiane Duparc writes that the discipline could enable children to ‘study in
continuity their relationship with walls and buildings, thinking about internal and
external circulation, and even spread into the urban realm, starting from their own
bodily interaction with the environment’.52 Her article ends with the question ‘does
state education really want children that are more free and lucid?’. As Ken Worpole
highlights, ‘the custodial function of education remains the central but unspoken
element of compulsory education, and this is unlikely to ever change’.53
In the UK in the 1970s, involvement of children in the urban realm was led by Ward
and Fyson members of the Town and Country Planning Association (TCPA), a
pressure group campaigning for garden cities and new towns. Its commitment was
to public participation in planning issues which led to an increase in the inclusion
of children in the production of the urban realm.54 Ward and Fyson’s new discourse
around the idea that children would learn more by exploring their home environments
rather than being in the classroom was published in Streetwork: The Exploding
School, followed by the implementation of school-situated urban design pedagogy.
Their Bulletin of Environmental Education (BEE) would help to fuse and encourage
participation and active citizenship.55 Urban Study Centres were developed as non51
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formal learning spaces where children could study to be active citizens within their
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local neighbourhoods, described as ‘equipped with a rich array of maps, photographs,
books, archives and field research equipment’ for use by children and the wider
community.56 Environmental education successfully involved children in exploring
their neighbourhood, local planning issues and processes of urban change. However,
on this basis the inclusion of children in the active co-design of spaces or products for
the city (such as within the Freinet pedagogy) could be further increased.
Around the same time in London, Adams’ Front Door Project at Pimlico School was
created as a direct response to a Royal College of Art study by Phil Roberts, Bruce
Archer and Ken Baynes into ‘Design in General Education’, finding that schoolintegrated design mainly consisted of graphic and product design.57 Baynes describes
design as a tool for learning:
Design is essentially speculative and propositional. It is about the future. All its methods and
procedures are directed towards deciding how places, products and images will be. In this
respect, it is highly unusual in a curriculum dealing primarily with the past and what we already
know. Design is not only knowing about the future, it is about imagining it, shaping it and
bringing it about. This needs to be emphasized and made real in learning.58

The focus of design practice on imagining the future is an important aspect of active
citizenship: through action, citizens take part in creating an improved world fuelled by
the imagination. Jeff Bishop, Eileen Adams and Joan Kean write that at the time there
was a lack of critical study and no environmental design in education. The Front Door
Project was set up in response to the research findings, bringing together art teachers
and architects in a working partnership to develop a programme of architecture and
design studies’ for pupils age 11 to 18, based on exploring a local area (Fig. 5.5).59
Younger pupils explored the notion of change, such as shopfronts and made slide
shows about housing, play areas and shops.60 But although this programme somewhat
5.5
Drawings by children at Pimlico School as part of the Front
Door Project, 1974.

included children in the study of design, children did not make tangible changes in
the built environment.
Around the same time, the Newcastle Architecture Workshop represented another
milestone for the active use of design by children in the UK, described as ‘a
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community technical unit’.61 As a centre that had the support of the RIBA and ran
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for many years, it closed due to lack of funding in 1999, symbolic of the downturn
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in the political importance given more broadly to children’s role in producing or
commenting on the importance of the urban environment on their lives. Following a
change in the socio-political climate, from Labour to Conservative governments in the
early 1980s, these bodies eventually no longer received public funds and the focus of
the term ‘environment’ took a turn towards the rural.
As Bishop, Adams and Kean point out, environmental education and citizenship go
hand in hand. They write: ‘[T]he opening-up of opportunities for public participation
in decision-making is the most important of all means to environmental education,
which should aim at developing a critical, moral and aesthetic awareness of our
surroundings,’ pointing out that environmental education today has not disappeared
entirely from primary education in the UK but has very loosely been integrated into
the curriculum. 62
Today it is our responsibility to educate children about the design decisions that create
our environment and that it is possible to make new decisions should the existing
no longer be working satisfactorily. Ward’s opinion that the urban context provides
education networks of fantastic richness and variety is relevant to this research. He
writes, ‘The city is in itself an environmental education and can be used to provide one,
whether we are thinking of learning through the city, learning about the city, learning
to use the city, to control the city or to change the city,’ and goes on to ask how we can
rear citizens who will ‘make the city their own?’.63
I propose that collective design pedagogies provide a way to include children actively
in the design and redesign of their local environment and argue that the importance of
the environment on learning and development adds another layer of responsibility to
the work of architects and designers.
These projects in the UK and France relate to this research in India in that they involve
children in identifying and acting on their perceptions of their neighbourhoods
or spatial settings and allow them to act as citizens by involving them in making
decisions about their world. But they differ with regard to the learning processes in
Mumbai in that they do not engage with local making nor truly allow children to be
active designers. In Mumbai, the availability, variety and informality of craft creates
opportunities for children’s involvement in making that are less obvious elsewhere.
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In contrast to my pedagogic work as an architect in Mumbai, many of the projects
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involving children in the city mentioned here were neither led by nor did they involve
architects: they were often situated within the realm of planning and urban design,
led by educators, activists and teachers. Bishop, Adams and Kean point out, ‘Such
ideas ... had far less impact on architecture than on planning. Architectural design
theory remained caught in abstract concepts of aesthetics and a predominantly visual
approach.’64 This attitude still continues and the discourse around participation
remains uncertain in the mainstream as to its legitimacy and real design value. Boris
and Hirshler’s project also remains an exception to the rule.65 The involvement of
architects with children in design has been lacking, despite its importance to both
education and the humanity of the city. Ward writes: ‘[T]he most useful thing by
far that an architect can do with a school group is to take its members for a walk.’ 66
However, I believe that today architects can activate children’s right to the city by more
than just walking. Through design collaboration with children, architects can engage
with learning more actively in the face of the changing world, whether in India, the
UK or elsewhere.

Children as designers of cities today
In recent years, in the UK there have been attempts to revive environmental education:
SEEd67 and the Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment (CABE) tried
to kick-start environmental education in 2008 before a lack of funding closed both
entities.68 The Department for Education (DfE) led the ‘Doorways to Sustainability’
programme, aiming for all schools to target eight sustainability themes by 2020,
including: providing sustainable buildings and grounds ‘that visibly demonstrate
sustainable development to everyone who uses the school’;69 ‘enabling all pupils to
participate fully in school life while instilling a long-lasting respect for human rights,
freedoms, cultures and creative expression’;70 and adding a global dimension. But the
struggle for the involvement of children in the actual design of spaces still remains
because of the complex nature of participation and the contested variety of intensities.
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Active and embedded education and citizenship programmes such as those led by
Ward and Fyson have disappeared in that form today, but there are new kinds of
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manifestations of projects involving children in the design of the city. Today, the
RIBA run a national schools programme, partnering interested architects – that they
call ‘Architecture Ambassadors’71 – with schoolchildren, to visit the RIBA building
and work on a design project of their choosing in the class or local area. In addition,
architectural education organisation Open City programme ‘Accelerate’72 introduces
children of all ages to architectural design and engages them in thinking critically
about the design of our cities. Although Accelerate does run a program for primary
school children, the sessions focus on visits to and demonstrations of existing
buildings, rather than actively involving them in hands-on design. Currently in the UK
organisations such as ‘22 Sheds’73 in Newcastle and the ‘Architecture Centre’74 in Bristol
are running programmes to engage children in the design and perception of our cities.
Projects such as ‘Generation Place’75 are coming into existence again following the 2009
crash, to involve children and youth in place-making with a link to education. ‘Made
in Oakfield’,76 a project by architects Matt+Fiona included children in designing their
own den in an underused allotment, one of the most prominent examples of children’s
involvement in active design and fabrication of buildings (Fig. 5.6).
In India today, the number of NGOs and organisations using design thinking and
involving children in critiquing and commenting on the urban realm is also growing.
Although the urban planning oriented history of practice such as environmental
education is not present, much earlier practices such as Gandhi’s Nai Talim,77 Tagore’s
Santiniketan78 and the Hoshangabad Science Teaching Programme79 all present
meaningful precursors to the development of a potential environmental design
pedagogy in the general primary school curriculum. The Design for Change (DfC)
programme mentioned in Chapter 1, presents a successful contemporary toolkit for

5.6
Construction team photograph of completed Made in
Oakfield project by Matt+Fiona, Patrick Mateer, 2017.

including children in participating in the reproduction of their environment in India.
However, it does not include architects or designers in the running of sessions, nor
craftspeople in local fabrication, and is accepted to be a standalone short-term project
rather than a longer one that is integrated into the curriculum.
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Recently in Mumbai, the organisation ‘City as Lab’ has created a term-long urban
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research project for schoolchildren, engaging them in ‘authentic inquiry and research,
using their city as a laboratory’.80 Pupils are invited to ‘observe, question, hypothesise,
research, analyse and interpret findings, extrapolate their results and come up with
conclusions’ presenting their project in a written research paper, culminating in a
one-day conference event. This method is similar to Ward’s idea of using the city as a
classroom, however the tangible responses in design form are not a part of the practice.
Another example, Humara Bachpan is an India-wide organisation for child-led
neighbourhood planning, in the form of after-school clubs. Some of the goals include
child-friendly components in neighbourhoods in four cities and national urban
policies, schemes and guidelines; state and city plans’.81 However again, children are
not included in the active design and implementation of the plans, rather they are
involved in ideating and proposing written solutions.
Lastly, an example of passive spatial learning opportunities set up by an architect

5.7
Building as a Learning Aid (BaLA)
teacher's manual cover, 2013.

Kabir Vajpeyi, Building as Learning Aid (BaLA) is a movement to create ‘teachinglearning aids and experiences in the primary school built environment’.82 In the form
of painted walls, interventions include illustrative characters and games, measurements
and instructive curricular reminders such as maps and geometrical forms on twodimensional surfaces situated in NGO and government schools (Figs. 5.7 and 5.8).
Although the interventions aim to highlight the relationship between the students
and their built environment, they are rarely interactive. Children are not involved in
the design of the games and illustrations, and the concept is not participatory in its
essence.
Although City as Lab, BaLA and Humara Bachpan go part of the way towards
involving children in the actual design and realisation of their city, to varying degrees
they fall short of offering the potential for active learning through design thinking
and processes of materialisation. City as Lab was set up and is run by science teachers,
Humara Bachpan involves a range of volunteers from many different backgrounds,
and BaLA is mainly unfacilitated or facilitated by teachers if used at all. And although
Design for Change is a design and implementation-oriented initiative, it is not yet
integrated into curriculum, nor does it engage with designers in the neighbourhood in
terms of local craft or knowhow. In this sense, there is still an opportunity to develop

5.8
BaLA interventions at school, 2013.

curriculum integrated design pedagogies in India, and more specifically in Mumbai,
that involve children in actively designing their environment.
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5.3 Designers as Facilitators
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The projects mentioned above tackle the facilitation of the involvement of children in
studying or producing their environment in different ways. I now discuss the role the
facilitators played in the pedagogic experiments with Muktangan and the reciprocity
of learning experienced. In this research, three facilitators – Michael Cutts, Vinita
Gatne, and Adrienne Thadani – engaged with the project in an active and continuous
way, both behind the scenes and in practice within the classroom and neighbourhood,
in addition to the Love Grove teachers and Muktangan staff. All three have a
background in design: Michael Cutts in sustainability and environment in education,83
Vinita Gatne as a trained architect and researcher,84 and Adrienne Thadani through
her practice as a landscape designer.85 Their fluency with the design process was key
to the ability with which they could guide design conversations, using methods of
correspondence that they use every day in practice, with the children, craftspeople,
and myself as project leader. I asked them for feedback following the project: What did
they learn from the project? What surprised them? What had they expected? Did they
feel working with the children affected their own design/education practice? What
would they do differently? And finally, what further support would have been useful
for facilitation?
Firstly, the facilitators highlighted their surprise at the children’s levels of ingenuity,
confidence and care for their community and neighbourhood. Adrienne writes: ‘I
enjoyed and was inspired by the honesty of intention and eagerness the students
had to do something positive for their community. It reminded me to stay excited
and enthusiastic in my work, to make things fun, to be a bit naive and hope for the
best, and to ask lots of questions.’86 She noticed how ‘excited everyone [was] to do
something hands-on, creative and out of the box’ and goes on to write: ‘Maybe I
wondered if to them it was just a side activity they had to do in school – but when
it came to walking around, interviewing adults, putting themselves out there, and
presenting their work on camera and to an audience, they were genuine and passionate
about their observations, understandings, and subsequent designs and creations.’
Vinita writes that she was ‘thrilled to see the confidence the kids developed’ and
suggests ‘autonomy in the process of making perhaps made them realise that
concern [for the environment] is not an outside element, but rather something
that can addressed more close to home.’87 Vinita, who grew up and went to school
83
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Facilitators watch and
document the presentation day
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and university in Mumbai, has a particular insight into the way the pedagogic
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experiments contest some pedagogic practices and writes: ‘The process of schooling
where information command is appreciated often downplays intuitional approaches
to addressing varied modes of living. One is always told by the ‘elders’ what is ‘the
adult way to do’, without recognising that children and the elderly are also a form
of valid citizenship. Education therefore only acknowledges and prepares for an
able-bodied ‘adult’ form citizenship.’ Democratic practices allowed ‘little voices [to
become] respected leaders of ideas’,88 and Vinita points out, ‘Through the structure
of the workshops, the hierarchy of single instructor is disabled. Instead the students,
craftsmen, volunteers, parents and teachers are all co-working to realise the concerns of
the community.’
The facilitators stressed the importance of continuity of practice. Michael specifies
how important it is ‘to ensure the whole process is done from starting thinking to
presenting [the children’s] ideas. The benefit for students learning is in the complete
project and thus in the work the students did and how they feel it is valued.’ In
addition, Vinita writes: ‘Over four years, the project’s paced approach acknowledged
the development of observations and intuition. Instead of [short-term] problemsolving exercises, the duration [of the project] allowed all of us to understand the
structures associated with the concerns and what goes into making a design.’ This
points to the relevance and reciprocity of learning that the pedagogic engagements
can present. Michael felt that he had more faith in the process of getting students to
understand and react to a brief or concept, pointing out, ‘A little mayhem … helps
the creativity...within reason.’ But also, experimenting with facilitation techniques
helped him realise how easy it is to guide learning with ‘too-heavy assumptions
about where you think the project should go’. Despite years of experience running
workshops with children Michael felt he learnt that iteration was important, ‘needs
to be often and the objective may never change but the goals along the way do’. He
writes, ‘The true beauty of ideas emerged with nudges and not pulling to what the
facilitator thinks is best.’ However, he questioned how much this philosophy could be
implemented at Muktangan given the skills and abilities of teachers, and constraints
of time and energy, a point I expand upon in the next section about the particularity
of design thinking in facilitation. All agreed the need for more time, support (from
school and within the settlement from partner organisations), increased continuity,
and an eagerness for the children to be involved in testing, implementing and assessing
the prototypes in action.
The craftspeople were also facilitators through their interpretation of drawings and
conversations, using methods of correspondence. In project 4, Settlement Interventions,
88
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Session 28, during which the craftsmen interacted directly with the children, an
altered practice took place. Michael writes: ‘It was good seeing the adults back in the
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school environment and almost reacting to it in a child-like way.’ The craftspeople
said they enjoyed working with the children, and would like to do more projects in
collaboration with them. In addition, this proposal has the potential to enhance the
craftsmen’s role economically and may support craft techniques that are in decline.
To bring them into a school programme means to offer their expertise and pass
on knowledge to young people. They are learning from their interactions with the
architect and the children through diversification of their habitual work and creative
input. They are both learners and teachers.
The facilitator’s role is important for Gandhi, Freinet, Freire and Malaguzzi, who all
specify the beneficial reciprocity of learning relationships. For Gandhi, the studentteacher relationship is intimate, and both teacher and student participate in an act of
learning that is reciprocal.89 Freinet stipulates that the interest of the child should be
the starting point of instruction, that the teacher’s role is that of facilitator and guide,
and that children can learn from each other, family members and ordinary people
in the community.90 Freire puts the student-teacher relationship at the forefront of
his critical pedagogy by writing: ‘The raison d’etre of liberation education lies in its
drive towards reconciliation. Education must begin with the solution of the teacherstudent contradiction, by reconciling the poles of the contradiction so that both are
simultaneously teachers and students.’91 Malaguzzi’s approach involves learning and
relearning together: ‘[W]e proceed in such a way that [the children] are not shaped
by experience but are the ones who give shape to it.’92 Design conversations between
facilitators and the children were inherently reciprocal. But during our projects,
increasingly we held reflective feedback sessions that allocated time for facilitators to
learn more specifically from the children through their writing. As Adrienne points
out, ‘children do not mind filling out feedback forms.’93 On the contrary, it gave them
the chance to reflect on their practice.
For Freinet, educators are facilitators and practitioners that adapt their tools to their
task. But they require continuity to be able to develop and evolve suitable tools
and processes, and also in order to learn from the students they are working with.
Furthermore, Dewey has explained the importance of continuity and habit within
education by saying, ‘deeper strands of judgement are framed by the situations into
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which a person habitually enters.’94 Through continuity of situations, and indeed
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facilitation, learning can deepen. In this research, all four projects demanded from
the children to think about their own learning experiences, and begin to develop an
awareness for their capacity to learn and their capacity to develop. Without prolonged
and incremental continuity of the research, these opportunities would not have arisen.

Learning from children
This design research has had multiple impacts on defining my own practice as an
architect. Here I outline those attitudes and why they could be useful for architectural
practitioners more broadly. Through constructivist and critical pedagogical design
research methods, a reciprocity of learning occurs that benefits the architect as well
as the other participants. Often the impact of participatory practices on architects is
overlooked and has ‘remained under-explored and mainly anecdotally evidenced’.95
Here I want to outline what I have learned specifically as an architectural practitioner.

Architect as Learner
Re-examination of practice is necessary on a regular basis in order to make sure the
children are being given optimum control. Freire writes: ‘Those who authentically
commit themselves to the people must re-examine themselves constantly.’96 Reexamination of the architect as project leader also makes sure that the pedagogy and
practice are constantly evolving, rather than becoming a static, comfortable and
self-assuring method. In order to learn, one has to listen. In addition, methods of
jugaad, or innovative problem-solving help with uncertain contexts, and flexibility
of practice is necessary due to the range of local formal and informal practices with
which to work. Hamdi highlights Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle as an important
participatory practice: one must be open to the ‘impossibility of knowing everything
about a situation’; and subsequently ‘uncertainty leaves space to think creatively
… uncertainty gives room to think’.97 We embraced uncertainty in this research,
accepting the inevitable variety of unknown materials, participants and methods.
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[I]t changes fundamentally power relationships because it invites questions, the answers to
which are not already pre-set. In this sense, not knowing encourages the participation of others
to engage with each other in search of ideas not based on pre-established routines, nor on socalled best practices.98

Uncertainty leaves room for learning.

Architect as Facilitator
The architect plans workshops and actively creates relationships between project
participants, sometimes facilitating (or guiding) and sometimes mediating (in a
neutral way) between parties. Communicating, mediating and facilitating discussion
and interest between participants is vital for project momentum. Acting as a scout, it
is useful to build relationships in advance of activities, negotiating and building trust
with incremental planning. The facilitation of ‘role-play’ – city as school, school as
neighbourhood, craft as teacher, children as architects and architects as citizens – is
important. It is an essential pedagogic technique and requires time for participants to
feel comfortable in and explore their new role. Once participants are at ease in their
roles, facilitation becomes mediation and the architect can take on a more neutral role.
The facilitator advises and guides, never directing but always encouraging using
practices of correspondence as pedagogic techniques.

Architect as Commissioner
The architect’s role as commissioner relates to the project management of both
practical and financial transactions. Negotiation with various parties and coordination
between crafts requires daily communication, and liaison in multiple ways such as:
meeting in person at workshops or meeting points; talking on the phone or messaging;
and identifying appropriate design communication media such as drawings, sketches
or models. In recent years mobile phone application Whatsapp became a useful
technique for developing objects from across the city thanks to the possibility of
sending and receiving photographs, videos and voice messages quickly.

Architect as Documenter
Projects require regular documentation as the workshops progress, so that they can
then be shared effectively. Written and drawn work, sketches, mind maps, tests
and final objects are important to capture in detail and high quality using scanning
98
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and digital photography. My own practice developed as I merged documentation
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opportunities with lesson planning, designing in time for me to record activities,
drawings and conversations. I focused on documenting activities photographically in
a personal way throughout the process, with regular consent from the schoolteachers,
children and their parents. This practice evolved throughout the research, and became
a way of capturing expressions and body language as reciprocal learning techniques.
My positionality is important here: the photographs in this thesis contain the faces and
names of the participants with whom I worked as an acknowledgement of their active
role as designers. Giving aliases and blurring faces would go against the ethics of the
research.
Video documentation also presented an important learning technique. I worked with
videographers Saif Azmi and Susannah Heath-Eves who volunteered time to work on
the project. The presentation day video has been an invaluable element to the totality
of the research, capturing the children’s thoughts, opinions and interactions with the
public. 99

Architect as Curator
The architect, having renounced any design responsibility or control, becomes a
curator identifying, arranging and presenting the creativity of others. As architecture
scholar Meike Shalk writes: ‘He or she is a caretaker and a connector of people, things,
desires, stories, opportunities, a person who scans and lays out a new field by making
new readings of “things”, which s/he identifies and contextualises.’100 More specifically,
Petrescu explains ‘urban curation’101 is used by the architect who ‘defines his/her
professional location in the middle, in between institutions, clients, and users. Rather
than a master, (s)he is a mediator’,102 curating the relationships between the characters,
designing the process and curating (but not designing) the outputs.

Architect as Citizen
Active citizenship requires the practice of solidarity as a ‘radical posture’ in the Freirian
sense: 103 solidarity with the city, understanding Mumbai as a learning assemblage
of multiple co-constitutive parts; with the habits of working and dwelling of the
neighbourhood, craftspeople and settlement inhabitants; with the school faculty and
99
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staff, and their day-to-day work that includes the Muktangan pedagogy as well as
the delicate relationship with the municipality; with the children, and their abilities
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and needs, and their perception of school and home environments; and finally, with
the other facilitators, their experiences and expectations. The architect is a citizen
in a political sense, facilitating a political voice through design practices. In this
research, the balance between learning and practical activities in the public realm are
represented through crafted objects, that are not only designs for the settlement but
also political conversation pieces.
In these roles, the architect as active citizen can become an agent mediating ‘in
between mind and world’,104 between school and settlement, between idea and
craft. These practices of facilitation reflect both Freinet and Gandhi’s philosophies of
equality and democracy. Freinet writes, ‘pedagogically and morally speaking we do
not have the right to ignore errors and injustices [of our society] which affect the child
beyond our supervision and responsibility.’105 The work of architects with respect to
everyone, including children, is both cultural and political. In this way, participatory
architectural practice can counter anonymity and marginalisation, and move into what
Homi Bhabha calls a ‘third space’,106 the place between the tangible and the intangible
that he describes as formed of ‘unequal and uneven forces of cultural representation’,107
engendering a learning environment that is a space of transgression. The architect must
be aware of these cultural tensions and integrate sensitivity into practice.
In their article about creativity and play, Jo Birch, Rosie Parnell, Maria Patsarika
and Maša Šorn discuss the ‘designer-child interaction’ as enabling an understanding
of the ‘other’ that can also be characterised as playful, and a space of possibility and
improvisation. They reimagine Bhabha’s notion of ‘third space’ as:
...a space of transgression, where re-negotiated roles and identities of ‘professional’ designers
and of ‘lay’ children may be formed in design collaborations; this third space may be one
where rules are disregarded by one or other or both parties. It is a space which both designers
and children can potentially access, contribute to and – crucially – one in which they can
understand and learn from each other.108

They also underline the reciprocity of learning that co-design can nurture. However,
this ‘in-between realm’, or ‘third space’ to borrow Bhabha’s term, situates within the
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reality of the environment and the imagined.109 Hart clarifies, ‘One of the special
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qualities of the physical environment is that it remains stable. Children come to know
themselves through their transactions with a social and physical world.’110 The stability
of the environment creates a sounding board for the imagination, one that can be
engaged with through imaginative design thinking and architectural techniques. The
‘third space’ or ‘in-between realm of learning’ is facilitated by the role-play that is
integral to a collective pedagogy, where architects take the role of citizens, craftspeople
of interpreters and children of architects.
There is a space for design as a wide-reaching social, spatial, cultural and political
learning tool, with the active involvement of architects in practising with children.
Today this is even more pressing than it has been because of the current increase
in inequality and environmental problems. How could such a practice be formally
integrated into schools? The reciprocity of learning through architecture can be
useful for both architects and children. But what are the exact architectural processes
developed in this relationship that could be usefully articulated, systematised and
integrated into the curriculum, and how could this proposal be implemented in India?
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The pedagogic experiments developed with Muktangan School demonstrated
improving holistic socio-emotional skills such as empathy, confidence and
communication, as described by the children over the numerous feedback sessions
and activities. Due to the increasing public interest gathered over the course of the
project, the children and I decided to put on an exhibition, which we held at the G5A
Foundation for Contemporary Culture in Mumbai. I held a seminar there to discuss
the potential development of the project with members of the local design, education
and NGO community, and what might be needed in order to develop such a design
pedagogy further.111 Could an approach and adaptable toolkit be embedded into the
curriculum and how could this work?

Learning from facilitation
The practice of facilitation, as discussed earlier in this chapter, involves the architect in
roles of learning, facilitating, commissioning, documenting, curating and citizenship.
Through Settlement Interventions we learnt that continuity of facilitators with
knowledge of design presented a valuable project component. I asked the facilitators
Michael, Vinita and Adrienne what they would change and how they felt the project
could improve.

Time
Time was a common constraint identified by all the facilitators. Despite the
longitudinal research, in order to delve into the complex themes of design and
neighbourhood, they felt more sessions would have been beneficial. Adrienne wrote
that she would have specifically liked to spend more time developing nuances of the
chosen themes to identify a more targeted problem. She also identified a need for
more time to be spent testing and evaluating proposed solutions. Michael identified
the need for regular sessions so less time would be taken to review previous work.

Support
School timetables are often organised in advance of short projects. The nature of this
research meant that often sessions were agreed upon in a last-minute fashion. Michael
identified the need for more support from the teachers and general staff, advance
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knowledge of school policy and permissions, and staff numbers needed for external
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visits. He suggested sessions with teachers in advance to show the full project scale,
have some training, evaluate the process and understand the outcomes.

Documentation
The children could have documented the project through its entirety, in the way
Reggio Emilia students do, to be able to trace their own trajectory of learning.112
Michael suggested a ‘booklet to plug ideas into that frames the process for students – a
file for them to keep all info together and help them remember the steps they had
taken already’ and ‘project folders and a space at the school for ongoing design work’.
He suggested: ‘Maybe more videos … [would] help them see the context of their
efforts and how design is used across different areas and in different careers.’113

Implementation
Assessing the prototypes by implementing them in the neighbourhood is a point that
all the facilitators brought up and would have liked to have seen happen. Measuring
the impact of the interventions is a significant part of the process, that I aim to carry
out following this research. Adrienne writes: ‘Even though the actual items were not
integrated into the community, I think it would have been valuable to have gone
through the process of figuring out how would we evaluate the effectiveness of the
products/interventions as part of the evaluation process.’114

Curriculum-embedded design pedagogy
Many of the activities we facilitated during the pedagogic attempts relate to those
existing in the Design for Change toolkit comprising design steps that begin with a
feeling, followed by imagining, doing and then sharing, as discussed in Chapter 1.115
The architect feels, imagines, does and shares in every design project (s)he realises. And
so can children. The Design for Change toolkit is provided online as a downloadable
pdf for teachers, parents and students. It presents a month-long format for a project,
engaging children in processes of thinking through to doing. Once the project is
completed, it can be registered and uploaded onto the website, where a global project
database is forming. This way of working presents a system of developing and logging
notions of global citizenship, connecting children’s ideas across the world using an
112
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online platform and collecting global data of children’s perspectives. Over the course
of this research Design for Change has been developing too. When we began our
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project, the simple printable method was used occasionally by Muktangan and other
constructivist Indian schools, and we integrated the thinking into the sessions. Today
however the movement has become global, and countries worldwide have their own
project websites presenting a scalar documentation and implementation strategy.
As I have mentioned already in Chapters 1 and 2, this research diverges from Design
for Change in some of its methods and findings. Focused on a specifically architectural
practice, the locally crafted aspect of the activities draws attention to materiality,
making, drawing, annotating and craft, emphasising the idea that the children are
practising the activities of architects. I propose an architectural and local craft centred
approach, one that extends the Design for Change method, and that could embed
into the Indian curriculum, enhancing specifically the value of design. Through taking
on the role of architects, children can be involved in a number of steps – from walking,
photographing, modelling, researching and being inspired, to discussing, drawing,
annotating, reworking, implementing, testing, finalising and presenting – to develop
life-long learning.
Both Freinet and Gandhi’s pedagogies integrated craft and design within the
curriculum in their own very specific way, developing a pedagogy from scratch
themselves. Here however, a wide-reaching design pedagogy would need to be
integrated into an existing curriculum. The Gandhi Institute of Education (MGIEP)
Textbooks for Sustainable Development project, introduced in Chapter 1, aims to ‘make
a clear departure from the mechanistic transmission of information and procedural
knowledge devoid of meaning and contextual relevance’ by advocating critical
thinking, diversity, empathy and commitment as key goals.116 Embedding education

5.11
Four responses to the challenge of sustainable
development and corresponding ESD
mainstreaming strategies, MGIEP 2017.

for sustainable development into mathematics, science, geography and language
lessons, is proposed not as additional and separate but as activities integrated into
existing subjects in order to ‘live what we learn’. 117
The diagrams shown in Chapter 1 (Fig. 1.8) demonstrate the Gandhi Institute of
Education ‘s proposal to integrate education for sustainable development across
disciplines rather than as a standalone subject. I suggest that ‘Design Citizenship’
could be a form of sustainable education. I propose a diagram that both embeds into
existing subjects and provides an individual design discipline (Fig. 5.12).
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5.12
Proposed diagram for Design
Citizenship as an individual and
multidisciplinary subject.
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A curriculum and toolkit would be required to allow teachers and facilitators to
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combine their experience to run a longitudinal discipline over several years, in order
to benefit from the pedagogy in the way the Muktangan children were able to. The
development of a toolkit would be a continuation of this experimental research.
A new curriculum would need to be developed with government bodies, in the way
that the Gandhi Institute of Education has developed the textbook project. Tangible
elements such as storage, display opportunities, schoolwide presentations, community
invitation and craft demonstration would be required. The implementation of the
design pedagogy as a curriculum would signify regular session times, as well as
straightforward engagement with communities and craftspeople.

Opportunities for facilitation in the future
The need for continuity, longevity and design knowledge, opportunities for reciprocal
learning, and locally relevant practices of facilitators leads to a question for the
continuation of such a pedagogic practice. How could designers be involved in a
pedagogic endeavour such as this in a self-organising and sustainable way?
During the project, I discussed the possibility of a partnership with architecture
schools on several occasions: the Kamla Raheja Institute for Architecture (KRVIA)
showed great interest in running a studio that would be linked to the project.
Although the academic year times were difficult to coordinate, we were certain
that, given the correct resources and support, a partnership between a school class
and university students as facilitators could be formed, to develop a long-lasting
relationship.
According to Frienet, educators are not theorists but practitioners who continuously
invent and perfect special processes and techniques.118 I argue architects are
practitioners and educators in this way too. They also require the opportunity to
develop processes and techniques to contemporise their practice. Gandhi said of his
students: ‘They will spread among them the use of the spinning wheel and teach them
how to make every minute of their day useful.’119 Architects and architecture students
have much to give to their local communities, and much to learn from them too.
Architecture students would benefit from involvement in a live project pedagogy
in a number of ways. Firstly, the engagement of students with children brings
together two age groups that do not normally work collaboratively, breaking down
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age-defined social norms. The students would have the opportunity to develop
mentoring relationships with children who may also be from different social classes,
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and learn about the children’s differences in design attitudes. In architecture school,
the self-referential aspect of design pedagogy can be balanced by live projects and the
opportunity for an external gaze on design work. In this way, students can experience
architecture as a conversation. Second, collaboration with craftspeople is a valuable
design lesson in communication, negotiation and mediation. Working on behalf of the
children, the students would learn to step back and break down design correspondence
through live interactions. The children and community would represent the client,
and express public critique as an alternative to the design tutor, adding a practical
layer to assessments. And lastly, involvement in this type of critical pedagogy with
schoolchildren could highlight the variety of scales that exist within architecture, the
tangibility and intangibility of design, a lesson in designing for the real world.
As discussed earlier in this chapter, live projects have been described as ‘sites of
resistance to the normative practices of architectural education and opportunities
to develop sustainable critical thinking’, presenting opportunities for critique of
architectural education.120 Beyond this, the projects described in this thesis have
created a chance to open up and expand the benefits of architectural education to
broader sections of the general population, such as primary school communities.
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There is a history of children’s participation in the built environment, with a number
of relevant practices for today, which must be reignited and developed further through
exploring new modes of design-led teaching in primary (and secondary) school
education. Design is pedagogical as an activity and helps children develop multiple
intelligences, as well as benefit the actual environment. But historical contexts of
participatory design have focused more on the study of change in education rather
than the tangible implementation of designs for change in the neighbourhood.
The weaving of people, activities, techniques and spatialities, places and
materials presents a situated pedagogic practice of bricolage that uses methods of
correspondence as a driver for educational and environmental innovation. Drawing
on practices of development practice, DIY activist culture and co-design, a humanist
architectural pedagogy has emerged in the form of a series of four live projects, that
although provides the processes for children to design changes to their environment
it also interrogates and reimagines architectural practice in the city. I propose a move
towards architecture as a responsible pedagogic profession that can build citizenship
and environmental awareness among broad communities of children. This suggestion
associates with the philosophies of Freinet, Freire and Gandhi, drawing on their
pedagogical attitudes to inform improved codes of conduct. Freinet defines the
educator as a practitioner and craftsperson, highlighting the links between work and
play; Freire’s critical pedagogy of solidarity and awareness identifies self-critique and
re-examination as pedagogic tools; and Gandhi’s students make their work useful
locally, practising ahimsa, satygraha and swaraj.
Historical and contemporary contexts of children’s participation in designing the city
in Europe and in India demonstrate a growing space for such practices. Histories must
be remembered and contemporary practices built upon. The current rise in practices
of DIY activist culture and pedagogy of citizenship shows design to be a holistic or
global learning tool. Architectural processes use multiple intelligences and therefore
can develop learning and doing in multiple ways. Architecture can be dialogical. It
can be solidary. It can teach how to question and develop critical consciousness. More
specifically architectural practices of agency use effective processes of correspondence
between the subjective and the collective, the imaginary and the physical, creating
opportunities to explore transitional spaces socially, spatially and materially.
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link together many of the different parts of the city. More specifically they have a
responsibility to engage with children as citizens, sharing agency as an act of solidarity
but also of pedagogy. Finally, architects’ interdisciplinary knowledge can be useful in
critical pedagogical practice. Architects can be learners, facilitators, commissioners,
documenters, curators and citizens all at once.
I propose a formal link between architecture and education centred in caring for the
environment, and call for a connection between local architects, architecture students,
craftspeople and children to create a contemporising democratic design and learning
practice, whereby the right to the city is materialised in an active, collaborative
and pedagogical way with lifelong gains in return. This link responds directly to
UNESCO’s SDG 4.7, discussed in Chapter 1, that provides scope for an increase in
the integration of education for sustainable development into school education.121
Given appropriate time, continuity and support, these reciprocal learning design
relationships can help move towards these goals. Architects as citizens could
help redress power relations between the multiple actors in the city and contest
conventional production of space and knowledge of the environment.122
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Overleaf 6.0
The class and staff pose for a
photograph with their designed
settlement interventions,
March 2016
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The aim of this research was to explore the potential for architecture (as object and
activity) to act as a third teacher.1 The research aimed to investigate the learning
capacity of architectural practice and environment, to find out how children can
engage with architecture as a learning experience. Founded in my experience of
architectural practice relating to learning environments, I wanted to explore the
links between architecture and learning more deeply by involving children in design
themselves. Situated within a constructivist NGO-run school in Mumbai, India,
the particularities of the research contexts created an environment where pedagogic
experimentation could thrive. The research, situated between the disciplines of
pedagogy and architecture, aimed to identify the learning contiguity of crossing
borders.2
My main research question was: How can architecture be considered a ‘third
teacher’? 3 In response, I propose architecture (as activity and environment) can be
considered an educator if used as both a learning practice and a setting. I asked: How
can practices of citizenship paired with the imaginary possibilities of design have
a transformative effect on the ‘constructed landscape of collective aspirations’, in
Mumbai or within a broader context? 4 I argued that using the architectural process
as a critical pedagogical practice working with local craftspeople, children can learn
practices for lifelong citizenship, while activating their right to the city through codesign and co-production. To this end, I offer a collective design pedagogy in order for
architecture to be used as an educator.5 Architecture is, I argue, ‘the cultivation of the
imagination’, and through the practice of design children can better develop empathy
and citizenship.6 Imagination can be seen as a type of reflection and has been described
as an ‘in-between realm of learning’7 that is relational rather than individual, a concept
that Dewey also calls a ‘twilight zone of inquiry’.8 I propose architectural design
practice is an in-between realm of learning, and a twilight zone of inquiry too.
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demonstrate that:
- The city can be a creative educational democratic school.
- The school can be an inclusive neighbourhood.
- Craft can be an informal and formal teacher.
- Children can be sensitive and important architects of their environment.
- Architects should act as important citizens within the city.
- Pedagogy must strive to mix informal and formal, global and local, social and spatial
practices for learning to be appropriate towards people and place.
In Chapter 1, City as School, I asked what formal and informal practices make Mumbai
the unique learning city it is today. What is the educational situation in Mumbai now
and why are new pedagogies emerging that are increasingly spatial, making spatial
learning a growing phenomenon in the city? How do culture, locality and government
of education interplay to form Mumbai as a learning city that can promote
environmental and design responsibility?
I argued that as a learning city Mumbai is characterised by an overarching plurality
involving global–local and informal–formal fluctuations that are co-constitutive,
imaginary, tangible, social and spatial. Mumbai’s plurality, built on the rich histories
of culture, religion, language and territory, and diverse migrant populations and
practices, creates a distinctive wealth of opportunities for design experimentation.
These opportunities are especially numerous and varied thanks to the particular
contemporary learning, dwelling and making practices that are often informal.
In Mumbai, informality manifests as a social and spatial practice, but also as a design
problem and a theoretical ecology, as Rao indicates.9 It is plural: it is both a practice
and a setting, an activity and an environment. I argued that informal practices can
be found in urban formation, behaviour, pedagogy and learning. I used McFarlane’s
terms that informal practices are ‘speculative, compositional and bricolage’ to help
specify ‘the different ways in which [informality and formality] relate to one another
in the production and contestation of cities’.10 Furthermore, many NGOs and not for
profit organisations are increasingly providing new education for the disadvantaged
population, many of whom live in informal settlements.
In India, the identification of informality as different types of practices and settings
and its manifestations in everyday life can be found in the use of the Hindi word
9
10
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jugaad that I used throughout the thesis: ‘a flexible approach to problem-solving
that uses limited resources in an innovative way’.11 Jugaad is cobbling together, street
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smarts, hustle, negotiation, working around the system, and finding loopholes;
it is speculation, composition and bricolage. The practice of jugaad has developed
in reaction to formal or existing systems that are difficult to navigate, or that are
restrictive to daily life. It is a habitual practice used in many Mumbai situations.
McFarlane explains informality as a ‘seemingly modest descriptor and a powerful
distinction that has an active effect on urban imagination and practice, and that even
plays a fundamental role in constituting the urban (especially in the ‘global south’)’.12
Both informality and jugaad played a fundamental role in constituting learning and
developing a collective design pedagogy. This practice of resilience is a localising
technique and an informal coping strategy that highlights the entrepreneurial, selfsufficient and collective character of the city. These contexts and practices, I argued,
combine to create Mumbai as a learning city, a city that can be called a school, and in
other words, a ‘third teacher’.13
Chapter 2, School as Neighbourhood, discussed progressive pedagogy, critical pedagogy
and constructivism, all key methodologies and theoretical contexts of this research.
I asked how Muktangan situates within and reflects Mumbai as a learning city;
what are the informal-formal tensions it encounters; and why are they important
to the pedagogy? I examined how the Muktangan philosophy and practice reacts
to dominant education systems in India by employing highly localised pedagogic
methods that use democratic and environment specific means.
I argued that constructivism is both a practice and a setting. My own practice was selfled, working socially and spatially as ‘scaffolded’ learning.14 I presented the Muktangan
pedagogy and argued that Muktangan School ‘contests and reproduces ideologies’
through its use of informal political tactics to improve the ineffective government
education system.15 I also argued that in its own internal practices of pedagogy, the
school actively challenges the hierarchical government system by training local women
from the surrounding communities and giving children choices to partly define their
own educational experience. I aimed to show how Muktangan reacts to traditional
education systems in India through democratic and environmentally specific means,
as a result creating a school that is a neighbourhood and vice versa. Mukt (freedom)
combined with angan, (the safe space in front of the home); school as a place for
education, but also as a community resource centre. Muktangan School is a home; it
11
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uses the environment as a teacher; and it negotiates its existence via a public–private
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partnership with the municipality. I argued it reflects Mumbai as a learning city by
determining innovative techniques, some of which can be described as informal or
jugaad.
Through two live projects with Love Grove School, I asked if the Muktangan
pedagogy could be extended to incorporate learning processes that are hands-on and
architectural. Project 1, School Insertions, (2012–2013) found that critical pedagogy
was an important tool for the development of collective design objects and that craft
was an important local modifier that could be engaged with creatively in schools.
Project 2, Walkabouts (2013–2014) consisted of a series of sessions to create a map
of learning in the settlement involving walking, photographing, collage, drawing
and writing. The first, through the co-design of insertions for the school,16 made
clear the need for a substantially more child-led design pedagogy and the need to
include the settlement as a learning territory; the second, through the mapping of
the neighbourhood as a learning environment,17 showed that the children were aware
of important and thought-provoking learning situations in their home environment
that they could benefit from focusing upon further. The children’s neighbourhood
‘thematic universe’ that Freire specifies, cannot be imposed.18 I argued that the
pedagogic exercises crossed borders by reconnecting living and learning through design
and by revitalising the children’s right to the city.
Chapter 3, Craft as Teacher, began with a discussion of craft as a widespread activity in
informal settlement Mariamma Nagar, through the narration of project 3, Tapestry.19
How does craft constitute a learning practice and how was it used in pedagogies
before? Can the collective production of Tapestry influence the development of a
design pedagogy that is collaborative, critical and at the same time empowering?
The settlement, defined by socio-spatial localising practices of territorialisation, reterritorialisation and de-territorialisation, simultaneously legitimised and illegitimate,
is an environment in which informal craft thrives.20 I argued that craft and making
can help to create what Harvey calls ‘new material definitions of place’, and that the
‘psychological meanings’ that he mentions can also be found in these activities of work.21
16
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Through making the tapestry, we learned that textile craft is a predominant informal
economic activity in Mariamma Nagar, and that craft combines learned skills
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with intuitive actions. I argued that the embroidery itself highlights and valorises
spontaneity, collaboration and informality in what became a conversation piece for
the project more broadly. But Tapestry also demonstrated that community ideas can
become material through practices of design and making: craft can be place-making
and identity forming, and provides an opportunity for contemporary urban learning. I
suggested that making and design, as partially intuitive activities that Ingold describes
as ‘form[s] of inquiry’ or ‘correspondence’, are dialogical and pedagogical. Making, as
he explains, is a ‘process of growth’ but also a ‘way of telling’.22
The politics of making are important in the history of Indian Independence and a
number of progressive Indian pedagogies, particularly the ideas Gandhi stood for, of
swaraj (self-government), satyagraha (non-violent resistance), swadeshi (use of local
products) and ahimsa (respect for all living things). Attention to these values can lead
to design that cares for the environment and also help develop practices of active
citizenship in the contemporary urban realm.
I discussed Freinet’s Ecole Moderne pedagogy of making and design/DIY or ‘work-play’
in the environment, and the Gandhian pedagogy Nai Talim, in which craft is localising
and meditative and can focus learners’ attention. I argued that both demonstrate the
vital role that urban thought and practice can play in pedagogy. Gandhi wanted to
demonstrate the capacity for non-violence, equality and freedom through local work,
whereas Freinet demonstrated the potential for and success of children’s ‘worthwhile’
serious engagement with the world and their environment through design. Both
identify the importance of what could be called ‘correspondence’ through materials,
finding democracy and self-sufficiency through design and making. I also suggested
both can be called place-based pedagogies, and their notions of using craft and making
are still relevant ways of engaging learners in active citizenship – politically, socially
and spatially – today.
In Chapter 4, Children as Architects, I discussed the fourth pedagogic endeavour,
Settlement Interventions, (2014–2016) during which a series of collective architectural
techniques combined to determine a reciprocal and contemporising learning practice.
These included the children in the documentation of local resources, brief building,
dialogue with residents, concept design, detailed design, prototype development,
discussion with fabricators and public presentations. I narrated the workshop activities,
exploring what the children designed for their neighbourhood and why. I investigated
what kinds of pedagogical philosophies and techniques enabled their design actions.
22
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During Settlement Interventions, the children designed mosquito nets for
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neighbourhood doors and windows; a debating table, fine box and banner to tackle
fighting and bad language; dry (recycling) and wet (compostable) waste bins to help
with waste management; a tin gutter cover for open gutters; and a kitchen herb planter
and shopping bag to advocate for more plants in the area. The Mariamma Nagar
neighbourhood provided a particularly engaging place for the children to identify
and adapt ‘limit situations’,23 through what Freire calls conscientizaçao (awareness),24
identifying issues relating to health and wellbeing, and working with local karigars.
Settlement Interventions I argued, showed that children can identify important
environmental situations for which they can design imaginative and novel responses,
if given an appropriate balance of structure and freedom with the help of architectfacilitators. They can contribute important urban critique and design propositions that
can directly benefit society.
This project showed the importance of craft as a teacher: children could use local
craft as a creative analytical, political and propositional pedagogical tool. Making and
pedagogy interplayed to provide creative solutions produced within the local material
culture by combining craftsperson’s tangible knowhow and skills with found local
materials and the children’s designs. The objects tell a story and can act as conversation
pieces; the embroidery, tin-work and tailored bags show the economic and political
value of manual labour in the settlement.
I identified some important aspects of the pedagogic process. First, continuity and
facilitation were found to be integral to the pedagogic endeavours. The need for
sustained commitment from myself, the staff, and our facilitation team Michael,
Vinita, Adrienne, Pratibha, Srinivas and Dipa was crucial through the progression of
workshops. Second, Muktangan’s evaluation of the collective design sessions eventually
led to positive integration of the pedagogic experiments into the curriculum (in the
form of art and craft), demonstrating the potential worth of such an activity in other
schools.
Design allows children to develop empathy and have a political voice. I argued
children’s role as architects is pedagogical: it can involve them in the production
of their environment, facilitate their political identity and foster their ability to
communicate ideas. These skills relate to contemporary progressive educational
approaches: Development education and UNESCO’s education for sustainable
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development linked to Sustainable Development Goal 4.7.25 I also argued children
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can be architects no matter which school they go to or which neighbourhood they
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live in: regardless of children’s background, design is a useful learning technique. The
neighbourhood always provides a classroom.
Lastly, Chapter 5, Architects as Citizens, considered the role of architects and their
responsibility to engage with children as citizens, comparable to the way they do with
adults. I asked how architects have shared agency previously and what the reciprocal
learning benefit from participatory practices could be. Although there is a history of
children’s participation in the making of the built environment, I questioned to what
extent it is still suitable, and how it needs to change in light of the findings from this
research project and the context of different places.
I proposed that architectural activities in education can be informed by bricolage,
speculation and composition.26 The design process naturally incorporates a movement
between formal and informal practice. Furthermore, the architect can facilitate the
use of multiple intelligences and therefore develop thinking in multiple ways. A
facilitator’s design knowledge plays an important part in the ‘scaffolding’ of A Learning
Architecture, where continuity is paramount. It is possible to develop similar learning
processes, if a collective design pedagogical ethos enters the mission of schools to
influence directly their curricula. A collective design pedagogy successfully embedded
in state education could instigate a new culture of hands-on interdisciplinary teaching
that could be run by bringing together schoolteachers, architects and specialist makers
so that they can form shared aims and methods for changing their environment.
This would not be an easy task but one that could develop incrementally and attract
attention because of its focus on developing entrepreneurship.
There are limitations of the current study: the particularities of the city of Mumbai; those
of Muktangan School’s pedagogy and mukt-angan ‘hidden curriculum’,27 the directors,
teachers, staff and particular classes; the local neighbourhood of Mariamma Nagar
and the activities of making and craft; the longevity of the project; and the support of
dedicated facilitators. All these combine to create a unique environment in which the
collective pedagogy could grow. But the Muktangan methods, and these research methods
by extension, are not only suitable for the disadvantaged, or inhabitants of informal
settlements. The design pedagogy can be beneficial for all, not only the disadvantaged.
25
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Collective design pedagogy is a spatial approach to learning that utilises architecture
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(as activity and environment) as an educator. A collective design pedagogy is a
proposition for a specific mode of collaboration: a sustained place-based partnership
between schoolteachers, architects, specialist makers and children, in which design
workshop methods are inspired by processes taken from architectural practice and
adapted to suit children’s abilities.
In this problem-posing education all are continuously learners and activists,
citizens and change-makers. As a critical pedagogy, it is reciprocal. Using
Freirian ‘conscientisation’ to find ‘limit situations’ in the local ‘thematic universe’
(environment), while developing ‘reciprocity of action’, the projects aimed to
advance the ‘intentionality of consciousness’ and the potential for liberation (through
citizenship) using learning.28 Freire’s definition of critical pedagogy has both driven
and been reproduced by this research.
A collective design pedagogy is place-based, or to borrow Gruenewald’s term, ‘a critical
pedagogy of place’ that can adapt to different localities, communities and situations,
to engage with environment, citizenship and craft.29 It is not a universal, fixed and
single methodology: variations can be developed elsewhere in reference to location
and circumstance. I propose a collective design pedagogy can help ‘decolonise’ as
Gruenewald specifies, because it develops a culturally responsive local learning that
can help to equalise society, by involving politically and spatially under-represented
groups to help relieve ‘the damage done by multiple forms of oppression’; and second,
it can help ‘reinhabit’, by teaching ‘how to live well together in a place without doing
damage to others, human or non-human’. 30 I extended Gruenewald’s objectives by
adding a third goal: design. In a collective design pedagogy, children are political
protagonists in the design of their environment; they create imaginative projects,
meaningful propositions and interventions into the present and the future. These
activities also reflect the teachings of Gandhi, Freire, Freinet and Tagore, whose
pedagogies are also to some extent place-based, decolonising and reinhabiting.
In a collective design pedagogy, craft and making are political localising activities
to learn the city, ways of stitching together the home, neighbourhood and school.
Although this research has focused on the specific instance of Mumbai’s craft
communities in Mariamma Nagar, a wealth of making can be found elsewhere in
India, and therefore provides a palette and facilitator for designed interventions
in other environments. Informal craft is a current opportunity and can provide
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children and craftspeople with optimal design opportunities in and out of the school
environment, and means that children can modify their environment in a professional
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capacity. Architects and craftspeople can help children to materialise their aspirations
for the environment in a mutually beneficial way.
A collective design pedagogy is to an extent continuous, reflecting Dewey’s
theory that experience is a driver for change, translating previous and modifying
subsequent experiences longitudinally.31 Facilitators encourage self-driven responses
to environments, document activities and work as scaffolds to help movement within
the zone of proximal development. With architects and designers as facilitators, a
collective design pedagogy can reach humanist, dialogical and solidary spatial
outcomes, using role-play, or the switching of characters and responsibilities as a
learning tool.
A collective design pedagogy is reflective, drawing on Dewey’s notion of ‘reflective
thinking’, an ‘in-between realm of learning’ that is relational rather than individual,
a ‘twilight zone of inquiry’:32 we reflectively explore this in-between space in order to
understand the nature of our interaction with the world, and therefore learn from
ourselves. The collective design pedagogy can be used as a tool to interrogate and
practice the ‘in-between’ realm of learning using the environment and architectural
techniques.
Using collective design-based techniques, holistic and locally significant co-design
practices can develop. Co-design between architects, craftspeople and children can
help children practice their right to the city as they are currently excluded from
the design of their environment. Furthermore, co-design is a critical pedagogy that
can naturally contemporise: design is a kind of teaching and thinking that has the
potential to be ‘made and remade’.33
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A collective design pedagogy thrives on the informal, as a setting and as a practice.
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Informality is a learning method beyond the particular setting of Mariamma Nagar.
Informal spatial practices often demonstrate high levels of dexterity in negotiating the
(often difficult to disentwine) formal and informal powers that frame and regulate.
McFarlane describes informality as an urban development practice,34 but I would go so
far as to say it is an architectural practice. Informal architectural practices are based on
intimate and intuitive ways of seeing; hands-on work, behaviour and communication;
making with local resources and often through collaboration. I propose that
informality as a setting and a practice is an advantageous environment and activity
for the development of a collaborative type of place-based education that involves the
socio-spatial politics, materials and economies of locality. This research has suggested
that the informal settlement Mariamma Nagar provided lateral and spontaneous
opportunities for an education of making and craft that is culturally rooted and
socially connected with people and places.
In a collective design pedagogy informality is a pedagogical ingredient: it leaves
opportunity for the use of the imagination of both facilitator and learner. Its rhizomic
nature leaves chances for engaging curiosity, empathy, possible futures and narratives;
leaving open opportunities for spontaneity, agency, entrepreneurship and innovation.
A collective design pedagogy assumes and promotes activities conducted under a
range of ethics. A positionality and methodology of respect is integral to the critical
pedagogical foundations of this research and this proposal. The democratic goals
of the learning practice are sometimes at odds with current ethics practices such as
anonymisation. In this thesis I have shown the children’s faces in photographs and
credited them with their real names rather than creating aliases and blurring faces,
which I argue would have gone against the core principles of design ethics and giving
the class a voice. By anonymising I would have been dehumanising, appropriating the
children’s designs, and precisely not taking the children seriously, perpetuating some of
the issues that participatory design practices experience.
A collective design pedagogy is global, or universal, through the development of
morals and ethics; and local in the produced design outcomes with the specific place
and communities present. Moving forward, a collective design pedagogy can enable
architects to engage with the learning city, and emphasise their responsibility to act as
agents and mediators to help democratise the environment.

34
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The proposed collective design pedagogy is a tool for advancing active citizenship and
sustainable development in line with the United Nations’ principles of education for
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sustainable development and UNESCO’s Sustainable Development Goal 4.7.35 It
can counter banking methods of education often still used in government schools
in India and other countries today. These competencies would help solve the ‘crisis
of (re)production’, but require putting trust in children to make decisions.36 NCERT
identifies ‘the impulse to teach everything arises from lack of faith in children’s own
creative instinct and their capacity to construct knowledge out of their experience.’37
And finally, this study found that learning forms an important part of the city. Urban
learning can be linked to the concept of jugaad that I have understood as innovative
problem-solving and a design method discussed extensively across this thesis. Learning
and design are both processes and outcomes of the interactions between people,
sources and knowledge. They question the relationship between the actual and the
possible. Design-based learning is incremental and informal. Through my practice I
have aimed to show how pedagogy and curriculum must allow for informality if these
are to remain current and relevant. Informality, and indeed jugaad, is speculative,
compositional and bricolé. 38 Pedagogy and curriculum should mirror these creative
characteristics: a collective design pedagogy does just that.

Contribution to disciplines
This thesis aims to contribute to three fields of research: first, architecture, second,
informality and third, pedagogy. I propose the term collective design pedagogy as a
contribution to practice and research in the discipline of architecture and education.
By borrowing architectural techniques in the end the output is not architecture per
se; it is a pedagogic activity with environmental and urban significance in which
informality and collaboration play key roles.
First, this design research contributes to the architectural debate of DIY activism,
grassroots bricolage, participation, public engagement and co-design. It builds on
the idea that activism through design can be a democratising social tool; that design
participation can be meaningful if conducted in a grassroots and empowering way
using critical pedagogical methodologies; and that co-design with children can
35
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produce publicly engaged political outputs. But it also draws attention to the inclusion
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of children in practising their right to the city using design. My research methods
– practice-led, longitudinal and continuous, experimental, documentary, convivial
and incremental – highlight the value of jugaad and collaboration. The involvement
of architecture students as facilitators of a collective design process aims to influence
architectural education and practice indirectly. Further research and testing of
techniques is required to develop this line of inquiry.
Second, this research contributes to the debate around informality through its
engagement with informal settings and practices in the Muktangan and Mariamma
Nagar case study. Ward speaks of the ‘place that is becoming, the unfinished habitat
[that is] rich in experiences and adventures for the child, just because of the plenitude
of “unmake”’;39 I argued for the value of informal environments with particular
opportunities for learning and making, and informal practices of design. Within
this neighbourhood we found a palette for experimentation in design, to make
decisions and involve the children in having a real impact through the design of their
interventions. However, my contribution is to the values of pedagogical informality
too. My pedagogical methods (place-based, critical pedagogical, constructivist) were
useful because my own practice could be an informal precursor for the pedagogical
experiments: my own informal learning influenced the pedagogic endeavours.
Following a project to include New Delhi street children in documenting how they
use their neighbourhood, Pallawi Sinha and Catherine Burke call for ‘a new concept of
urban space’ that they say ‘is needed to capture this meaning, one that can gratify the
most esoteric enthusiasms of children, one that invokes curiosity, is tactile and does
not imprison its children’. They ask ‘how may children employ the city in building
knowledge towards their real aspirations?’40 I propose a collective design pedagogy is
a way of including children in the design of their environment to help them learn,
become active citizens, and feel they have a right to the world – they have the power to
create change.
Third, there are contributions to research in the educational domain. This research
into Muktangan School and pedagogy contributes to educational research generally,
as it has not been academically discussed before. The research also aims to contribute
to development education or education for sustainable development practices in
the form of the proposed collective design pedagogy. Although democratic practices
in education are increasing overall (but not consistently), as is the encouragement
of learning practices of active citizenship, the balance between global and local
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educational experiences is still in the process of developing a nuanced understanding
and appropriate response. Although awareness of the role of the environment and
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global citizenship in education is increasing unhurriedly, changes to curriculum are
slow and the use of environment as a learning resource has had a habit of fluctuating
between inclusion and marginalisation. UNESCO has called for education ‘that
enables young people to engage creatively and responsibly with the world’ within
the ‘interconnected environmental, economic, social and political challenges facing
humanity’, saying an education for sustainable development is needed to empower
‘learners to take informed decisions and responsible actions for environmental integrity,
economic viability and a just society, for present and future generations, while
respecting cultural diversity’.41 This research responds to that demand and aims to
complement the research done by the Mahatma Gandhi Institute of Education for
Peace and Sustainable Development.
Architecture has already been integrated into school curriculum in Finland where the
national core curriculum teaches architecture as one of the arts.42 Further research is
required to develop a useable toolkit, that can be eventually embedded into the Indian
curriculum (and others) to formally link architecture and education. If an online guide
and network were to be developed, school projects could form an accessible catalogue
of interventions developed by children across cities. New information relating to
children’s perceptions and designed solutions, in addition to recording of local crafts
would begin to define economic and social patterns to locate materiality and expertise
geographically.
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Continuing formal research with the Mahatma Gandhi Institute of Education for
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Peace and Sustainable Development and UNESCO in India would provide the
support needed to further the project as a meaningful development in education. As
Freire says:
The pedagogy of the oppressed, as a humanist and libertarian pedagogy has two distinct phases.
In the first, the oppressed unveil the world of oppression and through the praxis commit
themselves to its transformation. In the second stage, in which the reality of oppression has
already been transformed, this pedagogy ceases to belong to the oppressed and becomes a
pedagogy of all people in the process of permanent liberation.43

To this end, by working with government entities to develop curricula that integrate
design practices, learning can move at more relevant speed to enable children,
architects, architecture students, teachers, schools and NGOs to work together to
practice their right to the city.

6.1
You can scan this QR code with your
phone camera to be taken to the
website www.nicolaantaki.com where
further information can be found
regarding this research and associated
projects.
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6.2
'Design in Action', news article
about the project in DNA,
15 March 2016.
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